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About this publication

This publication is part of a large programme of work on growth that Policy 
Exchange is undertaking. The programme aims to set out a positive view about 
the future of the UK economy and to make recommendations for how we can 
return to a more structurally and regionally balanced model of growth in the 
future. This would be a model of growth that relies on entrepreneurs, businesses 
and individuals to drive growth and to deliver social gains to the wider economy.

This report is the culmination of our first six months of research, events and 
consultation with business and the academic community. Throughout the course 
of this work we have met many people with interesting and relevant views about 
the blockages to growth in the UK, policies that might help and where the UK’s 
growth potential lies. We have asked a number of these people to contribute essays 
to this report.

The views of these authors are varied and wide-ranging. Some of them even 
work against each other. As such, Policy Exchange would not necessarily prioritise 
and certainly not endorse all of the policies that are put forward. Indeed, we even 
disagree with some. However, it is the spirit of debate that is important. Each of 
the contributors looks to the future of growth, rather than focusing on the short-
term. It is this long-term approach that we think will foster growth in the UK. 
They start a debate over what we want the UK economy to look like and what 
government can do to help us get there. 

Policy Exchange recommendations in the first chapter of the report build on that 
debate and we will be continuing over the next year to make recommendations 
for policies to push for growth and social improvement in the UK.

This report forms part of Policy Exchange’s Letting the Country Grow programme 
of publications and events.  The programme has brought together experts 
from across the country and from abroad to discuss the key 
challenges facing the UK economy and to set out a new set 
of growth ideas. To find out more, or to view videos of the 
programme’s various panel events and keynote speeches, 
please visit www.policyexchange.org.uk/pages/growthseries.
cgi or scan the QR code with your smartphone.
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Summary of recommendations

Summary of recommendations

This report is about starting an evidence-based and balanced debate around 
growth in the UK. It issues a call to action to politicians, the media, policy 
makers and the public to start to consider the long-term future of the UK 
economy, rather than focusing on short-term politics and policies. The report 
does not naively assume that the UK economy is performing well. We recognise 
the depth of the recent recession and the real dangers of a return to recession 
in the near future. 

However, unlike others, we do not see this evidence as an excuse to return to 
more government spending and higher borrowing in order to somehow try to 
prop up the economy. Similarly, this report does not call for indiscriminate and 
large-scale deregulation and tax cuts. It brings together a number of essays from 
experts in Policy Exchange as well as from business and industry. Each lays out 
the author’s views on the blockages to growth and makes suggestions for where 
government policy must focus.

While Policy Exchange would not prioritise all of the recommendations made, 
the tone is important. They each present options for reform that focus on the 
long-term prosperity of the UK. We build on these suggestions, the events and 
discussions we have held over the last six months and our own research to lay out 
where Policy Exchange believes policy for the government’s Autumn Statement 
and 2012 Budget should focus. Implementing these policies would bring new 
certainty and confidence to business and would give a huge boost to businesses 
both small and large and the entrepreneurs, individuals and families that are the 
drivers of growth in the UK. 

Our recommendations are as follows:

Fiscal position 

Meeting the fiscal mandate
 z Recommendation 1. At the Autumn Statement, the government must 

continue to commit to meeting its first fiscal mandate of eliminating the 
current structural deficit by 2015/16. There are two implications to this:
a. We recommend that 2015/16 is explicitly targeted, rather than the current 

plans of meeting the mandate by 2014/15; and
b. If, under current policy at the Autumn Statement, the OBR establishes 

that there is less than a 50% chance that the fiscal mandate will be met 
by 2015/16, policy must be reformed to put the UK back on course to 
meeting the mandate. This should include both further fiscal restraint and 
reforms to boost growth. These reforms must result in the OBR agreeing 
that there is a greater than 50% chance of meeting this fiscal mandate in 
2015/16.
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 z Recommendation 2. Any flexibility in spending resulting from: the move to 
target 2015/16 rather than 2014/15; reduced debt financing costs; or better-
than-expected fiscal circumstances should be shared between investment to 
reduce the current structural deficit faster and structural reforms focused 
on the long-term growth of the UK. Specific policies are recommended 
later in this chapter. Our belief is that no more than half of any additional 
funds should be targeted towards structural reform. This is in line with both 
allowing room to meet the mandate and our approach to stable policy making 
laid out in later recommendations.

Providing firms with certainty 

Tax stability
To ensure that the tax system is no longer used as a political tool and that it 
becomes stable and predictable enough to give business confidence to invest:

 z Recommendation 3. A tax roadmap for the whole tax system should be 
legislated for. This would require government to set out tax rates, allowances 
and rules, for at least the following four years, in each Finance Bill.

 z Recommendation 4. Of course, it would still be possible for government 
to change these four-year plans in each year. To discourage such short-term 
decision making, the legislation would also require that any changes to the 
rates for the following three years (which had already been legislated for in 
the previous Finance Act) would require the government to make a statement 
to Parliament setting out in detail both the reasons for the change and the 
potential impact on business and investment. 

 z Recommendation 5. These two steps might deal with constant changes to 
existing taxes, but would leave longer-term, and fundamental, tax reform 
equally opaque. For this reason, the third element of this approach would 
introduce legislation requiring that within the first year of a new Parliament, 
the government must publish a tax reform Green Paper setting out its 
intended plan of tax reform for the remainder of the Parliament. This would 
provide public clarity over its priorities and intentions over the medium-
term. Parliament and the public could then use this Green Paper to hold the 
government to account over its actual tax policy. The first of these should 
be published alongside the 2012 Budget. This would allow government to 
address a number of areas that are leading to distinct business uncertainty and 
that are detrimental to growth in the UK as well as its wider reform agenda. 
This should include: an analysis of the treatment of debt and equity in the 
tax system and implications for investment decisions and macroeconomic 
risk; a summary of its intentions on the taxation of land and property; 
and a summary of the potential for longer-term reform to the income tax 
and National Insurance systems to simplify the personal tax system while 
strengthening the functioning of the contributory principle.

 z Recommendation 6. To ensure that the government looks to the long-term, 
any tax revenues in excess of those expected should not be allowed to be fully 
recycled into spending or tax cuts in future years. Instead, we believe that at 
least half should be invested into reducing the structural deficit. In the longer-
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term, it should be used to reduce government debt. This requirement should 
be legislated for.

Supporting business growth

Encouraging investment through the tax system
 z Recommendation 7. The government should extend its current NICs holiday 

for new workers in new firms (in certain regions) to cover all additional 
workers in all firms with less than ten employees (e.g. any firm moving from 
employing five employees to employing six employees). However, rather than 
being a temporary holiday, this should be piloted as a potentially permanent 
feature of the tax system. Similar policies are strongly advocated by many 
businesses and business representatives, including Andrew Cave in Chapter 8 
of this report. We believe that this policy should be piloted for the remainder 
of this Parliament with a full evaluation plan implemented in order to inform 
future decisions over whether to make the exemption a permanent feature of 
the tax system. This is one area that we believe should be incentivised if, as we 
outline above, meeting the fiscal mandate a year later in 2015/16 and falls in 
debt servicing costs allow some financial flexibility.

 z Recommendation 8. The government has confirmed that they see the 50p 
rate of income tax as a temporary feature of the UK tax system.1 We do not 
believe that there is a strong case to remove the tax immediately, when other 
taxes have also been raised that hit other parts of the income distribution. 
However, by not outlining a timetable for its removal, the government is 
adding uncertainty and risk to business decisions. For this reason, we believe 
that the government must make the commitment to removing the 50p rate 
clear. This must include a set of criteria that would need to be met before 
the rate is removed. Recent research has shown that the top marginal rate 
of income tax does have a significant negative impact on entrepreneurship, 
productivity and growth.2 A number of businesses that we have talked to have 
also argued that the rate is detrimental to their business. Providing clarity to 
these businesses will go some way to improving business confidence.

Easing finance to business
 z Recommendation 9. Credit Easing through the banking system: the 

government should raise funds of up to around £25 billion and allow banks to 
apply for the funds. The banks in turn would lend the money onto businesses. 
Banks would have to return the funds if it had not been lent out within a 
fixed time period, say three months: ensuring that the programme is demand 
determined. This would have advantages at both stages: the government has a 
low cost of funding meaning that lower rates can be passed on through the 
banks; and the banks have the contacts, the credit assessment capability and 
the network through which to distribute the credit.

If this was all new lending, it would potentially triple the amount of net 
new lending currently occurring. Even if we assume 50% of it is displaced 
lending it would double net new lending. In terms of details, we suggest 
that:

 z Tranches of two-, three- and five-year money should be raised and lent on. 

1  http://www.number10.gov.uk/

news/morning-press-briefing-for-

7-september-2011/

2  Arnold, J.M., Brys, B., Heady,C., 

Johansson, A., Schwellnus, C., & 

Vartia, L., (2011). ‘Tax Policy for 

economic recovery and growth’. 

The Economic Journal, 121 

(February), F59–F80.
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 z The banks and the government should split both the risk and the return 
equally so that banks have the incentive to ensure that the loans are made 
on a commercial basis and the government would receive a share of the 
profits of any lending. 

 z The loans would be available to all banks, providing they lent it on to 
UK-based companies and, to protect against displacement, we suggest a 
minimum spread of 200 basis points. This should ensure that the banks 
did not merely lend on the money to large cap companies who can already 
tap the bond markets.

 z Recommendation 10. Credit Easing through the tax system – long-
term: the government should announce a new tranche of ISA allowance 
for individual investors (of say £5,000) specifically targeted at investment 
in small and medium sized firm debt. Such an approach would incentivise 
ISA providers to give access to this market to its retail customers and should 
provide a vital increase to the size of this market that could provide significant 
funds to mid-sized companies. 

We believe that the costs of this policy would be low. The low interest most 
investors are receiving, particularly on cash deposits, means that tax payments 
on this interest are also relatively small. This means that the costs of foregone 
tax would be low and could be afforded if, as we outline above, meeting the 
fiscal mandate a year later in 2015/16 and falls in debt servicing costs allow 
some financial flexibility.

 z Recommendation 11. Credit Easing through the tax system – short-term: 
The Business Payment Support Service is an invaluable tool for business 
who, while profitable/viable, may struggle to meet their tax liabilities. For 
instance, this might be because of cash-flow problems. Between November 
2008 and June 2011 the scheme granted nearly 450,000 Time To Pay 
arrangements, worth in total £7.71 billion. It is a measure of success of the 
scheme that, of that amount, over £6.69 billion has already been paid back.3 
However, current use of the scheme stands at just 37% of the level it was 
in 2009 and a number of businesses that we have spoken to were unaware 
of the scheme. Businesses are also complaining that the scheme has been 
reined back, with agreements much harder to obtain. For this reason, we 
recommend that the government explores what more might be done to 
advertise the scheme and whether it might be further expanded to provide 
help to more firms.

 z Recommendation 12. The Bank should reconsider its decision not to rollover 
the Special Liquidity Scheme (SLS). Now is not the time to be withdrawing 
support from the banking system and the Bank has even acknowledged that 
this will put upward pressure on the price of credit. Allowing the SLS to 
expire has the potential to undermine the loosening of policy from QE since 
monetary policy and the financial system are inexorably linked.

Regulation
 z Recommendation 13. The government should launch a review to assess 

the cumulative cost of: the Agency Workers Directive; changes to pensions 
regulations (the introduction of NEST); the existing system of and suggested 
changes to maternity and paternity leave; and health and safety legislation. 

3  http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/stats/

bus_pay_sup_serv/official-stats-

july2011.pdf
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This should inform an assessment of tools to mitigate these costs (including 
how to limit future increases in burdens) for businesses, while maintaining 
an appropriate level of protection for employees.

Tackling barriers to growth

Green growth
 z Recommendation 14. The government should eschew the muddled concept 

of ‘green growth’ and the 1970s-style industrial subsidies for hand-picked 
future growth sectors which it leads to. The government should instead 
concentrate on policies to promote growth alongside other policies to go 
‘green’ – reducing carbon emissions – as cost-effectively as possible. Key policy 
tools for this last objective will be to establish an effective long-term carbon 
pricing framework to guide markets, and to support innovation, for instance 
through the Technology Strategy Board, Energy Technologies Institute, Carbon 
Capture and Storage Demonstration as well as support focused on maximising 
learning and innovation. 

Planning reform
As our recent report, Cities for Growth, outlines:

 z Recommendation 15. The government should bring forward legislation 
to allow new Garden Cities to spur growth and housing construction in 
industries and areas that need it most; and

 z Recommendation 16. The government needs to move as rapidly as possible 
from a plan-led system to an externality-led system of planning that breaks 
out of the 1940s strait-jacket our planning system imposes.

Public sector productivity
 z Recommendation 17. The government must set out a stronger vision for new 

models of delivering public services in partnership with the private and third 
sectors. The Open Public Services White Paper failed to deliver the step change 
in approach that many were hoping for.4 We have previously outlined how this 
might be done in the welfare system. Our approach would make use of up-to-
date IT infrastructure and tailor support to individuals. It would allow the 
formation of mutuals and social enterprises to deliver essential public services. 
It is a model on which the future of many public services could be delivered. 

 z Recommendation 18. The government must consider how to devolve pay 
bargaining to a more local level and work constructively with the Unions to 
ensure that this model is sustainable. Our previous reports on public sector 
pay and conditions have highlighted the lack of incentives leading from the 
current system of National Pay Bargaining that exists across large parts of the 
public sector. Indeed, recent work has shown that problems of recruitment 
and low productivity caused by national pay bargaining in the public sector 
can lead to increased likelihood of deaths following admission to hospital.5 
By devolving pay bargaining to a more local level, pay would be allowed to 
match costs of living in local areas and be varied to effectively incentivise 
performance. This would raise productivity and growth.

4  http://files.openpublicservices.

cabinetoffice.gov.uk/

OpenPublicServices-WhitePaper.

pdf

5  Propper, Van Reenen ‘Can 

pay regulation kill?’, Journal of 

Political Economy, 2010. http://

www.bristol.ac.uk/cmpo/

publications/papers/2008/

abstract184.html
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1
Policy priorities
by Matthew Oakley

A call to action on growth
This report is about starting an evidence-based and balanced debate around 
growth in the UK. It issues a call to action to politicians, the media, policy makers 
and the public to start to consider the long-term future of the UK economy, rather 
than focusing on short-term politics and policies. The report does not naively 
assume that the UK economy is performing well. We recognise the depth of the 
recent recession and the real dangers of a return to recession in the near future. 

The situation in the Eurozone and indeed 
the global economy more generally, make 
any other conclusion unrealistic. 

That is why parts of this report paint 
a gloomy picture of the UK economy. 
Growth forecasts have been revised down 
by a range of organisations: from the 
Bank of England to the OECD and the 

CBI.6 Recent labour market statistics show a total of over 2.6 million unemployed 
people and youth unemployment toppling through the one million mark.7 
Chapter 8 highlights that the Federation of Small Businesses’ most recent quarterly 
survey showed small businesses across the country having a negative outlook, 
with a growing number laying-off workers. A range of other indicator surveys are 
looking bleaker than they have for some time.8 However, unlike others, we do not 
see this evidence as an excuse to return to more government spending and higher 
borrowing in order to somehow try to prop up the economy. Similarly, this report 
does not call for indiscriminate and large-scale deregulation and tax cuts.

Both of these areas, characterised by statist versus free market approaches, focus 
too strongly on ideological stances and too little on policy that will set a positive 
and ambitious course for the UK economy. The former approach completely 
fails to acknowledge the structural problems that exist in the UK economy. It 
makes the argument that it is government who must drive the success of the UK 
economy, not the entrepreneurs, workers, families and individuals who are, in 
fact, the engines of growth. The latter approach fails to acknowledge that markets 
fail, that government does have a role and that we need to move to a model of 
growth that is more balanced structurally and regionally and that is accessible to 
all those who want it. It also fails to recognise that deficit-funded tax cuts can be 
as damaging as deficit-funded spending.

6  For a summary see HM 

Treasury, Forecasts for the UK 

Economy: a comparison of 

independent forecasts, No. 295, 

November 2011; Bank of England 

Inflation report, November 

2011; OECD, What is the Outlook 

for OECD countries: an interim 

assessment, September 2011; 

Confederation of British Industry, 

Economic and Business Outlook, 

November 2011.

7  ONS, Labour Market Statistics, 

Statistical Bulletin, November 

2011.

8  See for instance: http://www.

rec.uk.com/press/news/1851 and 

http://www.markiteconomics.

com/MarkitFiles/Pages/

ViewPressRelease.aspx?ID=8738

“It issues a call to action to politicians, the media, 

policy makers and the public to start to consider the 

long-term future of the UK economy, rather than 

focusing on short-term politics and policies”
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Chapter 11 of this report outlines our frustration with these approaches 
and the damage that a focus on the short-term and ideology is having on the 
UK economy. This intellectual deficit in policy debate is not a problem that 
is confined to the UK. A recent book summarises the political debate around 
growth in the US:

The Democratic Party seeks to extend government spending even when the middle class feels 
squeezed, the public sector does not perform well and we have no good plan for paying for 
forthcoming entitlement spending. To the extent that the Republicans have a platform, it consists 
of unrealistic claims about how tax cuts will raise revenue and stimulate economic growth...
Political discourse and behaviour have become increasingly polarised and what I like to call the 
‘honest middle’ cannot be heard above the din.9

It can easily be seen that this caricature fits much of the commentary and 
discussion held in the media, in Parliament and across think tanks in the UK. 
The problem is that this situation is damaging the confidence of business and 
the public. A recent survey of the public has shown that, while half of people 
think that the Coalition is not managing the economy effectively, only one in five 
think that the opposition would do a better job.10 Another shows that business 
is worried that ‘...politics is getting in the way of economics’ and that ‘…there 
doesn’t seem to be a sensible plan for economic growth in the UK’.11 In short, 
there is little confidence in the economic policy of either the government or the 
opposition. Given the short-term and politically based nature of much of the 
policy discussion, this is not surprising.

This report moves away these polarised short-term debates. It argues that the 
global economy and, that of the UK, is struggling. It then lays out a roadmap by 
which we can navigate ourselves back to growth, not next week or in time for the 
next set of quarterly growth figures, but for the next five, ten and 15 years. This 
road map is informed by people in the economy: the businesses, both large and 
small, that drive growth and employment; those advising firms on how to invest 
and grow; entrepreneurs looking to invest; academics and experts; and those who 
are at the heart of the policy making process.

A number of those people have contributed essays to this report. Not all of 
the policy recommendations in these essays are ones that Policy Exchange would 
prioritise, nor endorse. Indeed, there are even some that we do not agree with. 
But the spirit in which they are all written is key. A recurring theme across all 
the essays is that, while government can create the conditions for growth and 
certainly, with bad policy, it can stand in the way of growth, government cannot 
be a route for growth creation.

These are also views shared by others who have spoken to us, attended and 
spoken at our events or whose academic work has informed this report. Again, the 
overarching theme from the majority of these people is that with the right structures 
in place and the right level of stability and certainty in government policy, they 
can make business and the UK economy grow. Andrew Cave summarises neatly in 
Chapter 8: ‘government ought to be ensuring that its actions serve to ameliorate an 
entrepreneur’s relationship with risk; the rest will look after itself’.

In the remainder of this chapter and in the essays that follow, a number of 
areas are highlighted where decades of government intervention and subsequent 

9  Cowen, T., (2011). The Great 

Stagnation: how America ate 

all the low hanging fruit of 

modern history, got sick, and will 

(eventually) feel better. Dutton, 

USA.

10  http://www.ipsos-mori.

com/researchpublications/

researcharchive/2875/

ReutersIpsos-MORI-October-

2011-Political-Monitor.aspx

11  CBI, Economic challenges 

facing UK business: IPSOS/MORI 

survey – November 2011. 
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12 http://www.

entrepreneurcountry.com/

news-features/item/1532-time-is-

right-for-plan-a-plus

13  CBI, (2011). Economic 

challenges facing UK business. 

IPSOS/MORI Survey – November 

2011.

14  Arnold, J.M., Brys, B., 

Heady,C., Johansson, A., 

Schwellnus, C., & Vartia, L., 

(2011). ‘Tax Policy for economic 

recovery and growth’. The 

Economic Journal, 121 (February), 

F59–F80.

15  Akitoby, B., & Stratman, T., 

(2008). ‘Fiscal policy and financial 

markets’. The Economic Journal, 

118 (November), pp.1971-1985.

reform have left significant barriers in the way of business growth. There are also 
places where business attitudes and the attitudes of many of us living in the UK 
may need to change in order to deliver sustained and balanced growth that is 
enjoyed by everyone, not just those at the top.

To tackle these areas the remainder of this chapter builds on the themes 
outlined in the chapters of this report to outline Policy Exchange’s policy 
priorities for the Autumn Statement and Budget 2012. We also suggest some more 
general areas where reform will be needed in the future but where firm answers 
need to be developed. 

A more positive future for the UK economy
Chapter 11 and the section above argue that we need a more positive discussion 
about the future of the UK economy. This must be based on evidence, not ideology 
and must focus on the long-term not the short-term: it must give business the 
confidence to invest some of the cash reserves of around 6.6% of GDP that they 
are currently holding; it must give foreign investors confidence to move business 
to and invest in the UK; and it must give the public the confidence to save, invest 
and spend in a way that maximises long-term growth.

The challenge with being more positive is that the UK economy is in a difficult 
place. Chapter 2 of this report highlights that growth is, at best, tepid and that 
many of the signs from recent confidence surveys suggest that the outlook for 
growth is not improving. The risk of a return to recession is real. In this context, 
how should we start to be more positive and try to provide business with the 
confidence it needs to invest?

First we should recognise that the government is doing one thing right. 
Chapter 2 outlines our strong belief that the government must stick to its course 
on deficit reduction. The plan it set out to remove the current structural deficit by 
2015/16 is the right one.

This view is contested by others who argue that the government must act now 
to bolster demand in the economy. However, the chapter outlines views from a 
range of businesses and from academic research that all show that this would be 
the wrong course of action. To bolster growth, businesses and households need 
confidence to invest and consume. This confidence is given by certainty and long-
term thinking, not knee-jerk politically motivated policy announcements. The 
CBI has recently argued that ‘...weak economic performance and growing fiscal 
instability in the Eurozone make it even more important that the government 
safeguards the UK’s AAA credit rating’. The CBI Director General John Cridland 
went on to argue that: 

‘The government must stick to its plans to bring down the deficit to maintain confidence in the 
UK’s public finances and keep the cost of borrowing down.’12

Over 80% of business leaders surveyed by the CBI believed that the government 
must stick to its deficit reduction plans.13 These are clear signs of what the 
business community feels about attempts to ease fiscal policy. Academic evidence 
also suggests that the sort of policies that are being recommended are unlikely 
to be effective. In particular, recent Economic Journal articles have summarised that 
‘reductions in sales taxes...would do little to speed the recovery’.14 Another 
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article found that increased debt-financed current spending significantly increase 
sovereign spreads.15 

Chapter 2 also outlines that we recognise arguments that lower gilt yields are 
not just a reflection of lower risk sentiments in the market. We also agree that, in 
part, they reflect a weaker future growth outlook. However, we do not subscribe 
to the views of some that lower gilt yields have nothing to do with the decision to 
set the UK’s public finances back on to a more sustainable footing.16 Those making 
these arguments are not making the similar argument that high gilt yields in parts 
of the Eurozone are a reflection of an imminent boom. It is our view that there is 
a substantial risk that backing away from the consolidation plan would come with 
large risks of significant upward pressure on the cost of borrowing in the UK.

Overall, it is our view that short-term tax breaks are unlikely to be effective 
and debt-financed fiscal stimuli, and their potential impact on the UK’s cost of 
borrowing, are a risk not worth taking.

The importance of avoiding this risk and of maintaining confidence in 
the security of the UK should not be underestimated. A clear example of the 
implications is that Citigroup estimate that the fall in gilt yields since Budget 
2010 has resulted in debt servicing savings of £3.3 billion in 2012/13 alone 
and a massive £11.5 billion by 2015/16. Cumulatively, this amounts to almost 
£30 billion in that same period. With recent analysis suggesting that the OBR 
will downgrade its view of the government meeting its fiscal mandate this may 
prove to be important: coupled with the Chancellor’s previous decision to target 
the removal of the structural deficit a year early, this ‘windfall’ could allow the 
Chancellor at least some room for manoeuvre at the Autumn Statement. 

We will know the full extent of the figures on 29 November. Whether the 
government’s fiscal mandate will be met and how the Chancellor responds to 
an assessment from the OBR that the likelihood of the fiscal mandate being met 
has changed, will be one of the big questions for the Autumn Statement. Our 
recommendations are as follows:

Recommendation 1
At the Autumn Statement the government must continue to commit to meeting 
its first fiscal mandate of eliminating the current structural deficit by 2015/16. 
There are two implications to this:

a. We recommend that 2015/16 is explicitly targeted, rather than the current 
plans of meeting the mandate by 2014/15; and

b. If, under current policy at the Autumn Statement, the OBR establishes that 
there is less than a 50% chance that the fiscal mandate will be met by 
2015/16, policy must be reformed to put the UK back on course to meeting 
the mandate. This should include both further fiscal restraint and reforms to 
boost growth. These reforms must result in the OBR agreeing that there is a 
greater than 50% chance of meeting this fiscal mandate in 2015/16.

Recommendation 2
Any flexibility in spending resulting from: the move to target 2015/16 rather 
than 2014/15; reduced debt financing costs; or better-than-expected fiscal 
circumstances should be shared between investment to reduce the current 
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structural deficit faster and structural reforms focused on the long-term growth 
of the UK. Specific policies are recommended later in this chapter. No more than 
half of any additional funds should be targeted towards structural reform. This is 
in line with both allowing room to meet the mandate and our approach to stable 
policy making laid out in later recommendations.

What needs to change?
Our first two recommendations focus on ensuring that the public finances are 
in a stable position. They aim to provide clarity and confidence to the markets 
that the UK is serious about delivering a stable and growing economy that is 
not dominated by public debt. However, as we have already outlined, the UK 
faces other, significant, challenges. The global economy is becoming more 
competitive, our historically dominant position in a number of sectors has been 
diminished and we also have significant social problems to tackle. To take a few 
examples:

 z UK productivity lags the G7 average by 11 to 15% and productivity in the 
public sector has not increased for many years.

 z Between 1995 and 2009, manufacturing collapsed from accounting for 
around 20% of GDP to accounting for just 11%;17

 z The share of national income going to workers in the bottom half of the 
income distribution has fallen by a quarter in the last 30 years.18 The share 
of those in the top 1% has increased by half. A clear indication of this is that 
while real incomes for most have fallen during the recession, senior directors 
at FTSE-100 companies saw a 49% pay rise;19

 z The UK has 3.9 million working-age, workless households, with 5.5 million 
adults and nearly two million children living in these households. Even before 
the recession four million working age adults were dependent on benefits;20

 z Unemployment also has huge regional variations. Unemployment rates in 
local authorities currently range from around 4% in Wokingham to over 
15.5% in Middlesbrough. In some areas inactivity rates are approaching 40% 
and it is startling that 60% of all worklessness is in 10% of all wards.21

The crisis has clearly shown major structural problems in our economy, but we 
should be honest enough to admit that they are problems that have been present 
for a number of years: either ignored or papered over with short-term policies 
to tackle the consequences, but not the causes. It is now time to start an honest 
debate about these problems.

It is clear that the global economy is also becoming more competitive and, 
in places, we are not keeping up. In just one aspect, productivity, David Smith 
outlines in Chapter 4 Britain’s challenge. He argues that while productivity 
has plummeted over the period of the financial crisis (at the time of writing, 
productivity in the UK is around 15% lower than it would be had productivity 
followed its pre-crisis trend), there is a more concerning trend that we have an 
historically poor productivity record compared to our competitors. As shown 
above, UK productivity lags the G7 average by 11 to 15%. If we were to look at 
the public sector alone, we would see an even more worrying picture. Chapter 4 
summarises that in the pre-crisis period, ‘public sector productivity has been at 
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best flat, at worst declining’ and this in a time when spending and employment 
were rising.

This is just one area where the UK economy is performing badly structurally. 
Other areas can be raised:

 z Chapter 6 outlines that uncertainty and opacity in our tax system is confusing, 
costly and frustrating for business.

 z Chapter 9 outlines how our planning system has led to some of the highest 
commercial and residential property prices in the developed world; 

 z Chapter 4 outlines that the growth potential of small business is still being 
restricted by a range of factors including regulation and difficulties in finding 
finance;

 z Chapters 3 and 10 outline further problems with our financial and banking 
sector, which are not being helped by an unhealthy attitude towards one of 
the UK’s strongest areas of comparative advantage;

 z Chapter 7 outlines some of the key challenges in ensuring that the pace of 
innovation is maintained both globally and in the UK.

 z Chapter 5 highlights that attempts to deliver growth and policies to tackle 
climate change have led to a ‘green growth’ policy that is both costly to deliver 
and may not lead to growth.

So what should government be doing? As a start, it must start to look to 
implement a longer-term growth policy. This must focus on policy that removes 
or mitigates risks of business decisions, while ensuring the progress we have 
made on delivering better social outcomes across society is not undermined. 

One straightforward way for government to do this is to improve the certainty 
and predictability around the policy it is making. Providing more certainty 
around the future of government policy, whether that be planning, regulation, 
tax or indeed any policy that impacts on business, will reduce the risk associated 
with any given investment decision. It is one easy and costless way to encourage 
businesses to increase investment now 
and in the future.

A clear example is in the tax system. 
A recurring theme from conversations 
we have had privately and publicly across 
numerous events on growth and the 
economy in the last six months is that 
the costs to business of change in the tax system are high.22 Chapter 6 highlights 
that stability and certainty, or at least predictability, are ultimately what businesses 
want so long as taxes are within international norms. 

Certainty in policy making and supporting the economy, however, is not 
enough. As we argued above, there are also significant structural problems with 
the UK economy. Tackling these will require certainty to go hand in hand with 
fundamental reform across a wide range of government policy areas. The only way 
that this can be delivered is if government has a plan and is willing to articulate it. 

The next sections lay out our proposals for delivering tax certainty and reducing 
risk before arguing that the government must also announce a fundamental and 
long-term strategy for growth in the UK economy. 

22  See for instance: http://www.
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Providing firms with certainty 

The tax system
A key barrier to innovation, growth in mid-cap firms, business start-ups, 
investment in the UK from abroad and overall, growth, is policy uncertainty in 
the UK. Nowhere is this truer than in the system of taxation in the UK. As Will 
Morris lays out in Chapter 6, long-term business concerns with the tax system 
are not necessarily about rates, levels or allowances and how these compare with 
our competitors. That is not to say that these things are not important. However, 
more pressing in the context of our current tax system is that, given business 
investment decisions are usually made over a time horizon of at least three to 
five years, without stability and certainty or, at least predictability, business and 
individuals are unlikely to have the confidence to invest over this horizon.

The Coalition should rightly claim credit for the consultation and publication 
of Tax Policy Making: a new approach.23 The principles within this, that tax policy should 
be predictable, stable and simple are the right ones. However, we already know 
that between April 2011 and April 2015, 76 tax policy changes have been, or will 
be, made, and no-doubt there will be more to come in future fiscal events.24 Some 
of these changes were also unexpected (e.g. the levy on North Sea oil production). 
This has meant that, so far, the system has neither been stable nor predictable. 

One positive aspect around predictability has been the Coalition’s approach 
in introducing the corporation tax ‘roadmap’. This set out plans for reform to 
corporation tax up to Spring 2014.25 However, the problem is that the roadmap 
was broken when, in the next fiscal event, the Chancellor announced a further cut 
to the headline rate of corporation tax. Reducing the rate is a positive thing, but 
the process is important because either:

 z The Coalition had always planned to reduce the rate further following the 
publication of the roadmap, but had held back the announcement to allow 
two separate announcements; or

 z The Coalition had not planned to reduce the rate further following the 
publication of the roadmap but did so because finances allowed.

The first of these would be an extreme example of using the tax system as a 
political tool and is unlikely to be the case. In the second, more likely, case, given 
that businesses know that if finances allow, tax will be reduced, it also knows that 
if finances get tough, tax will be increased. This both reduces the impact of the 
tax reduction and re-introduces uncertainty into the system.

This is the sort of unpredictability which Will Morris’s chapter makes policy 
recommendations to try to reduce. It puts forward a number of options for 
reform that, if not delivering complete stability and certainty (for changing 
circumstances often need a changing tax system), would deliver predictability 
in the tax system. All are worth exploration and in particular, two areas deserve 
further consideration:

 z Tax policy needs to be made by a more experienced and expert civil service. 
To achieve this, the chapter suggests that the tax directorate in the Treasury 
should draw more heavily on the private sector. It also suggests that a distinct 
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tax policy expert route should be introduced so that tenure and experience 
can be rewarded, rather than incentivising officials to move quickly around 
the department and civil service to gain promotion. We think this is a premise 
worth exploring and we will be considering this in the context of more 
general reform to the civil service in 2012.

 z The chapter also raises the question of whether firms who have made 
investment decisions based on a particular set of tax incentives should receive 
protection from changes in tax law that are made after those decisions were 
made. This sort of ‘grandfathering’ has precedent in the welfare system in the 
UK. We recognise that there are more complex issues to consider here. These 
include: how to avoid forestallment and other tax-motivated behaviour; and 
how to ensure that predictability does not come at the expense of simplicity. 
Again, we feel that the thrust of this policy change is right. However, we 
also believe that, in practice, the application of grandfathering may prove too 
difficult and that a more straightforward reform could push the government 
to go further. 

To deliver predictability we believe that the approach of the corporation tax 
roadmap should be rolled out more generally and aggressively. To ensure that the 
roadmap delivers real predictability that reduces risks to business and delivers 
increased confidence, it needs to have real ‘teeth’ that allow the government to be 
held to account over its decisions. For this reason, we believe that the roadmap 
should be made statutory. There are clearly a number of ways in which this could 
work. One possible way would involve three distinct requirements:

Recommendation 3
A tax roadmap for the whole tax system should be legislated for. This would 
require government to set out tax rates, allowances and rules, for at least the 
following four years, in each Finance Bill.

Recommendation 4
Of course, it would still be possible for government to change these four-year 
plans in each year. To discourage such short-term decision making, the legislation 
would also require that any changes to the rates for the following three years 
(which had already been legislated for in the previous Finance Act) would require 
the government to make a statement to Parliament setting out in detail both the 
reasons for the change and the potential impact on business and investment. 

Recommendation 5
These two steps might deal with constant changes to existing taxes, but would 
leave longer-term, and fundamental, tax reform equally opaque. For this reason, 
the third element of this approach would introduce legislation requiring that 
within the first year of a new Parliament, the government must publish a Green 
Paper setting out its intended plan of tax reform for the remainder of the 
Parliament. This would provide public clarity over its priorities and intentions 
over the medium-term. Parliament and the public could then use this Green Paper 
to hold the government to account over its actual tax policy. The first of these 
should be published alongside Budget 2012. This would allow the government 
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to address a number of areas that are leading to distinct business uncertainty and 
that are detrimental to growth in the UK as well as its wider reform agenda. This 
should include: an analysis of the treatment of debt and equity in the tax system 
and implications for investment decisions and macroeconomic risk; a summary 
of the potential for longer-term reform to the income tax and National Insurance 
systems to simplify the personal tax system while strengthening the functioning 
of the contributory principle; and a summary of its intentions on the taxation of 
land and property.

We believe that such a system would introduce more certainty for firms, 
entrepreneurs and individuals while allowing the government flexibility to 
change the tax system at relatively short notice should the economic situation 
require. It would encourage long-term thinking about the tax system and go 
hand in hand with the vision of a more expert and experienced body of tax 
professionals within the Treasury. The process is outlined in the diagram below.

Figure 1: Proposed process for government tax 
reform planning
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The box below gives further detail on how the approach would work and how 
it fits neatly with fixed-term parliaments.
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A legislated tax roadmap
The approach laid out would fit well with the fixed term parliament. As an example 

of how the approach would work, consider the government coming to power in May 

2015:

 z Coming to power in May 2015 they would inherit a tax system from the previous 

government.

 z By the Christmas of 2015 they would be required to publish a Tax Reform Green 

Paper laying out their plans and potential areas for reform for the remainder of 

the Parliament (to 2020).

 z At Budget 2016 they would announce their tax plans and legislate through Finance 

Bill 2016 for the following four tax years (taking us to the end of the Parliament).

 z At Budget 2017 they would announce and legislate for the next year of the tax 

system, 2020/21. They could change legislation in any of the preceding tax years 

if they submit a statement to Parliament laying out in detail the reasons for the 

change and the potential impact on business and investment.

 z A similar process would continue until Budget 2020.

 z Should the same government be re-elected, the legislation would remain as laid 

out in the Finance Act 2020.

 z If a new government were elected, the assumption would be that they stick to 

the previous government’s policies, unless the situation required an emergency 

Budget. In either case, they must publish a Green Paper by Christmas and legislate 

for the following four years in Finance Bill 2021.

The approach would also come with the potential for significant and positive 
announcement effects by allowing the government to articulate its intention for 
the tax system. Any government aiming to reduce rates, improve the balance of 
tax, simplify or overall just improve the tax system could use the Green Paper 
to announce its intention before the legislation came in. This would both give 
greater time for consultation and for appropriate (and effective) legislation to 
be drafted as well as announcing intentions in a more concrete fashion to those 
considering whether or not to invest in the UK economy. 

We appreciate that this approach may lead to tax-motivated decisions (for 
instance firms or individuals bringing forward decisions to ‘beat’ tax changes) 
in response to pre-announced changes in rates and allowances. However, we 
believe that compared to the damage that an uncertain and volatile tax system 
has on growth, the potential revenue impacts of these issues are small. On one 
specific issue – that of avoidance and the closing of loop-holes that may be being 
abused – we anticipate that the greater time for consultation and drafting of 
legislation would make these issues less common. The government could also 
publish as part of the Green Paper a general strand of reform surrounding anti-
avoidance measures. It could then legislate for these aspects in each Finance Bill, 
as it currently does.

As the final part of a new approach to tax policy making, which looks more 
to the longer-term, we also believe that the government must set guidelines on 
how tax revenues in excess of those expected should be spent. We believe that 
when times are better than expected, government must be incentivised to look 
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to the longer-term by improving the public finances. Thus, in keeping with our 
approach to removing the structural deficit we recommend that:

Recommendation 6
Any revenues in excess of those expected should not be allowed to be fully 
recycled into spending or tax cuts in future years. Instead, we believe that at 
least half should be invested into reducing the structural deficit. In the longer 
term, it should be used to reduce government debt. This requirement should be 
legislated for.

We believe this is the sort of certainty and long-term focus that, as a whole, 
businesses want and the economy needs. However, it will also mean that businesses 
will have to change their approach to tax policy making. It would encourage 
them to take the longer view and to engage with long-term consultation with 
government, rather than lobbying for tax cuts, breaks and allowances on a 
short-term basis. A tax system with a full roadmap for both current taxes and for 
fundamental reform would be a mature and growth enhancing one.

The future of the economy
We also believe that the government needs to provide more clarity over 
its intention for the future for the UK economy. Chapter 10 from Stuart 
Fraser outlines the vital role that the financial services sector plays in the UK 
economy: contributing to public finances; attracting foreign investment; and most 
importantly helping provide the finance and services that businesses need to grow 
and survive. As Chapter 3 outlines, without a fully functioning financial services 
sector, Quantitative Easing and plans for Credit Easing will fail.

However, the debate around the value of the financial services sector is still 
far too biased towards looking back at past mistakes rather than focussing on 
the opportunities for the future. In order for the UK to retain its advantage in 
this sector, this must change. The government must again start backing financial 
services more vocally and also supporting it in policy terms.

This is not to say that the sector does not need regulation: Chapter 10 also 
outlines the need for significant reform. It is clear that past mistakes need to be 
learnt from and that we need to create a system, particularly in the banking sector, 
where competition is high and where individual organisations are allowed to fail. 
Policy Exchange has previously published on these issues and will be following 
these up in the near future. However, without vocal support from government, it 
is likely that the sector will continue to have an uncertain future. This is bad both 
for the sector and for the economy.

Supporting UK business growth
The proposals we set out above will reduce the perceived risks of business 
investment in the UK by delivering greater certainty into policy making. On 
its own, we believe that this will increase business investment from within the 
UK and from foreign investors. However, we also recognise that there are wider 
blockages to business growth in the UK. These range from tax and regulatory 
barriers to problems with access to finance. This section considers policies that 
would support business growth in the UK.
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Encouraging investment through the tax system
As well as being made more certain, the tax system itself also needs fundamental 
reform. It needs to become more efficient, less complex and better at promoting 
innovation and business growth. 

It also needs to better reflect the changing structure of the UK economy. The 
Mirrlees Review represents a valuable contribution to the debate on many of these 
areas.26 Some elements of their proposals may be accused of being too academic 
and too impractical or costly to implement, but it provides food for thought for 
the Treasury, the Office for Tax Simplification and the wider tax community. 

To build on these ideas and to fully respond to the challenge the review 
lays down, we outlined above in Recommendation 5 that we believe that the 
government should publish a tax policy reform Green Paper alongside Budget 
2012. As well as laying down its intentions on the areas we outlined above, we 
also believe that there are two specific policies that must be addressed in this 
Green Paper:

Recommendation 7
The government should extend its current NICs holiday for new workers in new 
firms (in certain regions) to cover all additional workers in all firms with less 
than ten employees (e.g. any firm moving from employing five employees to 
employing six employees). However, rather than being a temporary holiday, this 
should be piloted as a potentially permanent feature of the tax system. Similar 
policies are strongly advocated by many businesses and business representatives, 
including Andrew Cave in Chapter 8 of this report. We believe that this policy 
should be piloted for the remainder of this Parliament with a full evaluation 
plan implemented in order to inform future decisions over whether to make the 
exemption a permanent feature of the tax system. This is one area that we believe 
should be incentivised if, as we outline above, meeting the fiscal mandate a year 
later in 2015/16 and falls in debt servicing costs allow some financial flexibility.

Recommendation 8
The government has confirmed that they see the 50p rate of income tax as 
a temporary feature of the UK tax system.27 We do not believe that there is a 
strong case to remove the tax immediately, when other taxes have also been 
raised that hit other parts of the income distribution. However, by not outlining 
a timetable for its removal, the government is adding uncertainty and risk to 
business decisions. For this reason, we believe that the government must make 
the commitment to removing the 50p rate clear. This must include a set of 
criteria that would need to be met before the rate is removed. Recent research 
has shown that the top marginal rate of income tax does have a significant 
negative impact on entrepreneurship, productivity and growth.28 A number of 
businesses that we have talked to have also argued that the rate is detrimental 
to their business. Providing clarity to these businesses will go some way to 
improving business confidence.

Easing finance to business
In Chapter 3 James Barty outlines another key problem in the UK economy: 
providing finance to businesses. This is not a new problem. It has been a continual 
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subject of debate since the recession began. It has also been repeatedly raised as a 
major barrier to growth, in both smaller and larger firms, in the events we have 
held at Policy Exchange.29

The key problem is that attempts to solve this problem have fallen short of the 
mark. While the first round of Quantitative Easing (QE) was found by Bank of 
England analysis to have been a success (boosting the level of GDP by between 
1.5 and 2%), these results are subject to significant uncertainty. There are also 
questions over whether the recently announced extension to QE will work 
in the same way as the first. Lower gilt yields suggest less room for reduced 
costs of borrowing and QE was aided last time by financial conditions easing 
around the world. This time global financial conditions are deteriorating as QE is 
implemented, primarily because of the Eurozone crisis.

Project Merlin has also been the subject of criticism. The agreement between 
the Chancellor and HSBC, Lloyds, RBS and Barclays included the banks stating that 
they had a ‘capacity and willingness to lend £190 billion of new credit to business 
in 2011’. Around £76 billion was agreed to be targeted at small firms.30 However, 
while the banks are collectively on target to meet this commitment (83% of the 
total had been lent out in the first three quarters of 2011), there has recently been 
criticism that the programme has not improved the availability and costs of credit 
for small firms.31

This is part of a wider debate about the willingness of banks to lend to small 
and medium sized firms. Small businesses are complaining of poor terms to 
funding that is available. For instance, some have complained of being asked for 
personal guarantees even when companies are consistently cash-flow positive. 
These criticisms appear to have a sound basis, however, we also have some 
sympathy with the banks. They are being asked with one hand to increase their 
lending to small, and potentially risky, businesses and on the other they are being 
asked to move to higher capital requirements. Clearly the two are somewhat 
incompatible. Chapter 3 also outlines that banks are facing pressures from a raised 
cost of wholesale funding and the need to rollover debt.

Within the context of this stand-off, it seems right that the government is 
exploring alternative policy options. We believe that a new Credit Easing scheme 
through HM Treasury is a significant opportunity both to tackle short-term 
problems with firms struggling with access to finance and to develop a larger and 
deeper corporate funding market via corporate bonds and commercial paper. To 
realise these opportunities, the Treasury’s Credit Easing programme should consist 
of three main policies:

Recommendation 9
Credit Easing through the banking system: the government should raise funds 
of up to around £25 billion and allow banks to apply for the funds. The banks 
in turn would lend the money onto corporates. Banks would have to return 
the funds if it had not been lent out within a fixed time period, say three 
months: ensuring that the programme is demand determined. This would have 
advantages at both stages: the government has a low cost of funding meaning 
that lower rates can be passed on through the banks; and the banks have the 
contacts, the credit assessment capability and the network through which to 
distribute the credit. 
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If this was all new lending that would potentially triple the amount of net new 
lending currently going on. Even if we assume 50% of it is displaced lending it 
would double net new lending. In terms of details, we suggest that:

 z Tranches of two, three and five year money should be raised and lent on. 
 z The banks and the government should split both the risk and the return 

equally so that banks have the incentive to ensure that the loans are made on 
a commercial basis and the government would receive a share of the profits 
of any lending. 

 z The loans would be available to all banks, providing they lent it on to 
UK-based companies and, to protect against displacement, we suggest a 
minimum spread of 200 basis points. This should ensure that the banks did 
not merely lend on the money to large cap companies who can already tap 
the bond markets.

We recognise the concern raised in Chapter 8 that delivering Credit Easing 
through retail banks may come up against barriers because of mistrust of the 
banking sector. However we believe that this should be easily overcome by the 
fact that government remains a key stakeholder in this process and that the costs 
of funding for small firms should be considerably lower.

Recommendation 10
Credit Easing through the tax system – long-term: the government should 
announce a new tranche of ISA allowance for individual investors (of say £5,000) 
specifically targeted at investment in small and medium sized firm debt. Such an 
approach would incentivise ISA providers to give access to this market to its retail 
customers and should provide a vital increase to the size of this market that could 
provide significant funds to mid-sized companies. 

We believe that the costs of this policy would be low. The low rate of interest 
most investors are receiving, particularly on cash deposits, means that tax 
payments on this interest are also relatively small. This means that the costs of 
foregone tax would be low and could be financed if, as we outline above, meeting 
the fiscal mandate a year later in 2015/16 and falls in debt servicing costs allow 
some financial flexibility.

Recommendation 11
Credit Easing through the tax system – short-term: The Business Payment 
Support Service is an invaluable tool for business who, while profitable/viable, 
may struggle to meet their tax liabilities. For instance, this might be because of 
cash-flow problems. Between November 2008 and June 2011 the scheme granted 
nearly 450,000 with Time To Pay arrangements, worth in total £7.71 billion. It is a 
measure of success of the scheme that, of that amount, over £6.69 billion has already 
been paid back.32 However, current use of the scheme stands at just 37% of the level 
it was in 2009 and a number of businesses that we have spoken to were unaware 
of the scheme. Businesses are also complaining that the scheme has been reined 
back, with agreements much harder to obtain. For this reason, we recommend that 
the government explores what more might be done to advertise the scheme and 
whether it might be further expanded to provide help to more firms.
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With the uncertainty surrounding the future impact of QE, we also believe that 
the Bank of England needs to be more imaginative in its monetary policy and, 
in particular, it should focus on more support for the banking system. For this 
reason, we also recommend that:

Recommendation 12
The Bank should reconsider its decision not to rollover the Special Liquidity 
Scheme (SLS). Now is not the time to be withdrawing support from the banking 
system and the Bank has even acknowledged that this will put upward pressure 
on the price of credit. Allowing the SLS to expire has the potential to undermine 
the loosening of policy from QE since monetary policy and the financial system 
are inexorably linked.

By implementing the full range of options for Credit Easing we have suggested 
above, the government can both ensure that QE has a much better chance of 
success in the short-term and also stimulate a vital element of corporate finance 
for the future. More details on each of the proposals can be found in Chapter 3.

Regulation 
Andrew Cave summarises in Chapter 8 that ‘government ought to be ensuring 
that its actions serve to ameliorate an entrepreneur’s relationship with risk; the 
rest will look after itself’. In a large part we agree with this statement. Individuals, 
entrepreneurs, business and investors are the drivers of growth in the economy 
and as we have laid out previously, attempts from the government to try to drive, 
rather than facilitate, growth are likely to be doomed to failure.33 In Chapter 5 
Simon Less also makes this argument in the context of the government’s attempt 
to introduce a ‘green-growth industrial policy’.

However as Simon Less points out, we should also be sure that we are pursuing 
policies that are both good for society and good for growth. In some cases, these 
may be the same thing. However, in some cases we will need policies that are 
good for growth alongside other policies that are good for society.

Nowhere is this truer than in regulation. Matt Brittan rightly points out, 
regulation should not start from the question of ‘how do we regulate this’ but of 
‘how do we protect the space needed for innovation’. This is a clear signal that 
we have to be careful in ensuring that regulation, tax and legislation does not tie 
the hands of business and increase risk.

An obvious concern from many businesses and, in particular SMEs, is that of 
employment legislation. Recent arguments have correctly pointed out the risks 
to small business associated with employment tribunals34 and the costs of new 
regulation including changes to pension rights and the rights of agency workers.35 
However, as John Philpott has recently outlined, the UK still has a relatively 
loosely regulated labour market and it is unlikely that immediate deregulation is 
likely to lead to a significant boost to growth in the short-term.36 As we outlined 
above, we also need to be sure to balance business interests with the need to drive 
social progress. For this reason, those who call for wholesale deregulation37 and, 
for instance, the suspension or complete removal of the National Minimum Wage 
or employment tribunals, are wrong. 

That is not to say that reform is not desirable for long-term growth prospects 
in the UK. The recently launched consultation into the possibility of reducing 
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the burden of dismissal rules for small firms is encouraging.38 However, we must 
continue to ensure that we balance both the needs of business and employees. To 
some extent the consultation also misses the point. If reform is good for business, 
we should be rolling it out to all firms, not just small firms. We believe that to 
really tackle this issue the consultation must be extended to cover firms of all sizes 
and must ensure that evidence is taken from employee representatives.

It is also essential that we broaden out the assessment of the regulatory costs 
that are being placed on business. The steps the government has taken through 
the “red-tape challenge” and a general push for deregulation are in the right 
direction. They ask business about the elements of regulation that most damage 
their business and where appropriate take steps to remove these barriers. However, 
we believe that more must be done to protect firms, of all sizes, from some of the 
most costly regulations.

Clearly many of these regulations may come from abroad. This may then 
present a challenge in terms of easing the direct burdens placed on firms. For 
this reason it is also essential that consideration is given to more innovative ways 
of mitigating some of the costs to business. For example, one recent report starts 
a debate around how to both protect and support the rights of workers while 
delivering costs savings for business when employees are absent from work 
because of illness.39 More discussion along these lines is needed.

For these reasons we recommend that:

Recommendation 13
The government launches a review to assess the cumulative cost of: the Agency 
Workers Directive; changes to pensions regulations (the introduction of NEST); 
the existing system of and suggested changes to maternity and paternity leave; 
and health and safety legislation. This should inform an assessment of tools to 
mitigate these costs (including how to limit future increases in burdens) for 
businesses, while maintaining an appropriate level of protection for employees.

Removing distortive government policy
The systems of tax and regulation in the UK are not the only areas where 
government has introduced significant distortions to business decisions. Three 
other areas where government could be accused of holding back growth are: 
through an attempt at picking winners in a ‘green growth’ policy; through a 
planning system that distorts property prices and investment decisions; and 
through policies to limit immigration into the UK. These are covered in turn 
below.

‘Green growth’ policy
Reducing carbon emissions has to be a key goal for the UK. However, as we 
argued earlier, policies to promote growth and policies aimed at promoting 
social goals are rarely the same thing. That is why in Chapter 5 Simon Less argues 
convincingly that muddling-up ‘green policies’ with ‘growth policies’ under 
‘green growth’ is damaging to both the goal of reducing emissions and the goal 
of boosting growth. 

The government’s approach, under the promotion of ‘green growth’, has been 
to favour and subsidise selected ‘green’, usually renewable energy, industrial 
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sectors. However, the government’s arguments seem less about subsidising 
the best way to reduce carbon emissions and more about attempting to boost 
predicted future growth sectors. In short, it appears to be an attempt at industrial 
policy interventions not often heard in the UK since the 1970s.

The truth is that renewable generation subsidies have proven an incredibly 
expensive way to meet 2020 carbon targets, and a poor way to prioritise 
resources for low carbon innovation. The cost to the UK economy of the EU 

2020 renewable energy target has been 
estimated by the government at £66 
billion. Part of this plan will deploy 
13-18GW of mainly deep water offshore 
wind, at a current cost of around £300 
per tonne of carbon dioxide saved. This 
is compared to saving the same emissions 

under the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) 2020 carbon cap, where the carbon 
permit price is currently only around £10. It does not seem to be a price worth 
paying, particular as renewable generation subsidies deliver no more carbon 
reduction by 2020 than the ETS would do on its own. 

The government therefore plays up the industrial policy arguments for such 
subsidies. Part of the government’s argument is that it believes that it can create 
UK comparative advantage in relation to offshore wind and service a large world 
export market in, particularly, marine renewables. The government is gambling 
£10s billions of public money on these beliefs. However, it is very far from clear 
that this gamble will pay off. There are huge unknowns about the development 
of global marine renewables – currently some of the most expensive forms 
of electricity generation – as well as the UK’s ability to capture a significant 
proportion of any global export market in competition with other countries. And 
the opportunity cost of this public funding is huge: it is money that could be used 
for investment elsewhere in the economy.

With this in mind it is clear that the approach of picking winners is 
incompatible with our view, outlined below, of how government should be 
supporting innovation and technological progress, thus: 

Recommendation 14
The government should eschew the muddled concept of ‘green growth’ and the 
1970s-style industrial subsidies for hand-picked future growth sectors which 
it leads to. The government should instead concentrate on policies to promote 
growth alongside other policies to go ‘green’ – reducing carbon emissions – 
as cost-effectively as possible. Key policy tools for this last objective will be to 
establish an effective long-term carbon pricing framework to guide markets, 
and to support innovation, for instance through the Technology Strategy Board, 
Energy Technologies Institute, Carbon Capture and Storage Demonstration as well 
as support for focused on maximising learning and innovation. 

Planning reform
One key area where government legislation is restricting growth is in planning. 
Chapter 9 by Alex Morton follows on from our recent report Cities for Growth. 
It sets out many of the less visible but damaging ways in which our planning 

“The truth is that renewable generation subsidies 

have proven an incredibly expensive way to meet 

2020 carbon targets”
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system holds growth back. To take just one key example, as house prices rise, 
UK bank lending becomes heavily distorted. By 2008 around 75% of all lending 
was property related. The credit crunch has not changed this and the situation is 
only getting worse; in the last six months bank lending for mortgages rose £0.8 
billion a month while lending to non-financial businesses fell by £1.6 billion a 
month. 

The planning system also raises the cost of non-agricultural land steeply and 
so discourages investment, particularly in sectors that have a low return per m2 
(essentially manufacturing and similar sectors). By pushing business towards 
sites that are not their first choice, but are instead where planners think that they 
should locate, productivity is lower than it otherwise could be. 

Specific regulations also often have severe negative effects. For example, the 
‘brown field first’ policy introduced in 1995 coincided with a major decline in 
manufacturing, as industrial sites were pushed by councils to become housing 
or other space, which was also often profitable for land holders in the short-
term. 

In short, the planning system has a major part to play in explaining the 
imbalances and structural problems in the UK economy that this chapter has laid 
out. The negative effect of planning on our living standards are large – in just 
one industry (retail) the LSE has argued that the loss of productivity due to land 
regulation are just 25%, and McKinsey argued that land regulation is one of two 
major reasons that UK productivity is lower than it otherwise would be. 

There needs to be a clear change of direction. Our report, More homes: fewer 
empty buildings, argued that reforms were needed to the planning system so that it 
becomes easier to transfer between different uses of buildings (at the moment 
once a buildings use is set in the planning system, it can be difficult to change). 
This policy is essential, but we recognise the concerns of Stuart Fraser in Chapter 
10, that this may encourage change of use to housing, where the shortage is 
greatest, which means that we must also allow more development overall as well. 
For this reason we recommend that:

Recommendation 15
Government should bring forward legislation to allow new Garden Cities to spur 
growth and housing construction in industries and areas that need it most; and

Recommendation 16
Government needs to move as rapidly as possible from a plan-led system to an 
externality led system of planning that breaks out of the 1940s strait-jacket our 
planning system imposes. 

Our report Cities for Growth sets out our thinking in greater detail.

Longer-term policy directions
The previous sections have laid out our recommendations for where government 
must focus its attention at the Autumn Statement and Budget 2012. The following 
sections outline other areas where we believe significant reforms are needed but 
either on a longer timescale or after more work is done to consider the policy 
options.
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Public sector productivity
Chapter 4 highlights some of the key productivity challenges in the UK economy. 
David Smith highlights that one of the main problems is:

Chronically weak public sector productivity. This was highly problematical during the years of 
plenty for public services. It is critical at a time when budgets are tight and greater efficiency 
is the key to public service delivery.

We agree with this summary. While productivity in the private sector has not 
grown dramatically and still lags some of our competitors, it is far higher and 
has grown more strongly than that of the public sector. In fact, public sector 
productivity has, at best, flat lined over at least a decade.

This is not an argument that there is no role for the state to provide public 
services. Neither is it an ideological argument about the proper size of the state. 
Our argument here is that, whatever the size of government it must ensure that 
the expenditure is made the most of. That is, that it is used productively. There are 
clearly areas where this is not the case.

One significant barrier is the current procurement practice in government. 
This is often accused of freezing out small and medium sized firms; of stifling 
innovation both within government and in the private sector; and of not being 
joined up enough across government departments. One cannot underestimate 
the costs of some of these decisions. These are costs in terms of wasted money – 
with a recent PASC report highlighting that government spent an estimated £16 
billion on IT in 2009 and that departments were spending an average of £3,500 
on each desktop computer.40 They are also costly to businesses across the UK: 
procurement was highlighted repeatedly in our events on mid-cap firm growth 
and on innovation as a key blockage to business growth.41 This is particularly true 
for SMEs. The same PASC report highlighted that:

Procurements that go through the most rigorous process take an average of 77 weeks to complete 
in the UK. This length means that many small businesses cannot commit staff to work on a 
bid for the duration of the procurement process. The length of the process also makes it difficult 
for government information systems to keep up-to-date; as by the time a procurement cycle has 
finished both the policy and available technology may have changed.42

This highlights the disadvantages that SMEs face and the wider productivity 
costs of poor public sector procurement practices. In Chapter 8 Andrew Cave also 
makes a strong argument that ‘government should be looking to use its estimated 
£238bn public sector spending power to...[help] the smallest businesses grow.’ We 
do not agree that government should necessarily favour small firms: sometimes 
economies of scale and the expertise and experience of large firms are essential. 
However, we do agree that current practices are biased against small firms and 
that more needs to be done to level the playing field. It is encouraging that Francis 
Maude has recently outlined potential steps to delivering improvement in this 
area.43 However, it is likely that more will need to be done.

Another major issue relates to the way government collects, shares and uses 
data across the public sector. This administration has made good progress on a 
number of fronts, from opening up access to spending data and departmental 
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business plans, to collecting more information than ever before together on a 
single data.gov.uk portal. More needs to be done, however, to drive economic 
value and public sector efficiency potential from public sector data. Within 
government, the combination of data and analytics can identify areas of waste 
and fraud, point up more efficient ways to run operations and help ministers 
make better, more informed decisions. And by opening up more public sector 
data – whist being mindful of privacy and security concerns – on clear and 
flexible terms the government can provide the essential data infrastructure for a 
modern, digital economy. Over the coming months we will be doing more work 
to explore the potential for developments 
on open data, personal data and big 
data to radically transform society, the 
economy and the state. 

There are also much wider policy 
angles that should be explored more 
fully. David Smith summarised the key 
to improvement as being ‘...increasing choice and competition’. There are many 
ways in which this could be done. In particular we believe that:

Recommendation 17
The government must set out a stronger vision for new models of delivering 
public services in partnership with the private and third sectors. The Open Public 
Services White Paper, failed to deliver the step change in approach that many 
were hoping for.44 We have previously outlined how this might be done in the 
welfare system. Our approach would make use of up-to-date IT infrastructure and 
tailor support to individuals. It would allow the formation of mutuals and social 
enterprises to deliver essential public services. It is a model on which the future 
of many public services could be delivered. 

Recommendation 18
The government must consider how to devolve pay bargaining to a more 
local level and work constructively with the unions to ensure that this model 
is sustainable. Our previous reports on public sector pay and conditions have 
highlighted the lack of incentives leading from the current system of National Pay 
Bargaining that exists across large parts of the public sector. Indeed, recent work 
has shown that problems of recruitment and low productivity caused by national 
pay bargaining in the public sector can lead to increased likelihood of deaths 
following admission to hospital.45 By devolving pay bargaining to a more local 
level, pay would be allowed to match costs of living in local areas and be varied 
to effectively incentivise performance. This would raise productivity.

Another link between public spending and joint working between the private 
sector is the use of PFI initiatives. These have recently come under fire for providing 
poor value for money for the taxpayer.46 It is however, massively important that 
private sector expertise and finance is leveraged into public services and assets, 
and in particular into significant infrastructure projects. For this reason it is to be 
welcomed that the government has launched a review to be led by the Treasury 
on how to reform the PFI model.47

“Another link between public spending and joint 

working between the private sector is the use of PFI 

initiatives”
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Innovation 
It is clear that technological progress marches on. But when we take a closer view, 
we see that the picture may not be so positive. Our ability to drive incremental 
efficiencies is as good as it ever was – viz Moore’s law for microprocessors, 
fuel efficiency of motor vehicles, advances in food production technologies. 
However our ability to generate and commercialise truly radical, groundbreaking, 
disruptive innovations has not kept pace.

Speaking recently at Policy Exchange, Tim Harford illustrated the point with 
the example of the Boeing 747. This is, by the metrics of modern life, an ancient 
technology, and destined to still be flying even 80 years after it first took to the 
skies.48 He put forward the explanation that innovation is getting harder: the 
more advanced we become, the more specialism, education, time and money 
it takes to make the next truly radical leap. Tyler Cohen puts forward a similar 
argument. Using evidence from Jonathan Huebner he argues that the rate of 
innovation (relative to population growth and expenditure on innovation) has 
been slowing since the late nineteenth century.49

This latter point is controversial and perhaps a little extreme, for the precise 
definition of innovation is up for debate. Nevertheless it does underline the real 
importance of ensuring that we are doing all we can to promote innovation.

One area where the UK appears to be lagging behind is around skills, talent and 
drive to form an enterprise economy. Good work is being done: Wendy Purcell 
talks about the work her team have done at Plymouth University to convince 
small businesses to take on recent graduates, and to convince recent graduates to 
consider work in small firms;50 and the work being done at Entrepreneur First is 
another great example.51 However, we need to consider what more we can do.

Another key part of boosting innovative capacity in the UK is to nurture the 
creation and growth of small firms. In the essays from Matt Brittin and Andrew 
Cave in this report, and in numerous NESTA publications, these firms are 
highlighted as the innovation and job creation engines of our economy. For this 
reason, government must do all it can to remove barriers – both regulatory and 
tax-based – to their growth. Our recommendation for exemptions to employer 
NICs for new workers in small firms in the first year of employment is one small 
step in the right direction. However, much more needs to be done. We will 
continue to focus on this issue in 2012.

Finance is of course also a major factor in the commercialisation journey. Too 
much of the current debate is focused on the narrow issue of bank lending to 
small businesses and on business start-ups. In Chapter 8 Andrew Cave outlines 
that since 1980, 75% of large firms founded in the US had grown from scratch. 
In the UK and Europe, over 80% were a result of mergers and acquisitions of 
existing firms. This points toward his conclusion that ‘the conveyor belt that takes 
our smallest businesses to become medium and large businesses is broken’. The 
problems that UK firms are facing go beyond start-ups and beyond just bank 
lending. The truth is that a whole ladder of financing activity is needed to take 
innovations through to commercial success. Business owners, business angels, 
venture capital, debt and equity investors, banks and building societies all have a 
role to play. 

The government needs to find more imaginative ways to unlock potential 
investment in innovation, where the stakes are higher than banks are typically 
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prepared to deal with. Our suggestions on Credit Easing above will help. 
Increasing investment in corporate bond markets will give private, retail investors 
access to markets that they have not previously had on a widespread scale and 
could increase interest in funding growing and potentially riskier businesses. But 
this must only be the start of the discussion. 

Equally importantly, in a world of scarce resources it is more important than 
ever that the public money that goes into innovation is used in the most effective 
way possible. This will mean importing some of the characteristics of private 
funding like a proper appreciation of sunk costs and cutting losses, the ambition 
to bet on the things that no one has ever tried rather than the safe / incremental 
bets, and the use of prizes and glory to catalyse efforts all merit further attention.

This government, and the last, have already taken small steps in the right 
direction. The Technology Strategy Board is a good example.52 They are working 
as a conduit to innovation: bringing key players together, building and sharing 
knowledge and leveraging in private sector finance with relatively small amounts 
of public money. The Technology Strategy Board Chief Executive, Iain Gray also 
highlights another key element to consider: the role of ‘government as a lead 
customer’. Moving towards a situation where this was a reality would involve 
better procurement. It would mean asking the private sector to deliver solutions 
not dictating what the answer should be. Finally it would mean being more 
focussed on how procurement and outsourcing can promote innovation in both 
the public and private sectors. This is also highlighted by a recent report from the 
House of Lords Science and Technology Committee. They summarised that:

It appears to us that when procurement decisions are being taken, either insufficient or, worse, 
no consideration is being given to whether an innovative solution would be preferable, not only 
in terms of achieving better value for money but also in terms of wider benefits such as the 
potential to promote economic growth through stimulating new and commercially significant 
ideas in industry or encouraging the translation of scientific research into innovative goods and 
services.

This is clearly a worrying situation, but across all these areas, the positive point 
is that there are huge gains to be realised. However, much work needs to be done 
to deliver these. 

Our future work, reporting early next year will consider the success factors 
for innovation in small, digital and high-tech businesses, the specific pools of 
innovation potential in the UK, and of course also what role the government has 
to play in both financing and promoting innovation.

Conclusion
This chapter has laid out Policy Exchange’s policy priorities for the Autumn 
Statement and 2012 Budget. It has also outlined key areas where we feel further 
reform will be needed to boost growth in the long-term and to ensure that 
growth is balanced and sustainable. There are many others that might be added 
to this list. Our other work has focussed on welfare reform and on reform to 
education policy. These two areas are essential to ensuring that our labour market 
is functioning effectively and that our children have the skills to succeed in the 
future economy. We will consider these areas in more detail in future reports.
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The following chapters lay out some of the arguments in more detail and 
present other views of what is needed. We hope that this can be the start of a 
more evidence-based and ideology-free debate on growth and the future of the 
UK economy.

Matthew Oakley is Head of Enterprise, Growth and Social Policy at Policy Exchange
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2
The fiscal position: Plan A, 
Plan B…or something else?
By Ed Holmes

It is now some 17 months since the 2010 Emergency Budget, just over a year 
since the Spending Review and eight months since the Coalition announced its 
‘Plan for Growth’ in the 2011 Budget. It is growth that is now dominating discus-
sion. Hardly a day passes without the government being called to reverse deci-
sions made in the Emergency Budget and Spending Review and in particular, to 
spend more now in an attempt to boost growth in the UK.

We should be clear from the start that Policy Exchange called for an 
Emergency Budget.53 Our previous publications have called for a ratio of 
spending cuts to tax increases of around 80:20 as the optimal composition of 
a fiscal consolidation54. We argued that only by cutting public spending, would 
the country be returned to more stable and sustainable growth and we outlined 
how the cuts could be delivered.55 In the round, these proposals have been 
adopted, which is welcome. 

However, with many commentators and organisations now arguing that the 
Spending Review has damaged economic growth, the question arises: are these 
policy responses still appropriate even in the event of a renewed UK recession?

It is certainly true that the global economic outlook has worsened significantly. 
In the UK, growth has failed to return to strong levels and this has led to 
unemployment rising. It remains painfully high. But while we recognise these 
facts, we still believe that the fiscal mandate established in the Emergency Budget 
was sound and should continue. This is also the view held by business leaders in 
the UK. A recent CBI survey showed that 82% of those they surveyed felt that the 
Coalition’s deficit reduction plan should continue.56

In fact, a renewed recession would increase the importance of fiscal 
consolidation, since a double dip would raise the burden of already-excessively-
high spending and rising debt upon the economy, placing further pressure upon 
the UK’s ability to service its debts over the medium-term. Taking action while 
it was possible has put the country in a stronger position to tackle future crises.

Indeed, it may yet prove necessary to go further. The prospect of ongoing 
recession coupled with further fiscal tightening is an unpleasant one, but it is 
one we may have to face. This chapter re-states our belief that the Emergency 
Budget and Spending Review were necessary before turning to assess the impact 
that consolidation might have had on demand and considers the argument 
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that fiscal policy should be loosened. It concludes by assessing what more 
government can do now and what it might do in the event of further external 
shocks.

Why the Spending Review was necessary
The ‘Great Recession’ was not a normal business cycle downturn. It was a severe 
asset-price bubble crash combined with, in the words of Bank of England 
Governor Mervyn King, ‘the most serious financial crisis we’ve seen at least since 
the 1930s, if not ever’.57 

Most commentators will continue to describe an unremittingly gloomy 
outlook for the UK economy. However, without action, things might have been 
worse. To mitigate overleveraging it was necessary to restore the medium-term 
growth prospects of the UK economy. The most straightforward way to do this 
was to reduce the scale and scope of government spending.58 A wide body 
of academic evidence suggests that a one percentage increase in spending as 
a proportion of GDP reduces the growth rate of the economy by about 0.15 
percentage points.59,60

This finding becomes especially important when we consider that UK public 
spending has expanded significantly. Between 2006/7 and 2009/10 total public 
spending rose from 40.9% of GDP to 47.6%,61 while over the same period tax 
receipts fell by two percentage points. Most of this rise in spending was due to 
continued implementation of the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review and, as 
such, was largely unrelated to the recession. It contributed to a budget deficit that 
was as high as 11% of GDP in 2009/10. Of this more than four-fifths – or 9% of 
GDP – was structural rather than cyclical.62 This means that it would not disappear 
automatically when the economy recovered. It also meant the UK would be 
paying more than £60 billion a year by 2014/15 in debt interest. Left unchecked, 
public debt would have reached 89% of GDP by 2013/14.63

With this in mind, the rise in public spending we saw running up to the 
recession could reasonably be thought to have reduced the growth rate of the 
economy by between 1 and 1.5 percentage points in the medium term (even 
excluding the indirect and permanent damage inflicted on potential output by the 
financial crisis). The downward pressure that this would have put on an already 
low growth rate would likely have further reduced real wage rises. This would 
have brought greater risks of widespread household default, with the potential to 
undermine the creditworthiness both of the financial sector and the state. 

The consolidation announced in the Emergency Budget avoided this scenario. 
Its composition (£103 billion of spending cuts to £26 billion of tax rises) was 
around 3:1 in favour of spending cuts, creating less concern that new taxes would 
be imposed in the future to deal with the deficit.

As well as making economic sense, this also made intuitive sense. Productivity 
in the public sector is substantially below that in the private sector and marginal 
increases in government expenditure yield less returns the larger is government. 
Thus, one could easily make the argument that this money would have been 
better spent or invested by those in the private sector.64

In short, the fiscal consolidation implemented in the Emergency Budget and 
Spending Review was a vital and necessary step to restore the UK’s sustainable 
growth rate and allow households to service their debts and deleverage successfully.
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The impact on demand of reducing the deficit
We have argued above that delivering a permanent, credible reduction in public 
expenditure should boost household incomes (and hence demand) over the 
medium term. However, many will argue that government should step in to 
manage demand since the financial crisis has had a profound effect on household 
consumption. Certainly, household consumption has fallen. Figure 2 shows that 
it is barely higher than where it was at the end of 2004/5.

Figure 2: Household final consumption expenditure, 1997-2011
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Source: Chain volume measures – seasonally adjusted, Office for National Statistics.

This problem is particularly acute considering the high proportion that 
household consumption contributes to UK GDP growth. Figure 3 shows that 
household consumption now makes up around two-thirds of UK growth and 
Figure 4 shows that is accounts for almost two thirds of total GDP. 

Figure 3: Annual contribution to GDP growth, 1966-2009
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Figure 4: Household final consumption expenditure, etc.  
(% of GDP), 1965-2009
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It is also true that that these challenges are likely to persist. Household debt 
is forecast to remain at an historic high of 106-175% of disposable income65 
and incomes are not rising as fast as anticipated when the debt was undertaken. 
However, it must also be remembered that these falls in consumption factor in 
government spending decisions. It is impossible to know what consumption 
would have been like if government had not acted. The counterfactual is 
impossible to create, but there are good reasons to believe that without action 
from the government to deliver permanent, credible reductions in public 
spending, consumer spending could have been even lower.

The first, oft-rehearsed argument here is that of Ricardian Equivalence: that 
is that households and business understand that if the government borrows 
extra (or cuts taxes without cutting spending) today, it will have to raise 
taxes tomorrow to pay off that borrowing. In anticipation of those extra taxes 
tomorrow, households will save extra today and firms invest less or choose to 
invest elsewhere. This sounds like academic nonsense – but it makes intuitive 
sense. Businesses plan their investment decisions over many years, meaning that 
they care about the future tax system, as well as the one that is in place now. If 
they think that in future taxes will rise, this will change the risk / reward balance 
of any given investment and make them less likely to invest than would otherwise 
be the case. Less investment leads to less employment, less wages and ultimately 
lower consumption.

While we believe the thrust of this argument is sound, there are clearly 
limitations to its application: full Ricardian Equivalence is unlikely to hold. 
Periods of financial crisis or severe recession can be periods in which financial 
markets cease to work well. They can also be associated with future job prospects 
of households becoming so uncertain that workers become severely credit 
constrained (e.g. during a credit crunch). 
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This means that there may be some impact of spending cuts on private 
consumption. This might also imply that in such circumstances some sort of 
Keynesian stimulus action, even if debt-financed, might have non-trivial positive 
impacts in the real economy.

However, we do not believe that this argument stands up to scrutiny. We believe 
that there is a strong impact of reducing, or limiting the increase in, interest 
rates. If debt is high, public debt will face an interest rate premium associated 
with inflation or default risks (as seen in the Eurozone). A fiscal consolidation, if 
perceived as permanent and successful, can bring about a sustained and material 
reduction in real interest rates, reducing the burden of debt servicing and 
promoting investment across the economy. 

Recent studies have shown that debt-financed public spending increases 
sovereign debt spreads66 and the current low gilt yields in the UK (UK ten-year 
gilts were around 2.2% – down from 3.5% at the time of the Emergency Budget, 
against a French rate of 3.1% and an Italian rate of 8.1%) are, at least in part, a 
testimony to the approach taken. Last year, 23% of government spending was 
financed by borrowing. With a quarter of UK debt held by foreigners, the UK’s 
borrowing costs are directly determined by the confidence that the global bond 
market has in its policy. The approach to consolidation has now been endorsed 
by the IMF67 and the OECD.68 Credit rating agencies have also reaffirmed the UK’s 
AAA credit rating status69 – in contrast to their more ambiguous position before 
the fiscal target was set.70 

Gilt yields: low-risk or low-growth?
There has been much debate in recent months over whether the fall in gilt yields should 

be attributed to ‘flight to safety’ following the Coalition’s credible consolidation, or 

whether they simply reflect the wider economic situation. To our mind it is a function 

of both. Clearly the reaffirmation of the UK’s AAA rating and a clear target to eliminate 

the structural deficit within a fixed timeframe can only help lower gilt yields. It is not 

entirely a function of this as fiscal tightening elsewhere in the world has not always 

been greeted with such enthusiasm by markets, particularly in the eurozone. 

It is also for that reason not entirely a function of reduced growth expectations as 

some would have us believe, as weaker growth expectations have led to higher yields 

in some Eurozone countries. There is likely to be some impact from the weak outlook 

for growth as markets expect interest rates to remain low, which is why gilt yields sit 

well below those of Australia for example. Nevertheless, to our mind the overwhelming 

factor is the combination of a credible fiscal policy with the UK having its own central 

bank who can provide a monetary offset to any fiscal squeeze. 

The Bank of England has already shown a willingness to do this with the Quantitative 

Easing programmes announced and their research suggests this has probably had a 

significant downward effect on yields. This marks the UK out as different from the 

Eurozone countries because gilts are seen to have a backstop in the Bank of England. 

Eurozone countries do not have this so their bond yields become much more reflective 

of their stand alone credit, with the ECB consistently reluctant to provide that lender 

of last resort function. This underpins our belief that the Coalition is right to stick to its 

fiscal programme but look to leverage the Bank of England’s monetary easing to provide 

credit to the economy. That way you can have stimulus and low yields together. 
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The box above considers this argument in more detail. Without this fall in 
borrowing costs, future taxes would be higher and private sector consumption 
lower, because of the increased cost of servicing public (and private) debt. A study 
by the European Commission also found that of 74 consolidations examined, in 
43 cases growth accelerated.71

Whatever the cause, the impact of reduced borrowing costs should not be 
underestimated. The fall in gilt yields the UK has seen can be compared (see 
Figure 5) to other economies who have seen far higher spreads over German 
bonds from relatively similar levels just two years ago:

Figure 5: Select ten-year gilt yields 2009-11
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This situation also puts current debt interest costs and forecast yields 
signifi cantly lower than the OBR’s original assumptions.72 One estimate puts the 
cumulative saving at £28.8 billion by 2015/16.73 In some respects, we should 
anticipate this windfall being taken up by additional costs associated with lower 
growth than anticipated through the functioning of automatic stabilisers. The 
OBR’s new forecasts on 29th November are likely to confi rm this. The windfall 
then provides an unexpected cushion for meeting the fi scal mandate.

If the situation is better than many economists and commentators believe, it 
could also be used to deliver structural reforms to boost growth or as part of 
package that re-profi les and re-allocates spending. Of course, the windfall also 
comes with a health warning. The present bull market in sovereign debt relies 
on markets continuing to accept negative real interest rates. Ultra-low base rates 
cannot be sustained forever. The savings glut in emerging economies – which 
push down yields in the developed world – may come to an end as investors seek 
alternative assets and retain greater capital domestically and aging populations run 
down their pension assets. The risk of a sovereign debt crisis from contagion from 
the Eurozone, causing gilt yields to spike remains non-trivial. For these reasons, 
we are cautious about relying on these savings to fi nance policies that might boost 
growth in the medium term.
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The scale of spending reduction
As well as these arguments surrounding the positive impact of credible and 
permanent cuts to public spending, one must also consider the actual extent of 
the spending reductions that we have seen. A key factor is that the government 
has chosen to target a fiscal mandate of removing the current structural budget 
deficit by 2015/16. This means that spending based on cyclical factors, for 
instance unemployment benefit payments, are not subject to this restraint. In 
short: automatic stabilisers are free to function.

The overall size of the spending cuts can be seen by comparing forecasts for 
Total Managed Expenditure from before and after the Emergency Budget. Figure 
6 does this and shows that the difference in forecasts is actually relatively small: 
just £23 billion of a total spend of around £700 billion. Figure 7 shows that the 
situation changed little in the Spending Review, or indeed since then.

Figure 6: The more things change… projections of Total 
Managed Expenditure, 2010-2015
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Figure 7: Revisions of Total Managed Expenditure, 2010-15
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Thus, in fact, the scale of spending reduction envisioned is actually quite small. 
It now equates to just 2.9% by 2015/16 (down from 3.3% as forecast at the time 
of the Spending Review and 3.6% at the time of the Emergency Budget). Even 
this may be revised downward significantly should the OBR’s growth forecasts 
follow that of the Bank of England and independent forecasters.74 These spending 
plans will also mean that spending will be 1.5% higher in real terms than spending 
in 2008/9. The latest figures project that overall spending will actually increase 
(albeit by only 0.3%) in real terms between 2010/11 and 2011/12 (which will 
likely prove to be too low an estimate).

It cannot be denied that this is an unprecedented change in the direction of 
public spending. We recognise that it will feel painful. Governments very rarely 
cut public spending in real terms, and some departments have been far more 
protected than others, meaning that cuts are not evenly spread. However, the cuts 
are not as large as some would argue and, as we highlighted above, have been 
essential in maintaining market confidence in the UK economy.

What does this mean for a tax or debt financed fiscal stimulus?
The preceding sections outlined that government spending has actually changed 
by much less than one might have assumed given the rhetoric. They also argued 
that we should not expect fiscal consolidation to reduce private sector demand even 
in the short-term (though they are often associated with rising unemployment). 
Indeed, permanent and credible consolidations can lead to higher demand than 
would otherwise be the case. This section now considers what these arguments 
mean in the context of calls for the government to introduce a significant fiscal 
stimulus to boost the UK economy. 

Before turning to wider effects, an immediate concern around the suggestions 
which tend to form part of the call for fiscal stimulus is that previous initiatives 
have failed to have a significant impact. For instance, two often cited suggestions 
are to: introduce temporary, targeted, reductions to the costs to firms of hiring 
workers; and boost the labour market for young workers. Both are understandable, 
however evidence has shown that National Insurance ‘holidays’ and changes 
to employer’s labour taxes are ineffective in both theory and in practice. For 
example, the government’s flagship £940 million scheme for NI holidays for new 
businesses outside London until September 2013 has had just 6,000 applications 
against a projected 132,000, with some estimates claiming the scheme has cost 
more to run than it provides in economic benefits.75 

Large scale job-creation from the government is also likely to be both extremely 
costly to run in practice and ineffective in boosting the life-chances for young 
people (the Youth Training Scheme in the 1990s, for example, hindered rather 
than helped young people, with more than half leaving the scheme early, without 
a job and with no qualifications).76

We must also then consider where the money comes from to finance these 
schemes. If funded through extra borrowing, the arguments we made above are key: 
the credibility and market confidence that the commitment to fiscal consolidation 
has brought to the UK is vital to ensuring low borrowing costs and future growth. 
This is particularly important in light of recent research that has indicated that a 
debt burden above around 90% of GDP is associated with a reduction in median 
growth of one percentage point. The concern is that the UK’s debt level is already 
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84% and due to rise to over 87% in 2013/14 on current projections (which are 
likely to rise), meaning that there is little or no room for manoeuvre.77 

This is all the more concerning when we consider off balance-sheet liabilities. 
For instance, when factoring in PFI contracts, public sector pensions, and 
guarantees to financial institutions the total is much higher. Recent research from 
McKinsey found that the UK is more leveraged that any other major economy: a 
total of 469% of GDP in 2008. This is second only to Japan after adjustment for 
London’s status as a global hub for financial institutions.78

If expenditure was to be financed through tax, there are equally concerning 
conclusions. The first and 5 chapters of this report argue that tax instability and 
uncertainty undermine both business confidence and, ultimately, growth. Other 
chapters also highlight that we should be valuing and promoting all sectors of 
our economy. This means that implementing surprise taxes which move the goal 
posts for investment decisions taken by both UK and international companies 
over many years, can be extremely damaging to the reputation of the UK as a 
good place to do business. 

For this reason, while one may find taxes on bankers bonuses politically 
attractive and even, for some, attractive as a long-term part of the tax system, they 
should not be introduced to finance a particular policy whim. Doing so signals 
that businesses in the UK will be asked to fund government spending whenever 
they are running short of other tax revenue and adds more risk and uncertainty 
to an already precarious investment climate.

It is our belief that temporary tax cuts – however well targeted – will not 
achieve the credibility and permanency needed to bolster growth. For example, 
we reject the notion that a temporary VAT cut would boost demand or speed 
economic recovery. This point is supported by a recent Economic Journal article that 
concluded ‘...reductions in sales taxes...would do little to speed the recovery’.79 
As chapter 1 outlines, longer-term structural reform to the tax system is needed 
and any reform to the tax system must be made with the objective of allowing 
the economy to grow in the long-term.

Overall, no-one can be completely sure of the impact that stepping back from 
the commitment to fiscal consolidation might have. A number of reports have 
used standard macroeconomic models to claim that increased spending might 
boost the UK economy – but this analysis cannot factor in the non-Keynesian 
impacts of perceptions, confidence and ultimately the potential impact of a loss 
of appetite for investment. The last thing that the UK economy needs is a large 
knock to investment in innovation and business growth and a potentially large 
and rapid increase in the cost of borrowing. In short, debt-financed fiscal stimuli 
are a risk not worth taking.

The role of government without fiscal stimulus 
Our belief that fiscal consolidation should be adhered to implies that there is no 
role for government in the current circumstances. However, we do not believe 
this is the case. Monetary policy is an obvious way in which the government can 
try to influence the economy, if only in the short-term. Indeed, the next chapter 
argues strongly that monetary policy has a role to play. 

We also still believe that changes to fiscal policy may be needed. The impact of 
a potentially major crisis in the Eurozone following a Greek exit, or an implosion 
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of the European Financial Stability Facility make it more desirable to implement 
spending cuts before the crisis hits. Indeed, the CBI has recently argued that ‘...
weak economic performance and growing fiscal instability in the Eurozone make 
it even more important that the government safeguards the UK’s AAA credit 
rating’. The CBI Director General John Cridland went on to argue that: 

The government must stick to its plans to bring down the deficit to maintain confidence in the 
UK’s public finances and keep the cost of borrowing down.80

We agree with this position, which means that our belief is that, between 
the two broad paths widely touted: ‘Plan A’ (the fiscal target of eliminating the 
structural deficit by 2015/16 set out in the Emergency Budget); or ‘Plan B’ 
(delaying or not following through spending cuts and/or making temporary tax 
cuts), Plan A is the best path for the UK fiscal position to maximise the sustainable growth 
rate – even in the event of recession.

This means that, should the OBR assess that the public finances are not on course to meet this 
mandate, further reforms to fiscal policy will be needed. And there is substantial evidence 
from the data that this may be the case. For example, recent upward revisions of 
GDP by the ONS would suggest the UK’s output gap – the difference between the 
actual size of the economy and the size it would be if the economy were on the 

sustainable growth path – may be smaller 
than thought.81 

In recent weeks, many forecasters have 
also revised their growth forecasts for 
the UK downwards, including the Bank 
of England and NIESR to around 1%. 
This alone will have a large impact on 
the government’s fiscal targets, but if 

it knocks through to the estimates of the sustainable growth rate (which some 
commentators have suggested may be as low as 1.1% as opposed to the 2% 
mark considered previously by many forecasters82) the impact on the chances of 
meeting the fiscal mandate will be large. 

In either case, revisions to government policy will be needed. This should come 
both in terms of supply-side reforms to increase the sustainable growth rate and 
also more directly through changes to spending plans. It is also important to note 
that in the longer term, we believe that a more ambitious target of eliminating 
the structural deficit as a whole (rather than the current, non-capital structural 
deficit) should be met. The approach of focusing on current spending, and 
placing no significance on total structural deficits (including capital spending) 
continues that approach of the previous government’s ‘Golden Rule’, and over 
time we should move away from this. The correct approach is to eliminate the 
structural deficit as a whole, not merely the ‘current’ part.

There are a number of options for ensuring that policy leads us back to 
Plan A. Policy Exchange has already outlined several ways to make broad cuts 
to departmental budgets not all of which were implemented in the Spending 
Review; we shall not rehearse them here.83 Other chapters in this report outline 
ways in which growth could be boosted through supply-side reforms and ways 
in which money could be saved through increased productivity. For example, if 
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public sector productivity growth merely matched that of the private sector, this 
would improve the sustainable growth rate by 0.5%. This is not an unrealistic 
goal given that public sector productivity fell behind by a third between 1997 
and 2007.84

It is also our belief that the composition of public spending is sub-optimal 
for the objective of maximising economic growth in the long-term – but this 
need not remain the case. Adjustments to the composition and methods of public 
spending which seemed politically impossible in May 2010 may not be so today 
when growth is at the top of the agenda. Filling the lack of demand created by 
public and private deleveraging requires new thinking about the purpose of 
public spending. Still almost half the UK’s GDP, its role will be a key issue for the 
future of the UK economy. Difficult global economic conditions may also prompt 
some fresh thinking on old problems, taking reforms ‘further, faster’ than was 
thought previously possible. For example:

 z Transferring spending from current to capital spending in departments with 
historically high or ring-fenced budgets (such as the Department of Health 
and International Development);

 z Switching some cash benefits into department programmes which maximise 
labour market participation and growth potential along the ‘DEL/AME switch’ 
model (child cash benefits into childcare provision, for example); and

 z Discontinuing ill-targeted programmes which add little to growth (such as 
the winter fuel allowance, which recipients often do not need and save rather 
than spend).

Light at the end of the tunnel?
If the government sticks to its guns on deficit reduction and implements reforms 
outlined in Chapter 1 of this report, it seems likely that the UK will emerge 
from the current Parliament with a small structural deficit and a level of public 
spending reduced to around 40% of GDP –the level which prevailed in the 1990s. 
This should restore the level of government expenditure to one that is more 
compatible with sustainable growth of the economy and the solvency of the 
public finances. It would also deliver this within a timeframe acceptable to the 
financial markets and political constraints. 

Credible barriers to growth abound. For instance: unstable commodity prices; 
persistent global instability; the difficulty of unwinding quantitative easing; 
and the effects of deleveraging on consumption. However, credible market 
expectations of the fiscal mandate being met puts the UK economy in a far 
stronger position than many of its peers. 

This adds weight to argument that the Coalition were right in their approach to 
the Emergency Budget and Spending Review. They achieved the core objective of 
giving policy substance and credibility to the fiscal mandate. However, we argue 
that modifications may be necessary to meet the fiscal target and have outlined a 
number of areas where further savings could reasonably be made. This should be 
informed by analysis from the OBR. There is also an option to go further in order 
to deliver efficiency savings and move toward removing the total structural deficit.

Of course, any changes to expenditure should also go hand in hand with 
bolder, faster reforms to increase the productivity of public sector expenditure 

84  Phelps, M., ‘Total Public ervice 

Output and Productivity’, UK 

Centre for the Measurement of 

Government Activity, Office for 

National Statistics, 2009.
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to ensure that the long-term growth in the economy is faster than it would 
otherwise have been.

We believe this approach is right, even in the current difficult economic 
climate. Evidence from business and academia suggests that temporary tax cuts 
or temporary fiscal stimulus funded by unsustainable government borrowing will 
never be enough to give us the confidence and credibility the UK economy needs. 
They will not boost growth. Consequently, we reject the calls from several think-
tanks and journalists to implement such measures.

However, we realise this is only part of the picture. Public spending alone 
cannot address the underlying structural factors limiting long-term growth. 
government must create a framework to enable the private sector to drive 
innovation and growth. These aspects are considered in later chapters in this 
report and recommendations from Policy Exchange outlined in Chapter 1.

It seems fitting to finish with a quote from a former Prime Minister of the UK:

We used to think that you could spend your way out of a recession and increase employment 
by cutting taxes and boosting government spending. I tell you in all candour that that option 
no longer exists, and in so far as it ever did exist, it only worked on each occasion since the war 
by injecting a bigger dose of inflation into the economy, followed by a higher level of unemploy-
ment as the next step.85

We agree and hope that this lesson has been learned.

Ed Holmes is Senior Research Fellow, Economics and Welfare at Policy Exchange
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By James Barty

The previous Chapter highlighted that fiscal policy is rightly focused on deliv-
ering medium to long-term growth by reducing the structural deficit. With this 
in mind, much of the burden for stimulating growth in the short-term falls on 
monetary policy. This support for growth has been made more difficult in the last 
year or so as inflation has consistently exceeded the Bank of England’s 2% target. 
However, we believe it is to the Bank’s credit that it resisted pressure to tighten 
policy in order to bring inflation back to target more quickly. There is a strong 
argument to support the Bank’s assertion that the bulk of the reported inflation is 
due to one off (largely external) factors. The lagged effect of weak sterling should 
largely be in the past by now, since the currency has been stable for the best part 
of three years, and the surge in commodity prices associated with the second 
round of quantitative easing in the US (QE2) last autumn and the VAT increase in 
the UK will also start to drop out of the calculation in the months ahead. 

For these reasons, the Bank’s action so far has been broadly on the right track: 
targeting medium-term inflation by providing monetary support to the economy. 
It is also encouraging that, given the prospects for both growth and inflation in 
the coming year, they have shown a willingness to resume quantitative easing 
(QE). The government should also receive some credit for supplementing this 
with a resumption of credit easing through the Asset Purchase facility. 

Nevertheless, we believe that there are real questions over the likely impact of 
QE this time around. For this reason we argue that there is both a need and scope 
to take more aggressive steps and to place an increased focus on the transmission 
mechanism for monetary policy. We will also argue that much of the focus of the 
last few years on preventing a repeat of the financial crisis may well be impeding 
the recovery of the economy.

Credit growth and growth
With inflation above target and the economy continuing to grow, albeit at a slow 
rate, it was understandable that even the doves on the MPC felt they could at best 
keep policy on hold earlier this year. However, it is now becoming increasingly 
evident that policy has, if anything, been too tight rather than too loose. 

This is best illustrated by the charts below of M4 money supply growth 
(Figure 8) and net lending by financial institutions (Figure 9). Since the crisis, net 
lending has just about been positive but it has been as little as 10% of pre-crisis 
levels. M4 growth has been in negative territory for many months. With this in 
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mind, it is unsurprising that growth has been tepid. Equally in the run up to 2008 it 
was clear that credit growth was rampant with M4 growth running well into double 
digits from 2005 right through into the middle of the crisis. Yet at this time, policy 
stayed relatively accommodative and the Bank was, arguably, too slow to raise rates. 
Then, while M4 growth initially stayed high, net lending started to slow sharply in 
2008 providing clear evidence of a problem at the time when some members of the 
MPC were still considering further interest rate increases. Thus it seems that, if there 
has been an error in the Bank of England’s approach to monetary policy in recent 
years, it has arguably been to focus too much on actual inflation, which of course is 
the Bank of England’s mandate, rather than the underlying causes of that inflation. 
In particular, we believe that the importance of credit growth has been significantly 
underestimated. It is a lesson learnt most recently by those hawks advocating rate 
rises of late. Even a cursory examination of the lending statistics would argue that 
such a move would have been, and still is, unwarranted

Figure 8: M4 money supply growth
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Figure 9: Net lending, UK
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The key problem is that, if there is insufficient credit growth in the economy 
then there is unlikely to be enough GDP growth, particularly when fiscal policy 
is restrictive as it currently has to be. This means that it is essential that monetary 
policy and, in particular, any attempt at monetary stimulus bears in mind the need 
to stimulate credit growth. 

Indeed, in the aftermath of financial bust it is more important than ever to 
understand the transmission mechanism by which monetary policy can stimulate 
credit growth and demand. It is in this context that we need to judge the current 
efforts of the Bank of England and the Treasury and examine alternatives. We 
believe that insufficient attention has been paid to the disincentives to lend caused 
by the high cost of wholesale funding, the need to rollover debt and the prospect 
of increased capital constraints.

Notwithstanding the fact that banks and bankers have never been less popular we 
should also bear in mind that in the UK economy the banking system is by far the 
most important conduit for monetary policy. If we place too many constraints on 
its ability to function then we severely impair our ability to stimulate the economy.

Will quantitative easing work this time round?
Before we move on to outline areas where we believe more steps will need to 
be taken, it is important to lay out the evidence on the impact of the first round 
of quantitative easing (QE) and prospects for impacts of current, and any future, 
easing. 

The Bank of England is currently undertaking a new round of QE adding an 
extra £75 billion of purchases, taking its total QE to some £275 billion. Research 
carried out by the Bank has suggested that the last round of QE boosted the level 
of GDP by around 1.5-2%, the equivalent of a cut in Bank rate of 150-300 basis 
points.86 Those effects, it was argued, were likely generated by a number of factors 
since purchases of financial assets by central bank money:

‘…should initially increase broad money holdings, push up asset prices and stimulate expen-
diture by lowering borrowing costs and increasing wealth. Asset purchases may also have a 
stimulatory impact through their broader effects on expectations and by influencing bank 
lending, although this channel would not be expected to be material during times of financial 
crisis.’ (our underlining).

However, these estimates of the impact have to be treated with a good deal 
of caution. Firstly, as MPC member David Miles noted in a recent speech (10th 
October 2011), such estimates are bound to be subject to significant uncertainty 
as the Bank has not carried out such large scale purchases before. In other words 
we have a sample size of one. Secondly, the Bank was very much leaning with the 
wind at the time of the last QE. Other central banks were also easing policy and 
risk appetite was starting to return with the equity markets having bottomed in 
March 2009, very close to the time that the Bank announced its QE programme. 
This means that it is difficult to know how much of the improvement in the 
economy was a function of the Bank’s QE or a function of improving global 
financial and monetary conditions. 

What we do know is that gilt yields did fall. The Bank put the decline at 
100-125 basis points around the time of the announcement, but even there it is 
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far from clear what the pure QE effect was as other bond yields were falling at 
the same time. The narrowing of the spread between gilts and bunds around the 
announcement (perhaps the cleanest estimate of the effect of QE) was a little over 
60 basis points, so even in the clearest area of impact QE may have only half the 
impact the Bank has suggested.

This is important because the decision to implement QE rather than other 
measures this time is based to a large extent on the Bank’s research work. 
Uncertainty surrounding its estimates suggests an even greater uncertainty 
around the potential impacts of this current round of QE. This is particularly true 
since gilt yields have much less potential to fall and, unlike last time, the Bank is 
not leaning with the wind. Equity markets are extremely volatile and while they 
could continue to rally back from the sell-off of recent months, there can be no 
certainty of this given the uncertainty about growth in the developed world and, 
in particular, the problems in the Eurozone.

This is not to say that QE was not important or indeed effective but instead to 
warn that there has to be considerable uncertainty even about the estimates of 
its efficacy last time round. This means that to ensure the greatest likelihood of 
success this time, it is also vital to consider the channels through which further 
easing could boost credit growth and demand. In the same speech quoted above, 
David Miles argued that he thinks that there is a good chance QE will work well 
again. He argues that the key channels are through: portfolio effects, where gilts 
bought by the Bank are replaced with other financial assets; lower interest rates 
in other areas such as corporate bonds; and the bank funding channel (where 
excess cash is deposited with banks improving their funding). He also makes the 
legitimate point that although gilt yields are lower and therefore the impact on 
those yields is likely to be less, there could still be a sizeable wealth and portfolio 
effect because the rise in gilt prices for a given fall in yields is considerably higher 
at gilt yields of 2.5% than 3.5%. 

Monetary Policy will not work without a functioning financial sector
Nevertheless, despite all of the calculations and theoretical underpinnings the 
MPC is largely guessing at the impact of QE. For example with five year gilt yields 
at just 1.2% it can be legitimately argued that cash is the closest comparable asset 
class, rather than equities or even corporate bonds. While higher cash reserves 
may well help the banks since they have been struggling to raise wholesale 
deposits, it is far from clear that at this stage they would lend that money out. 

The constraints on their ability to do so stem not just from a lack of wholesale 
deposits but also a rising cost of capital, both in the debt and equity markets. 
Lower gilt yields might help bond debt issuance by the banks, but with five 
year CDS spreads for RBS around 325 basis points (see Figure 10) at the time of 
writing compared to an average of under 200 basis points since the Bank’s first 
round of QE it is far from clear that it is yet doing so. Note too how the cost of 
term funding in the interbank market is also rising (see Figure 11 of 12 month 
libor). 

This shows the higher risk premium the market is putting on bank risk in 
general at the moment largely as a function of the ongoing euro crisis but 
probably also reflecting weaker growth around the world. In short, banks are 
finding it hard to borrow. This is similar to what happened in 2008 and 2009 
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before and especially after the Lehman failure. All bank funding and in particular 
inter-bank funding depends on confidence. If banks do not know which one of 
them may be at risk then they are likely to withdraw lending from all but the 
safest banks. We are seeing this again at the moment. The effect is that the ECB, in 
particular, has to step in to be the middle man, accepting deposits from all banks 
and then onlending it. The Bank of England may well find itself having to do the 
same.

It is not just in the debt market that funds are expensive to raise for the 
banks. Equity is incredibly expensive and with RBS and Lloyds subject to large 
government stakes there is little desire to issue more equity. While understandable 
in ensuring that the banking system 
cannot require taxpayer support again 
on the scale of this financial crash, the 
recommendations of the Independent 
Commission on Banking do also run the 
risk of encouraging the banks to rein in 
their lending. The natural reaction of any financial institution to higher equity 
capital requirements in the future is to start moving there today. 

Then, if they cannot raise capital in the markets, there are only two ways to 
improve capital ratios. First, to wait for profits to increase the capital (which 
takes time) or, second, to shrink lending books. One way banks have done this 
is to sell government bonds, which is one reason why yields are under so much 
upward pressure in the Eurozone. The other is to restrict lending or focus lending 
on loans, which have a lower risk weight. The way risk weights work is that the 
lower the perceived risk of a loan the smaller the amount of capital a bank has to 
hold against it. So loans secured on property would for example attract a lower 
risk weight than unsecured loans. This may explain why banks are asking for more 
security than in the past.

Figure 10: RBS five year CDS (basis points)
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Figure 11: 12 month libor
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With these issues in mind it seems that, while QE is not quite hit and hope from 
the Bank, it should not be the only plan on the table just in case it does not work. 
Indeed, we believe the Treasury’s announcement of a Credit Easing programme 
alongside QE is particularly important, if implemented well. The next section lays 
out our contribution to the debate around how the Treasury’s Credit Easing should 
work. But first, it is important to lay out what else the Bank could do.

In general, we think that the Bank of England needs to be more imaginative 
in its monetary policy and, in particular, it should focus on more support for the 
banking system. While the Bank is right to argue that its long-term role should 
not be to support the private sector banking system, our view is that in the short-
term, following a financial crash, it has to take on such a role.

For this reason, we believe that it is not the time to be withdrawing support from 
the banking system and we would urge the Bank to reconsider its decision not 
to rollover the Special Liquidity Scheme (SLS). The Bank has even acknowledged 
that this will put upward pressure on the price of credit. It resembles the attempt 
by the ECB to pull liquidity support earlier this year, which it subsequently had 
to reverse. Since the very start of the financial crisis the Bank has consistently 
failed to appreciate the full extent of the need to support the credit channel for 
its monetary policy to be effective. Allowing the SLS to expire has the potential 
to undermine the loosening of policy from QE since monetary policy and the 
financial system are inexorably linked.

This is particularly the case when the banks are struggling to obtain term 
funding from the market and are paying rates well above base rate or the 
equivalent gilt yield to obtain term deposits from retail investors. However, if the 
Bank does not want to extend the SLS then it should instead consider extending 
the term of the financing it provides the banking sector. At a minimum we believe 
it should be offering one year money to banks in exchange for collateral, similar 
to the ECB’s practice, and preferably for longer terms than that.
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Credit Easing – It must go further and deeper than before
Given the Bank of England’s reluctance to entertain credit risk, the Chancellor’s 
decision to reopen Credit Easing through the Treasury is to be commended. The 
question is how to make this effective. Our strong belief is that this is a real 
opportunity to improve the functioning of the credit markets in both the short 
and long-term. For this reason, we think that Credit Easing should in fact cover a 
range of specific policies.

Having a range of tools is particularly important since some of the most attractive 
options can only be delivered in the longer-term. For instance, the Bank’s last 
attempt via asset purchases in the corporate bond market was rather ineffective 
largely because there was little corporate paper available for purchase. In fact, outside 
of large companies the UK corporate sector has little tradition of tapping the capital 
markets for borrowing and has instead tended to depend on bank financing. This 
means that, while it is laudable to try to develop broader and deeper commercial 
paper and corporate bond markets like in the US, this cannot happen overnight. 

Thus, with the Chancellor trying to stimulate credit growth as quickly as 
possible, a large part of Credit Easing must be delivered through other means. 

Credit Easing through the banking system
The obvious way is through the banking system. A common argument of recent 
months has been that SME’s are stating that funding is not available, at least not 
on the right terms (there are stories of banks, for example, asking for personal 
guarantees even when companies are consistently cashflow positive). On the other 
side of the argument, the banks argue that funding is there but that companies 
are reluctant to take it. The data does suggest that this, to some extent, is true. Of 
course, the banks also have to cover their cost of funding which as we have noted 
above is often well above bank rate particularly for longer term funding. 

Clearly, a solution is needed in order to improve the terms on which banks can 
fund SMEs. Our proposal is for the government to raise the funds and then lend 
it on to the banks. The banks in turn would lend the money onto corporates. This 
would have advantages at both stages: the government has a low cost of funding 
meaning that lower rates can be passed on through the banks; and the banks have 
the contacts, the credit assessment capability and the network through which to 
distribute the credit. We believe the guaranteed source of funds and lower cost of 
those funds would give the banks a greater incentive to lend since that lending 
would be both more profitable and lower risk with the security of funding 
guaranteed by the government.

Since the government can access term money, the loans can also be term loans, 
getting away from one of the key concerns of SME’s that they would be vulnerable 
to banks pulling lines of credit. We suggest that tranches of say two, three and five 
year money should be raised and lent on. To address issues of moral hazard and 
ensure that there is significant additional credit being made available we believe 
that the banks and the government should split both the risk and the return 
equally. Banks would then have the incentive to ensure that the loans are made on 
a commercial basis and the government would receive a share of the profits of 
any lending. By getting the government to take on 50% of the risk, banks should 
be able to lend more without unduly threatening their ability to meet the rising 
capital requirements they are facing. 
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87 The total amount available to 

lend would remain unchanged.

The loans would be available to all banks, providing they lent it on to UK based 
companies. If this were to be perceived to be breaching EU rules, this could be 
extended to cover EU companies providing it was in sterling.87 

To protect against risks that this lending simply replaces lending that would 
have otherwise have taken place, we suggest a minimum spread of 200 basis 
points. This should ensure that the banks did not just lend on the money to large 
cap companies who can already tap the bond markets. 

Banks would apply for loans in tranches and would have to return the funds 
if it had not been lent out within a fixed time period, say three months. That 
would allow the programme to be demand determined with say an upper cap of 
perhaps £25bn to start with (equivalent to one third of the Bank of England’s QE 
programme). If this was all new lending that would potentially triple the amount 
of net new lending currently going on. Even if we assume 50% of it is displaced 
lending it would double net new lending.

By choosing a minimum two year term it would be hoped that the worst of the 
current economic difficulties would be in the past by the time refinancing became 
necessary. It would also give time for the development of corporate bond and 
commercial paper markets. If it was felt appropriate, this could also be rolled out 
to the mortgage market, although our inclination would be to target the corporate 
sector first. The Treasury could either choose to hold onto the loans themselves or 
even package them up for onward sale to financial investors. Such loan packages 
would potentially be attractive to investors as they would offer a significant yield 
premium to investment grade or government debt and yet represent a balance 
portfolio of loans. That in turn reduces the need for detailed credit assessment. 
Securitisation of the loans would have three potential advantages. First it would 
limit the impact on the government’s balance sheet, which has to be important 
given the sensitivity of investors to the strength of government credit ratings. 
Secondly, it would help develop a non-bank corporate funding market. Thirdly it 
would further distance the government from any credit decision. The reason we 
advocate the banks making the credit decisions is so that it cannot be politicised. 
Having the markets take on the eventual risk rather than the government will help 
to ensure that this remains the case.

We also suggest that as an emergency measure the Treasury considers reinitiating 
the Credit Guarantee Scheme whereby the government guaranteed Bank debt 
issuance in exchange for a fee (50 basis points plus the average five year CDS spread 
in the 12 months up to July 2008) to ensure that banks are able to issue debt to 
fund any upcoming redemptions. The banks have considerable refinancing of such 
debt to undertake over the next couple of years. If they are unable to issue the debt 
then they face the choice of either issuing more equity (where for the part owned 
banks the government would have to subscribe) or shrink their balance sheets. 

If they can only issue it expensively, then they would likely have to pass that cost 
on to their customers making their credit more expensive. Since the Treasury is a 
major shareholder in Lloyds and RBS and is not going to allow them to go bust, then 
it makes no sense to force them to issue debt with a CDS spread of 300 basis points 
or more. The alternative to a restart of the Credit Guarantee scheme is to become 
a buyer in the secondary market, so that the government could compress spreads 
and hopefully comfort the market that they can buy the debt safe in the knowledge 
that there is a backstop. Any debt bought would in current conditions offer a 
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considerable pick up over the government’s existing cost of funding. It is, however, 
less clean than the restarting the Credit Guarantee Scheme, which would be our 
preferred option. Both though are likely to prove profitable for the government.

Credit Easing through the tax system – long-term
In the longer-term we believe that a larger and deeper corporate funding market 
via corporate bonds and commercial paper should be encouraged. The demand 
for interest bearing paper offering a yield well above that of gilts should be a 
real one given the low level of gilt yields and interest offered on bank accounts. 
The pension and insurance market has started to move into this area but it has 
largely been confined to large corporates and banks. There may even be a market 
for banks to securitise lending in a similar way to the scheme suggested above 
with the government, just on selling it to the market. That would enable them to 
lend without keeping all of the risk on their own balance sheet, which was the 
original idea behind the US collateralised debt market. However, there needs to 
be more demand in this space as well as more supply. The obvious place to start 
is through the domestic savings market and ISAs. We believe that the government 
should offer an additional allowance for individual investors (say up to £5,000) 
providing it was invested in small and medium sized corporate debt. 

We believe that the costs of this policy would be low. The interest most investors 
are receiving, particularly on cash deposits, mean that tax payments on this interest 
are also relatively small. This means that the costs of foregone tax would be low and 
could be financed through the potential windfall from lower than expected debt 
interest costs. However, if the costs were thought to be prohibitive, we recommend 
that a smaller amount (say £2,500) is ring-fenced out of the existing ISA allowance.

Credit Easing through the tax system – short-term 
The Business Payment Support Service is an invaluable tool for business who, 
while profitable / viable, may struggle to meet their tax liabilities. For instance, 
this might be because of cash-flow problems. Between November 2008 and 
June 2011 the scheme granted nearly 450,000 with Time To Pay arrangements, 
worth in total £7.71 billion. It is a measure of success of the scheme that, of 
that amount, over £6.69 billion has already been paid back.88 However, current 
demand for use of the scheme standing at just 37% of the level it was in 2009 
and a number of businesses that we have spoken to are unaware of the scheme. 
For this reason, we recommend that the government explores what more might 
be done to advertise the scheme and whether it might be further expanded to 
provide help to more firms.

What if the euro area falls apart?
It is important to say that these are measures which we think are appropriate at 
the moment. However, we recognise the risks in the Euro area. The fall out of a 
significant worsening of the situation in the Euro area on financial markets would 
imply that both the Bank and the Treasury would need to be prepared to be much 
more aggressive. The Bank of England’s pretence that monetary policy and support 
for financial institutions can be separated would have to be immediately jettisoned. 

These circumstances would make it even more important for the Special 
Liquidity Scheme to be immediately restored. Term lending facilities for the banks 
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should also be introduced. We believe that, in extremis, the Bank should also be 
prepared to undertake a much more aggressive form of QE. 

As an example, all bonds issued through QE are due to be redeemed and 
the money eventually repaid to the Bank. One suggestion would be that the 
government be prepared to issue irredeemable gilts to fund capital expenditure 
projects that would be bought by the Bank. Such purchases are normally only 
carried out in time of war but a collapse of the euro area would arguably pose the 
biggest threat to our economy since either of the last two world wars. Any long 
dated gilts could, of course, be sold into the market eventually but there would 
be no time scale on any such sales. 

The Treasury and Bank may well have to step in to buy bank debt directly rather 
than in the secondary market as well. The Credit Easing that we suggest would 
likely have to be extended substantially since it is highly likely that wholesale 
funding to banks would cease to exist. Ultimately the Bank might have to fund 
both the government and the banking system for a period of time. The normal risk 
for the economy, inflation, would likely be very low because of the deflationary 
forces unleashed in such an outcome. These are only a selection of ideas and even 
more radical solutions may well be necessary in such circumstances. It is to be 
hoped that they are not needed.

Conclusion
Overall, it is our belief that a combination of QE and Credit Easing has much 
more chance of succeeding than QE on its own. Through QE the Bank of England 
makes it easier and cheaper for the government to issue debt. The government 
can take advantage of that to ensure that cheaper credit is available to both banks 
and borrowers. If QE has portfolio substitution and bank funding benefits as well 
that is an additional positive. 

There have obviously been questions as to whether Credit Easing is necessary 
and that, if the demand for credit was there, the market would supply it. In normal 
circumstances that would indeed be true. However, following a financial crash the 
situation is different. Banks are under enormous pressure to reform and rebuild 
themselves and it is very difficult to lend enough when you are trying to shrink 
your balance sheet. It is also difficult to lend when you have to pay a premium 
for funds because there is still a mismatch between loans and deposits and this 
is coupled with huge uncertainty and a lack of trust amongst banks. Ideally the 
central bank should intervene in such circumstances to aid the banks and absorb 
some of the credit risk. The Bank of England, however, does not seem willing or 
able to do so. The government therefore needs to step into the breach. The Bank 
is helping through quantitative easing and we propose that the government uses 
some of this purchase of gilts to help fund the banking system. We also suggest 
they look to facilitate change in the way corporates raise funds, ease bank capital 
raising costs and extend credit to SME’s through the tax and NI system.

By implementing the full range of options for Credit Easing we have suggested 
above the government can both ensure that QE has a much better chance of 
success in the short-term and also stimulate a vital element of corporate finance 
for the future.

James Barty is Senior Advisor on Financial Policy at Policy Exchange
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Britain’s productivity crisis
By David Smith

When, in October 2011, the Office for National Statistics produced revised data 
for gross domestic product during the recession, the hope was that it would 
solve one aspect of Britain’s productivity puzzle. GDP had fallen very sharply 
from the spring of 2008, with the ONS suggesting a 6.4% peak-to-trough fall. 
Employment, however, dropped by much less, by around 2.5%. The result was 
a sharp drop in productivity (output per worker). In the absence of a rebound 
during the recovery, Britain appeared to have suffered a permanent productivity 
loss.

The hope was that the ONS would revise away some of that productivity fall 
with data showing the recession had been less severe than feared. Instead, the 
numbers went the other way. The GDP fall from peak to trough was 7.1% and 
productivity fall was made much greater.

The result is that, at time of writing, output per worker is between four and 
five% below pre-recession levels, and 14 to 15% lower than it would be had 
productivity followed its pre-crisis trend. It may be that Britain never attains 
productivity levels consistent with the maintenance of that pre-crisis trend.

This, of course, matters. Paul Krugman’s ‘productivity isn’t everything but 
in the long-run it is almost everything’ captures it well. Productivity drives 
prosperity and living standards. Without productivity growth we stagnate. So the 
drop in UK productivity equates, over time, to a fall in living standards.

However, this large fall in productivity stemming from the recession is not the 
only source of the UK’s productivity woes. The productivity problem has three 
dimensions, all of them serious. They are:

 z Persistently low growth in productivity, even during periods of relatively 
strong economic growth;

 z Significantly lower levels of productivity than in our competitor economies, a 
gap that appears to have widened sharply in the past three or four years; and

 z Chronically weak public sector productivity. This was highly problematical 
during the years of plenty for public services. It is critical at a time when 
budgets are tight and greater efficiency is the key to public service delivery.

A weaker trend
Let me take these in turn. For years the search has been on for ways of boosting 
Britain’s underlying productivity growth rate. Successive governments have tried 
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to boost growth, competitiveness or, in the case of the Labour government from 
1997-2010, implemented an explicit productivity agenda.

The fact is that Britain has had modest productivity growth for many years. Past 
explanations for this included disruptive industrial relations and a volatile, ineptly 
managed, economy. Yet in the “Great Moderation” period of 1997 to 2008 with 
growth, if not asset prices, apparently assured and inflation under control, whole 
economy output per worker grew by a little less than two% a year. In what should 
have been ideal circumstances, in other words, productivity growth was subdued.

Even that may not tell the full story. Spencer Dale, the Bank of England’s chief 
economist, in a speech in September, noted that two sectors in particular had 
boosted measured productivity in the decades ahead of the global financial crisis. 
As he put it:

In the twenty years prior to the financial crisis, productivity in the energy sector grew at an 
average annual rate of over 3%. But the pace of productivity growth slowed markedly in the 
past decade or so as North Sea oil fields aged and energy extraction became more difficult. Indeed, 
since the mid-2000s, productivity has actually been falling. In contrast, productivity growth in 
the financial services sector increased very sharply in the 10 years prior to the financial crisis, 
underpinned by the process of financial liberalisation and strong growth in financial sector 
balance sheets. It does not seem sensible – certainly with the benefit of hindsight – to think 
that this strong growth would continue indefinitely.89

The Bank, in its August Inflation report, also listed reasons why productivity 
growth in the recession and subsequently has been weak. It said:

There are several channels through which underlying productivity growth may have been lower 
following the recession …. Lower levels of business investment will have reduced the growth rate 
of the capital stock somewhat. And some companies and some of their capital were liquidated 
during the recession — although the rise in formal liquidations was more moderate than in 
previous recessions. At the same time, tighter credit conditions may have prevented some more 
productive businesses from entering markets or expanding. And a higher cost of working capital 
may have restricted some businesses’ ability to meet demand. Additionally, the decline in hours 
worked during the recession may have impaired productivity growth through reducing the 
opportunity for employees to acquire skills on the job, or undertake workplace training. Overall, 
these channels suggest that productivity growth is likely to have been impaired in recent years.90

Not everybody is so downbeat about the longer-term impact of the crisis 
and recession on productivity. Bill Martin of the University of Cambridge, in 
a paper ‘Is the British economy supply constrained? A critique of productivity 
pessimism’, challenged the argument that Britain had suffered a permanent loss 
of productivity, Even so, productivity optimists have a tough task on their hands. 

The international gap
What about Britain’s second problem, the productivity gap in relation to 
competitor economies? Some may be surprised to hear that on one measure of 
productivity, GDP per worker in 2010 was more than 10% higher than Japan 
and similar to both Canada and Germany. Italian GDP per worker was, however, 
8% higher than the UK, while in the case of France the gap was 10% and US 
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productivity was a full 34% above that in the UK. The US-UK productivity gap, in 
fact, was the biggest since 1994.91

On another measure, output per hour worked, Britain was similar to Canada 
and Italy and 19% higher than Japan. But French productivity was 16% higher, 
that of Germany 18%, and America 23%.

The figures are sometimes hard to 
disentangle, but it is clear that overall, 
UK productivity is significantly below 
some competitors and lags the G7 
average by 11 to 15%. Nor does this 
fully capture the international challenge. 
Keeping up with the slow-growing G7 
is one thing, challenging the low-cost, rising productivity nations of the BRIC 
economies (Brazil, Russia, India, China), as well as other emerging nations, is 
arguably a more daunting prospect.

An absence of public sector productivity growth
Thirdly, there is the problem of low public sector productivity. Public sector 
productivity is difficult to measure, and the ONS has been carrying out a 
programme of quality-adjusting public service output to derive more accurate 
productivity estimates. However, its conclusions are not reassuring.

For healthcare, the ONS concluded in March 2011 that:

...productivity change was close to zero most years, but fell by more than 1% in 1996, 2002 
and 2003. The falls were partially offset by growth of more than 1% in 2001 and 2006 and 
growth of 0.7% in 2009. Overall, from 1995 to 2009, productivity fell by 2.7%, an average 
annual fall of 0.2%. On average, quality-adjusted healthcare output increased by 4.4% a year 
but inputs grew more rapidly, by 4.6% a year.92

The picture for education, with broadly flat productivity over a 12-13 year 
period, was little better, though rather more variable. AS the ONS put it in 2010: 

From 1996 to 2009, publicly funded education productivity in the UK declined by 0.1%. But 
this marginal fall overall masks three periods of greater change: from 1996 to 1999, produc-
tivity grew by 7.1%, with an annual average increase of 2.3%. In this period there was strong 
output growth, due to growth in the school age population, but only weak growth in inputs; from 
1999 to 2007, productivity fell by 9.4%, an annual average fall of 1.2%. Growth in school 
attendance, once adjusted for quality, was outstripped by a sharp rise in inputs, mainly through 
the employment of more school support staff; from 2007 to 2009, productivity grew by 2.9%, 
with an annual average increase of 1.4%, as output grew faster than inputs, due mainly to rela-
tively large improvements in pupil attainment at age 15/16 in England and Wales.93

These precise details can be, and indeed are, debated. However, the big picture 
is not subject to debate. That is that public sector productivity has been at best flat, 
at worst declining. During a period in which inputs, including employment, rose 
very sharply, outputs at best only kept pace. The implications for an era of much 
tighter control of inputs, and falling public sector employment, are potentially 
worrying for service delivery.

“The Coalition government has listed five “drivers” 

of productivity; investment, innovation, skills, 

enterprise and competition ”
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A more productive future?
These are major challenges for the UK economy. Many governments have tried to 
tackle these issues, but largely failed. So what can be done now?

Tackling the public sector
Tackling the problem of weak public sector productivity should in theory be 
easier during a time of retrenchment. The big expansion of state employment 
from the late 1990s was an example of politicians focusing almost exclusively on 
inputs, without regard for outputs or outcomes.

Ministers boasted of the number of extra NHS staff, or teachers, or support staff, 
without regard for the productivity of those additional staff, or public services as 
a whole. Reversing these increases – a 900,000 rise in public sector employment 
between 1999 and 2009 – should produce some mathematical improvement in 
productivity. They will not, however, solve the underlying problem.

Poor public sector productivity reflects a range of factors that are in many 
respects the general productivity problem in microcosm. Weak management, lack of 
accountability and lack of competition can all be included on the list of explanatory 
factors. The details of boosting the productivity of the public sector would 
require another chapter in themselves. The key, however, is increasing choice and 
competition. We know, though, what a fundamental challenge that has proved to be.

Boosting private sector productivity
There is a lot of motherhood and apple pie in traditional solutions to weak private 
sector productivity growth. The Coalition government has listed five “drivers” of 
productivity; investment, innovation, skills, enterprise and competition. A typical 
list of the most important factors, carved out of any number of government-
commissioned reports over the decades, would include the following:

 z Boost education and skills, particularly intermediate skills. That may mean 
encouraging more apprenticeships; it certainly means lifting school standards. 
Though the UK ranks 12th out of 30 OECD economies in tertiary education, it 
is only 19th when it comes to upper-secondary education;

 z Improve managerial skills. Research by Bloom and Van Reenen at the London 
School of Economics, amongst others, suggests strongly that management skills in 
Britain are poor in comparison with other countries. Comparisons with French, 
German and US firms point to a significant managerial ‘deficit’. One practical 
consequence of this is that UK managers are relatively poor at implementing 
productivity-enhancing investment, such as in information technology; 

 z Increase levels of business investment, the biggest reason for the productivity 
gap between Britain and other countries, particularly France. Low levels of 
business investment have been a perennial problem for the UK economy. 
Relatively low levels of UK business investment in comparison with 
competitors were reversed in the second half of the 1980s and during the 
1990s. In the period leading up to the crisis, however, 2000-2008, UK 
business investment averaged just 10.5% of GDP, lower than France, Germany, 
the United States, Italy and Canada. Britain was the only G7 country apart from 
Japan which saw its business investment share decline between the 1990s and 
2000s; and
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 z Increase R & D spending. Business R & D is roughly 1% of GDP in the UK 
and has been declining gently since the 1980s, according to a 2010 report, 
Business Innovation Investment in the UK, from the then Department of 
Innovation, Universities and Skills. In France, Germany and the United States, 
in contrast, it is between 1.5 and 2%, and in Japan 2.5%.

There is nothing mystical or magical about these standard solutions to low 
productivity growth. One set of ideas targets human capital, the other physical 
capital. Improve or increase both and you should boost productivity. There is also 
something missing, however, in the growth accounting approach to productivity. 
If we think back to Britain’s productivity renaissance in the 1980s, it was based on 
de-regulation, particularly of the labour market, and lower business and personal 
taxation, none of which was easily measurable under the growth accounting 
framework. As the late Sir Alan Walters wrote in his book, Britain’s Economic Renaissance:

We are left with no simple explanation of Britain’s productivity. There must be some missing 
factor – a Thatcher factor? – which explains this dramatic reversal in Britain’s performance. 
The changes in attitude in management and labour which many have noted does seem to be a 
reality which may explain the remarkable record of the 1980s.

Competition is also a key factor. Research for the Department of Business, 
Innovation and Skills, suggests that 42% of productivity improvements come 
from reallocation of economic activity between firms, with 37% from the exit 
of poorly-performing firms and the entry of new ones, and only 22% from 
productivity improvements within firms.94

So what do you need to boost productivity? Plainly you need competition, which 
means low barriers to entry, ease of merger and takeover activity and so on. You also 
need a combination of incentives and de-regulation to unleash the animal spirits that 
drive productivity improvements. Thus, while Labour from 1997 to 2010 preached 
a productivity agenda, it practiced policies of high taxation and re-regulation that 
undermined that aim. Though the Coalition has announced a reduction in corporation 
tax rates, it is presiding over a general increase in the tax burden. It is also yet to make 
serious inroads into the re-regulation of the economy that occurred after 1997.

A meaningful productivity agenda for Britain’s private sector has therefore 
to be based on competition, taxation and de-regulation. Nor is this a one-off 
exercise. Boosting productivity means pushing these buttons repeatedly. Achieve 
that and the “growth-accounting” aspects of productivity fall into place. Business 
will give its workers the skills they need, will improve its managerial game – or 
get people in who can – and invest enough, both in physical capital and R & D. 
There has to be a reason for doing so, however.

The productivity hangover from the global financial crisis reflects the damage 
inflicted on the economy and the altered prospects for what were high productivity 
sectors. But it also reflects much more than that; the apparent acceptance by 
government of high levels of regulation and taxation and the absence of the buzz 
– the energy and drive – characteristic of successful economies. Until that changes 
we will continue to bemoan our productivity failings. 

David Smith is Economics Editor of the Sunday Times
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We need to focus on growth  
and being greener –  
not ‘green growth’
By Simon Less

“Renewable energy technologies will deliver a third industrial revolution … At a time when 
closures and cuts dominate the news cycle … [r]enewable energy is surging out across the 
United Kingdom, blazing a trail of start-ups and jobs. … Our … priority is … ensuring 
more clean technologies are designed and manufactured here … We’re missing a trick unless 
we start supporting low-carbon manufacturing here in Britain – and grow the green supply 
chain: locking in profits and expertise, and creating the exports that will keep Britain competi-
tive … [T]his government has resolved that we will be the largest market in Europe for offshore 
wind … We will not heed the … green economy deniers.” 

Chris Huhne MP, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, 
Renewable UK conference, 26 October 2011

The risk of dangerous levels of climate change is a major threat to the world’s 
ecosystems and its prosperity. The current scientific consensus is clear about the 
role of human greenhouse gas emissions in driving this risk. Helping to stem the 
rise in global emissions and to reduce them substantially must therefore be a UK 
policy priority, to sit alongside the priority to stimulate UK economic growth. 

It is possible to have both economic growth – to benefit from new innovations 
and improved productivity – and at the same time to reduce carbon emissions. 

Moreover, strong UK growth is needed to pay for the costs of policies moving 
us to a low carbon economy. Growth is needed to fund sustained, long-term 
investment in low carbon research and development, upgrading the energy 
efficiency of the UK’s housing stock, and to support early stage deployment of 
low carbon technologies that are still more expensive than their high carbon 
alternatives. As the UK reduces its own carbon emissions, the economy will 
contain a larger proportion of jobs in so-called green sectors, such renewable 
generation and installation of household insulation, as well as in many other 
industries steadily reducing their carbon emissions. 

We need growth and we need to become greener. But is this what is meant by 
those promoting ‘green growth’ and the ‘green economy’?

The Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, Chris Huhne, argues 
for large subsidies for selected UK ‘green’ industrial sectors, particularly types 
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of renewable generation such as offshore wind, as a key way to boost growth 
and employment in the UK economy. He is supported by those representing 
commercial interests in the subsidised renewable energy sector. The subsidies are 
paid by the rest of UK economy, largely through increased energy prices.

The argument – under the term ‘green growth’ – is not that subsidies for 
such selected sectors are the best way to reduce carbon emissions, but that a 
principal objective of these public subsidies is to promote UK growth, exports 
and employment. Chris Huhne thus makes a clear political pitch for the sort of 
industrial policy interventions to boost predicted future growth sectors, not often 
heard in the UK since the 1970s.

Chris Huhne has recently criticised as ‘green economy deniers’ those who 
question this approach, even confl ating them with those who reject the scientifi c 
consensus about the risks from climate change. 

This chapter explores the likely impact of such ‘green growth’ policies, both for 
economic growth and emissions reduction.

Economic costs of reducing emissions 95
As the UK economy grows, its carbon emissions must decline, as part of the 

UK’s contribution to international action. To achieve this requires appropriate 
government policies to promote emissions reduction measures. 

Some emissions reduction measures are fi nancially benefi cial – so are both 
green and directly good for economic welfare. If householders take measures, such 
as loft insulation, which save them more money in reduced energy consumption 
than they cost, they have larger disposal incomes. If businesses can reduce their 
energy input costs, then they can become more competitive. But most of the 
carbon reduction measures that will need to be taken over time have net costs. 

Figure 12: UK domesti c electricity bills (2010 £) and 
environmental policies 2000-2010 (3300 kWh customer)95 
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Already the costs of climate-related policies have had a significant impact 
on electricity bills. According to research at Cambridge University, policy costs 
made the greatest contribution to the increase in a typical domestic customer’s 
electricity bill between 2000 (when climate policies essentially began) and the 
last full year, 2010 (see Figure 12).96 Policy costs in electricity prices are set to 
continue to rise, so that in 2020 prices will be around 30% higher for domestic 
customers – and 40% higher for business customers – than they would have been 
in the absence of climate-related policies.97

Increasing energy costs (particularly the cost of electricity – two-thirds of which 
is consumed by businesses and the non-household sector) has the potential to slow 
growth, in the same way as increases to other input costs. Higher energy costs:9899100

 z reduce the resources otherwise available to businesses to invest for long-term 
growth;

 z reduce the disposable income of consumers; and
 z reduce competitiveness, where they place UK businesses at a competitive 

disadvantage to foreign competitors subject to lower policy costs (see box below). 

Competitiveness impact of climate policies

To the extent that climate-related policies increase the energy input costs of UK 

businesses above their competitors in other countries, this raises a concern about UK 

‘competitiveness’.

Nevertheless it needs to be recognised that exchange rates adjust, broadly, to mitigate 

the average effect of differential input costs between different currency areas. So higher 

energy costs would show up as reduced national incomes rather than inability to export. 

But this is a general – and long run – effect, and particular firms or sectors could lose or gain 

in competitiveness. High energy costs could in particular lead to loss of competitiveness 

in energy intensive industries,98 such as aluminium, steel and concrete manufacturing. 

Energy-intensive manufacturers, consuming at least 100GWh of electricity per year and 

with energy comprising over 20% of their costs, employ around 700,000 people in the UK, 

and tend to be concentrated in more deprived areas, such as the north-east of England.99

There is no sense in climate policies causing such sectors to close and move elsewhere 

– or to cause them to choose to open new plants elsewhere. This would not only damage 

the UK economy but also the environment. If an energy-intensive industry chose to locate 

in, say, China and export their goods back to the UK, then they would still be emitting 

carbon – and more of it – since China’s electricity is more carbon intensive than the UK’s. 

Policy Exchange’s report Carbon Omissions100 showed that while the UK’s production 

of carbon emissions within its borders has fallen, its carbon consumption, including 

carbon embedded in the manufacture of imported products – have shot up (by perhaps 

30% 1990-2006). It makes no environmental or economic sense for environmental 

policy to accelerate this trend.

So it is vital to tailor environmental policy appropriately to these selected energy-

intensive sectors. We want these sectors to be as energy efficient as possible, but not to 

drive them offshore. 

Measures to help energy-intensive manufacturers are expected to be announced soon 

by the government.
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Of course, the key approach to reducing carbon emissions is to price carbon 
effectively. This means that energy prices will need to rise. 

But it is important that the economic costs of climate policies are no higher 
than needed to achieve carbon reduction targets, and that the revenues generated 
from the higher carbon prices are used cost-effectively to promote growth and 
carbon reduction. 

The box below discusses how green taxes, or carbon permit costs, may be offset 
by reduced taxation elsewhere. The next section discusses some of the policies 
currently driving up energy prices and the uses made of the funding raised. 101

Green tax shift

The UK Green Fiscal Commission looked at the scope for increasing ‘green’ taxes while 

using the revenues raised to reduce taxes elsewhere, such as taxes on employment.101

They cited research, carried out as part of the European research project ‘Competitive 

effects of environmental tax reforms’ (2004-06), which found that increasing green 

taxes and using the revenues to offset taxes elsewhere (and also making provisions 

for energy intensive sectors) actually led to a small increase in economic growth rates. 

The revenue recycling effect plays a part in compensating for increased energy costs. 

Of course such macro-economic modelling is fraught with difficulties. Nevertheless 

this work highlights the scope for increasing carbon prices whilst minimising the impact 

on growth. 

It should be noted that this is not the main thrust of the current UK policy approach, 

where the majority of projected policy levies on energy bills over the next decade or so 

are set – not to be recycled in lower taxes elsewhere but – to be spent on subsidies for 

particularly expensive ways to decarbonise, such as deep-water offshore wind.

Climate policy design
The design of climate-related policies is important – both to promote success in 
delivering carbon reduction and in minimising impact on growth. Fortunately 
policy design principles that are likely to lead to successful long-term global 
decarbonisation are also, in the main, likely to be friendliest to growth:

 z The first principle is that policies should promote lowest cost carbon 
reductions. The lower their cost, the more likely policies are to be politically 
sustainable and so to successfully reach long-term emissions reduction targets. 
Cheaper UK decarbonisation processes also set a more compelling example to 
other countries, helping to stimulate the global emissions reduction needed to 
mitigate climate change. And the lower costs of decarbonisation, the smaller 
the impact on incomes and growth.

 z The second principle is that UK policies should focus on promoting the 
innovation needed to achieve cost-competitiveness in those low carbon 
technologies with the potential for greatest global deployment. Prioritising 
research, development and demonstration also plays to the UK’s historic 
strengths and comparative advantage. 

 z The third principle is that climate policies should exploit the potential 
for markets, steered by a neutral long-term carbon price, to innovate and 

101 UK Green Fiscal Commission 

(2009).
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discover the best, lowest cost, ways to decarbonise. A focus on carbon pricing 
also generates revenues which can be used to mitigate growth impacts of 
decarbonisation.

The UK has a number of policies that, broadly, refl ect these principles. The Green 
Deal targets low cost carbon reduction potential in improving household energy 
effi ciency; the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) and Carbon Price Floor focus 
on giving the market a carbon price; and budgets for demonstrating Carbon 
Capture and Storage and for low carbon research and development focus on 
stimulating low carbon innovation.102

There has been much discussion about the impact on UK businesses of the 
UK’s Carbon Floor Price. It is not an ideally designed instrument. It would be 
better if the EU ETS could instead be reformed to operate more effectively, or 
the fl oor price applied across the EU. The fl oor price starts unnecessarily early in 
2013, the commitment to it should be fi rmer, even contractual, and should go 
well beyond 2020 if it is give effective investment signals. Nevertheless, it is at 
least a technology-neutral carbon price and has the potential to be built-on. And 
it should also be recognised that its projected impact on electricity prices is much 
less than the impact of the UK’s renewable subsidies. Figure 13103 shows relative 
costs of climate-related policies on electricity (and gas) prices by 2020, for 
different categories of business, expressed as pounds per tonne of carbon dioxide. 
It highlights that the renewable subsidies (‘RO/FiTs’) are the largest policy driver 
for increased electricity prices, with much greater costs to energy customers than 
the Carbon Floor Price/EU ETS.

Figure 13: 2020 esti mated levy per tonne of carbon under 
climate-related policies, for a range of diff erent categories of 
businesses
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The UK’s renewable generation subsidies, currently mainly delivered through 
the Renewable Obligation (RO), are driven by the need to meet the EU 2020 
Renewable Energy Target. 

102 Policy Exchange had argued 

for a Green Deal-style policy 

(Warm Homes) and a broad-

based, long-term carbon price 

fl oor (Greener, Cheaper). More 

recently, Policy Exchange has 

argued for mandatory carbon 

reporti ng to sti mulate cost-

eff ecti ve energy effi  ciency 

measures in organisati ons, and 

more eff ecti ve carbon pricing 

in relati on to heati ng (Boosti ng 

Energy IQ).
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The UK’s renewable generation subsidies are the most important example 
of policies that fail in relation to the principles set out above. They privilege 
expensive decarbonisation approaches, are focused on deployment targets not 
stimulating innovation, weaken the carbon pricing framework and disrupt the 
effective operation of the energy market. The renewable generation subsidies 
unnecessarily add to electricity prices, act as a drag on economic growth, and 
achieve no additional carbon reduction while arguably damaging the future 
prospects for decarbonisation. 

The cost to the UK economy of the Renewable Energy Target has been 
estimated by the government at £66 billion.104 As part of meeting the target, 
the government plans to deploy 13-18GW of mainly deep water offshore wind 
by 2020, at a current cost of around £300 per tonne of carbon saved. Yet, the 
Renewable Obligation saves no more carbon emissions by 2020 than would 
have been saved under the EU ETS carbon cap (where the carbon permit price is 
currently only around £10, and the floor price rises to only £30 by 2020). 

Of course there is a strong case for public support for promising new low 
carbon technologies. The UK has historic strengths in research and development. 
Much R&D spending is likely to be positive for growth, and is one of the key ways 
the UK could contribute to global emissions reduction. There also a good case 
for appropriate support for early commercialisation of technologies with global 
potential to help improve their cost-competitiveness, focused on maximising 
learning-by-doing. But the UK’s current renewable generation subsidies are not 
focused on this. Instead, the Renewable Energy Target commits the UK to roll-out 
out of particular short-term deployable technologies on a pre-determined 
and massive scale, whatever is discovered about the success and cost of those 
technologies. It seems inconceivable that spending tens of billions of pounds on 
deploying offshore wind by 2020 is the best use of available resources for low 
carbon innovation, given offshore wind’s high costs, no guarantee that it will 
become cost-competitive and its limited global deployment potential.105

Given such wasteful policies, there is scope both to better promote more 
carbon reduction and to reduce the energy policy cost burdens on the economy, 
promoting growth. 

Policy Exchange (2020 Hindsight)106 has recommended renegotiating the 
2020 Renewable Energy Target, focusing instead of improved long-term carbon 
pricing and genuine support for innovation. Carbon prices would probably be 
higher – but even doubling the expected carbon price in 2020 would add less 
to electricity prices than the expected subsidies for renewables. And the revenues 
from carbon pricing would be available to offset other taxes on the economy, 
rather than wasted on unnecessarily expensive technologies. A focus on simple, 
neutral carbon pricing would also avoid other costs on the economy from the 
current approach to climate policy – from complexity, distorted price signals, 
rent-seeking and regulatory uncertainty.

However, it is to the most wasteful policies – for subsidising favoured 
technologies – that ‘green growth’ industrial policy justifications are most 
commonly attached. This may be because these policies cannot be justified in 
terms of carbon emissions reduction at least cost to the economy. So do the 
‘green growth’ industrial policy arguments stack up an alternative case for these 
policies?
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‘Green growth’ industrial policy
‘Green’ policies – to promote reduced carbon emissions – and growth policies – 
including to help pay for carbon reduction – are both important priorities. But 
muddling them up in the concept of ‘green growth’, or worse ‘green jobs’, is 
damaging to the goals of both emissions reduction and growth. 

Under the concept of promoting ‘green growth’, the government favours and 
subsidises selected ‘green’ – usually renewable energy – industrial sectors, for the 
purpose creating the growth and export sectors of the future. This is reminiscent 
of government industrial policy interventions in the UK’s economic history where 
particular industrial sectors – for example, advanced gas-cooled nuclear reactors 
(AGRs), British car manufacturing or supersonic civil aviation – were favoured with 
generous subsidies in the hope that they would power future growth and exports. 

Following one recent adjustment to renewable subsidies levels, in which 
offshore wind had its long-term subsidy levels increased still further, Climate 
Change Minister, Greg Barker, was quite explicit about this being “ambitious green 
industrial policy in action.”107 ‘Green growth’ industrial policy arguments are 
strongly supported by those lobbying for subsidies – exploiting the rent-seeking 
opportunities – such as the organisations representing offshore wind interests.

The problem with such a policy is that there is no reason to believe 
that subsidising any one industrial sector can increase overall UK growth or 
employment levels. Overall UK employment levels and growth rates depend on 
fundamental economic factors such as skills levels, the functioning of labour 
markets, competition and overall investment levels.

Successful export sectors are based on comparative advantage. The government 
believes that it can create UK comparative advantage in relation to offshore wind, 
and potentially other marine renewables, based on the UK’s offshore deployment 
potential and North Sea engineering expertise. It also believes that there will be 
a large world market in marine renewables that the UK will then be in a good 
position to export into. It is committing tens of billions of pounds to these beliefs. 

Yet it is very far from clear that this will be true. There are huge unknowns 
about the development of global marine renewables – currently some of the most 
expensive forms of electricity generation – as well as the UK’s ability to capture 
any significant proportion of any global export market, in competition with other 
countries. The government is taking a huge gamble, directing massive levels of 
resources here, which cannot therefore be used for investment and spending 
elsewhere in the economy.

Moreover, the history of government taking such industrial policy gambles is 
a stark warning. There is no reason to believe that government has any special 
ability – over and above the market – to pick winners. Major failures of the past, 
such as AGRs, British Leyland or Concorde, bear this out. 

Where there is real comparative advantage, markets are better able to develop 
these than government.108 Both markets and governments may fail. But in markets 
– better at discovering and responding to new information – failures happen 
more quickly and cheaply.

The arguments outlined here – and, worse, the potential for EU countries to 
get into damaging subsidy competition with each other – are the reasons why, in 
most sectors, the EU prohibits state aid. However renewable energy carries certain 
exemptions to these rules.109
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Industrial policy subsidies to selected sectors are paid for by the rest of the 
economy, and so reduce the investment and spending in other sectors. For example, the 
cost to the German economy in subsidies for each job in its solar industry has been 
estimated at 175,000 euros.110 An optimistic outcome is therefore that such policies 
simply shift jobs around the economy, with no overall jobs and growth impact. 111

Securing energy supplies

Security of energy supply is an important issue for growth, separate from the arguments 

about ‘green growth’. 

The government makes further arguments for high subsidies for certain energy 

technologies, in particular renewables, that they deliver economic benefits through 

reduced exposure to ‘volatile’ gas prices and to ‘foreign’ energy sources. David Cameron 

and Chris Huhne recently said ‘We are … taking steps to deal with our exposure to volatile 

world energy prices and promote more sources of energy generated at home.‘111 Are the 

government’s measures to promote energy security a benefit to economic growth?

It is far from clear that energy being foreign is a strong predictor of its insecurity. The 

UK has historically suffered most energy insecurity as a result of domestic events such 

as outages, strikes and protests. Moreover, recent global energy market developments 

have much increased the prospects for secure gas supplies. While the UK’s North Sea gas 

has declined, the UK gas market has itself developed large new infrastructure to tap the 

burgeoning global Liquid Natural Gas market. This ensures that the UK can secure gas 

in a relatively liquid market supplied by a wide range of countries. In addition, Norway 

will remain a key gas supplier. Coupled with recent global developments in shale gas – 

particularly in the US, but also a recent, potentially huge, gas find in north west England 

– mean that gas looks more secure as an energy source for the UK economy. We cannot 

know future gas prices, but it is far from clear, as some confidently predict, that future 

gas prices will be very high. So supply security concerns do not appear to justify the high 

costs to the economy of subsidies for domestic energy, such as renewables. 

Nevertheless, gas prices are likely to continue to fluctuate based on the global supply 

and demand balance. Would the UK see higher overall economic growth if we were 

somehow able to insulate ourselves from such price volatility? For this to be the case, 

the economic damage from gas price volatility would need to be clearly greater than 

the damage from paying the guaranteed high price of, for example, offshore wind.

Clearly gas generation emits carbon. While gas is likely to play an important role as a 

transition fuel to a low carbon economy, having half the emissions of coal, unabated gas 

emits carbon at levels inconsistent with meeting the UK’s 2050 carbon target. But the 

way to address gas’s future role in the process of decarbonisation is through having an 

effective long-term carbon-pricing framework, and in particular an effective long-term 

EU Emissions Trading System cap. 

A more pessimistic – and more likely – outcome is that growth is lower than it 
would otherwise have been, as a result of resources being diverted by government 
away from industrial sectors with greater growth and export potential than, for 
example marine renewables. It is the economic activity, entrepreneurship and 
innovation that never happened which is the major cost of the government directing 
massive resources to its preferred sectors. And this is not only detrimental growth, 
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but also to emissions reduction. Muddled ‘green growth’ industrial policy 
objectives mean resources are squandered that could otherwise have been used 
to deliver greater emissions reduction, to strengthen the EU carbon cap and to 
stimulate genuine low carbon innovation. 

Recommendations
The government should eschew the muddled concept of ‘green growth’ and the 
1970s-style industrial subsidies for hand-picked future growth sectors which 
it leads to. The government should instead concentrate on policies to promote 
growth alongside other policies to go ‘green’ – reducing carbon emissions – as 
cost-effectively as possible. 

Simon Less is Research Director, Energy and Environment at Policy Exchange 
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Tax and the future of growth
By Will Morris

Much as we tax people might occasionally like to claim it, there is no silver tax 
bullet that is going to restore growth and lift us out of our current troubles. Tax 
will no more drive growth than it will drive a deal or investment. It is Keynes’ 
‘animal spirits’ that will do that. But, if the recovery is to be business-driven, then 
tax does have a role. 

Business people make their initial decision based on the business case. Is there a 
market? Is there a winning product or service? Is the business climate favourable? 
But once that initial case has been made, then tax comes into play. For example, 
tax can impact the decision as to the precise location between countries once a 
more general business decision has been made to invest in a region such as the 
EU. Perhaps more importantly, however, tax can kill a deal. If the tax impact means 
the numbers won’t add up, the deal won’t happen. And even if the hurdle rate is 
met, if the tax environment is too risky to meet investment criteria, that can also 
kill the deal. Finally, even if the investment meets all of these requirements and 
is actually made, tax will still play a part in the ongoing decision of whether to 
maintain an investment – and whether to shrink it or to grow it. Walter Wriston, 
the former head of Citibank once put it like this: ‘Capital goes where it’s welcome, 
and stays where it’s well treated’. So tax won’t drive growth, but it definitely can 
impact it. 

So what is it that makes for good tax policy in these circumstances? Put 
differently, what tax policy might facilitate growth? Before answering that 
question, it is important to note that there is now a tension at the heart of 
tax policy making. It used to be a given that tax policy making was all about 
‘collecting the revenue the government had decided it needed in the least 
distortive way’ (even if politics often led to a different outcome). However, in the 
past 10-20 years, the tax system has increasingly become the delivery mechanism 
of choice for a whole range of government policies. As well as making the tax 
system more complex (and, thus, more open to abuse), it does also mean that 
the rate of change in the tax system has accelerated as it expands to do more. As 
a result, more complex and quite often unconnected changes to various parts of 
the system multiply unintended consequences. And as this change accelerates, it 
seems that sometimes the last policy question asked is ‘what does this change do 
to the structure of the tax system?’

Returning to the question of what would make the UK tax system more 
‘competitive’, well, it is not just about lowering taxes, or handing out credits. 
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To be truly competitive a tax system certainly needs to have taxes that are within 
international norms, but they don’t necessarily have to be the absolute lowest/
best/most relaxed. What matters much more than a penny or two off the rate, is 
how the system works, and, just as importantly, how it changes when it needs 
to. When asked what they want, tax people (and business people for that matter) 
often say ‘stability, certainty and simplicity’. However, sometimes the last element 
of this trilogue is replaced with ‘predictability’. Stability and certainty are essential. 
Businesses make their investment decisions generally based on a three to five year 
projection. Anything that upsets that projection could affect both the maintenance 
of that investment, and the direction of future ones, with a very clear effect on 
growth. Now, obviously, economic conditions can change, and business does 
recognise that politicians will sometimes need to pull certain economic levers. 
But policy makers need to acknowledge that of all the policy levers that they 
control, it is a change to the tax rules that can have some of the most significant 
adverse effects. For example, changes that lead to something being taxed that was 
not previously taxed, or an increase in an existing tax can both significantly affect 
investment decisions. But, at the same time, things are always changing, and the 
tax system will need to change with them. So how can we marry ‘stability’ and 
‘certainty’ with inevitable change? 

Predictability – the friend of growth
The answer to balancing these competing pressures, I believe, is to build in 
‘predictability’. It is this predictability that may turn out to be the greatest friend 
of growth.

To be clear, this is not ‘predictability’ in the sense of a mathematical formula, 
but, rather, in the sense of a known process for managing inevitable change. What 
does that mean? Well, there are two elements. First, it means making sure that 
those who made their business decisions based on a reasonable expectation of the 
tax law remaining the same for a three to five year period do not suffer economic 
disadvantage as a result of any changes. Second, there needs to be a transparent, 
methodical process for changing the tax law on a prospective basis in a way that 
follows certain procedures intended to engage all stakeholders, minimise surprise, 
and ensure ‘stress testing’ of legislation before enactment. 

The first of these is not a difficult concept. If a business has invested based on a 
certain set of tax assumptions and the law is subsequently changed, then, despite 
that change, the business should be able to continue to rely on those assumptions. 
I am not talking about very aggressive tax schemes, but I am talking about 
changes to things such as capital allowances, depletion, or interest deductions. 
There will still be questions as to what is abusive; there will be questions as to 
which taxes are central to the business development decision; and there will be 
issues about not rewarding any rush to market to beat a legislative deadline. But 
the general principle seems relatively simple and unexceptional. 

At the same time, it seems reasonable that in most cases such grandfathering 
only apply for the period in which the tax was included in making the investment 
decision (three to five years). So, if we were to adopt a principle that non-abusive 
transactions or structures would continue to be taxed under existing rather than 
new rules for a certain period, that would be an important part of improving 
stability and certainty though predictability.
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And what of the second prong: a transparent, methodical process for changing 
the law? Put slightly differently, how can we structure our tax policy making 
process with ‘predictability’ at its core? Last year the Coalition government 
published a consultation document on the tax policy making process which 
contains some important first steps. It dealt with the necessity of spelling out in 
advance what policy underlies a change; with the benefits of advance publication 
of statutory language; and with the importance of consultation with affected 
taxpayers. All of this is good, but there is still more that could be done.

In order to secure growth-enhancing predictability, the process of policy 
formation inside the government is crucial – and there are some parts of that 
process that could be improved. In 2004, following the O’Donnell report, the 
UK tax policy making process was changed, taking direct responsibility away 
from Inland Revenue, and constructing something closer to the US model. Policy 
formation was now to be handled directly by the Treasury, with an assist on 
‘policy maintenance’ (a term whose parameters were never completely clear) 
from the Revenue/HMRC. 

This system works generally quite well in the US because the US Treasury is 
staffed up with experienced private sector lawyers doing a stint of government 
service. They have the expertise to deal as technical equals with IRS experts, while 
having the detachment from day-to-day revenue concerns that is necessary to 
think about the ‘right’ answer. But that didn’t happen in the UK after O’Donnell. 

In fact, things went in the wrong direction despite the best efforts of those 
involved. Without a dedicated tax career path in the Treasury, clever generalists 
would cycle through relatively short-term 12 to 18 month placements on a 
particular area of tax before moving on to the next or moving from the Treasury 
completely. With a system of tax that is, sadly, largely unintuitive, this would 
mean officials taking almost all of their rotation to get up to speed. Some officials 
were lent from HMRC – but going back to an organisation where policy had 
been effectively downgraded as a result of O’Donnell did not make this the most 
attractive of career options. There is now a small (and very good) core in Treasury, 
but retention beyond that nucleus has also been an issue. As a result, the policy 
teams change over quickly, wiping out history and making policy continuity 
difficult. 

Meanwhile, dedicated experts in HMRC who had previously been required to 
think wearing a policy hat, now had to swap that for more of a revenue collector’s 
hat – but they were still the ones with the expertise. On top of all this, there was 
the constant squeeze on resources (i.e., jobs). The result of this sorry litany was 
good people working in the wrong places in a dysfunctional system at precisely 
the time when they were being asked really big questions. A number of projects 
have turned out well (one or two not) but not without some heart-stopping 
moments for taxpayers along the way. Heart-stopping moments do not add up 
to predictability. 

Delivering predictability
My view is that, despite significant strides made recently (including as a result of 
the excellent tax policy making Consultation Document), predictability will not 
improve until the institutional problem within the tax policy making function is 
addressed. 
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So, how might this be done? Well, in one sense – at least in a non-budget 
constrained world – some of the answers are quite simple. Make the tax policy 
function in the Treasury an attractive place to work so that expertise can be built 
up, and turnover kept down. Part of that may well involve hiring people in from 
the private sector for a period of time, and they may need to be paid above the 
standard Civil Service pay scale (although at less than private sector rates). 

These people will bring familiarity with the tax law, and the way that tax 
people think. They will also bring knowledge as to how the tax law really works in 
practice – and, yes, where some of the loopholes are. They would be full-time civil 
servants, but relatively short service (three to five years) employees. If Treasury 
generalists also decided that they wanted to stay in tax policy, then the normal civil 
service rules might have to be changed to construct an attractive career structure 
just within tax policy (rather than the normal rotation through departments in 
order to get promotion). This private sector experience, in particular, would 
allow a practical input into policy at its very early stages. It might also allow more 
fruitful exchanges with the private sector later on in the process, as there would 
be more of a shared language. This strengthening of the tax policy structure in 
Treasury would clearly be an important aid in strengthening predictability in the 
management of change.

But the other crucial part of the equation relates to how to re-empower experts 
within HMRC. The re-formation of a policy department inside HMRC might be 
one way; or, perhaps, an explicit acknowledgment that a stint in ‘policy’ would 
be career enhancing. The key thing would be (as does happen – but not always) 
to have the product experts approach legislative change wearing a policy hat, 
rather than simply a revenue collector’s hat. Almost by definition, if legislation 
is driven by revenue protection concerns it is much less likely to foster other 
government aims – including growth. And predictability will suffer if these policy 
aims must always be viewed through a revenue-tinted lens. It must be possible 
to do something. None of these proposed solutions is terribly radical, or terribly 
expensive, and a more cooperative and stable structure involving both Treasury 
and HMRC where both institutions feel empowered would greatly aid the cause 
of predictability in tax policymaking.

The role of business
Additional business input may also improve predictability. This will sound 
strange, given the vast (and welcome) increase in consultation, but, again, the 
question is how to build a process around this so that that it can consistently 
help to shape the tax policy framework. The current consultations are, by 
definition, very focussed and very ad hoc. Once we’re finished with CFC reform, 
for example, those consultative groups will be disbanded. When that happens 
the common experience and understanding, not just of the details, but also, 
and just as importantly, of the process, will be lost. So we need more of an 
on-going business/government process to consider tax reform – but if we do 
then build a dialogue around it, how do we prevent the process from consuming 
more time than the substantive work? (The process of drawing up agendas, 
getting clearance, writing papers for discussion, briefing the principals, writing 
up minutes, etc., is not always conducive to real – and certainly not speedy – 
progress.) 
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The answer may lie in a group of taxpayers and government officials that 
doesn’t have power, and, thus, the need for all the administrative process, but 
that does have credibility. Perhaps a group that reports to the Office for Tax 
Simplification? You would not want a group as formal as the Law Commission – 
perhaps something more like IFS’s Tax Law Review Committee, but with a heavier 
weighting towards on-the-ground business input. So, perhaps oxymoronically, 
there could be a Standing Ad Hoc Group on Tax Reform. Its remit would be 
to consider how to make the corporate tax system more coherent (and stable 
and certain), and to suggest changes large and small. But it would not be a 
governmental body, so could maintain some flexibility. 

Tax legislation and scrutiny
Continuing the theme of enhancing the predictability that may facilitate growth, 
what about the actual process of drafting tax legislation? A couple of thoughts. First, 
why can’t tax drafting be repatriated into the Treasury? The interchange between 
HMT/HMRC and Parliamentary Counsel doesn’t always seem entirely fruitful 
– especially in the time straightjacket of the Finance Bill process (see below). 
Second, and more substantively, however, might we have a new convention for 
drafting anti-avoidance legislation? These types of rules have proliferated in recent 
years, and on a number of occasions governments have made a rod for their own 
back (not to mention for taxpayers’ backs) by drafting intensely complicated 
blanket anti-abuse rules, which then have to have numerous exceptions.112 

It is precisely those types of rules that the inventive tax specialist adores on 
the basis of inclusio unius est exclusio alterius (in English: ‘All the gaps we can find in 
your very detailed legislation are now completely in legislation). Other taxpayers 
are understandably sympathetic to government attempts to prevent aggressive 
avoidance of rules, but often such rules drag in 100% of taxpayers, to catch the, 
say, five% who should really be the targets.113 The problem is then that, when 
you have general rules that unintentionally drag in vast swathes of taxpayers, 
while also create subterranean levels of detail, then no one has much sympathy 
with the anti-abuse aims. Even putting aside the economic inefficiency of all 
that unnecessary compliance, such rules deeply damage business confidence in 
the tax system as a whole. Again, if this part of the process can be reshaped so 
that taxpayers know, as a result of a predictable process, that such rules will be 
focussed, that would be a significant step forward.

Finally, if we are looking to increase growth-enhancing predictability, it is 
difficult to avoid discussing the parliamentary stage of tax policy making. The 
chance for a second, informed, look at tax policy changes is valuable but – let’s be 
honest – rarely happens. If this stage could be improved then, again, predictability 
might benefit. This ground is already well-ploughed, particularly by Lord Howe, 
but there is certainly a case to be made for the Treasury Select Committee to play 
a much more central role in both the development and scrutiny of tax legislation. 

Alternatively, perhaps there should be a proper (and properly staffed) Joint 
Committee on Taxation involving both Commons and Lords. (In the interests of a 
better legislative process we need to put aside the sterile constitutional arguments 
on Money Bills, now dating back a century.) Absent these fairly major structural 
changes, however, one practical suggestion might be to change the timing of tax 
legislation. The current straightjacket of the Finance Bill serves nobody’s purposes. 
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A false deadline means that all activity has to be shoehorned into a few months 
of the year around the time of the autumn statement and the budget. Always, 
it seems, as the deadline approaches the draftsman cannot keep up with the 
timetable and something gives – the ‘something’ normally being the legislative 
language itself (‘Don’t worry, we’ll sort it out in guidance’). 

The publication of draft clauses in advance has clearly somewhat mitigated 
this difficulty, but the obvious fact remains: there is no need for all tax legislation 
(or indeed any, other than the required reauthorisation of rates) to be placed in 
the annual finance bill. The need to produce items for an annual round of tax 

legislation both distorts the tax policy 
making process, as well as probably 
encouraging more legislation than is 
really necessary. Of course, anti-abuse 
measures may require speedy action 
to prevent forestalling (i.e., a rush to 
market), but such abuse situations could 
be dealt with by announcing immediate 
effective dates. Why not have a tax Bill 

every few years when either enough small items have mounted up, or when 
there is a major change that must be legislated? In other words, allow the time 
to get the legislative language right so that it can carry the burden imposed on 
it, rather than settling for a less perfect product produced to a false deadline. It is 
bad legislation that is one of the greatest enemies of predictability.

Conclusion
If the UK wishes to use the tax system to facilitate growth, there need to be two 
elements to that. One certainly relates to making sure that tax rates, and incentives 
such as the R&D credit, and the patent box compare favourably with other 
countries. But the other relates to creating stability and certainty for investment 
– and, just as importantly, how to maintain those through periods of inevitable 
change. This writer finds ‘process’ no more exciting than anyone else, but it 
seems clear that predictability in change is crucial; that at the moment we are not 
achieving it; but that – and here’s the good news – some straightforward and not 
very expensive changes could make a significant difference.

Will Morris is the Global Tax Policy Director of GE, and Chair of the CBI Tax Committee

“Why not have a tax Bill every few years  

when either enough small items have mounted up, 

or when there is a major change that must  

be legislated ”
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Innovation
By Matt Brittin

Innovation is the key to growth in businesses and the wider economy. That is why 
innovation matters so much to us. It has been at the heart of how we’ve grown 
over the last 13 years from two guys in a garage to a global company with over 
26,000 employees.

In this essay, I will outline some of the principles we have, and still do, rely 
upon and reflect on how they might help stimulate growth in the UK. From the 
outset let me be clear that we don’t pretend to know everything about innovation. 
Innovation is about doing new things. It’s about being disruptive (sometimes 
to the point of being unreasonable), breaking with expectations and upsetting 
norms. No two innovations or the precise routes to them will ever be the same; 
the thoughts in this article are just my take on how we try to be innovative rather 
than a set of rules to work by. 

In terms of hard facts, the last decade has seen some ground-breaking 
innovations. At Google, we’re best known for our search engine but we’ve pushed 
the boundaries elsewhere: from Gmail, which revolutionised email services by 
offering free and virtually limitless storage space, to Android, which is helping 
to transform mobile phones. And we’re not the only ones. Disruptive innovations 
from companies like Facebook, Amazon and Apple, rank up there among the great 
digital innovations that are now part of the fabric of life for hundreds of millions 
of people around the world.

But that’s just the stuff that everyone knows about. Behind the scenes we’re 
continuing to push boundaries. Take, for example, the self-driving cars that are 
now being let loose on the streets of California, which use video cameras, radar 
sensors and a laser range finder to “see” other traffic. Some day this technology 
might be in every car, helping to cut road deaths and congestion. Of course 
putting yourself in a car with no driver that is able to take you around the M25 
at 70 miles per hour is probably at the edge of most people’s expectations. But 
without this kind of ambition, groundbreaking innovations are likely to always 
stay out of reach. 

Indeed, this is perhaps one of the biggest challenges in innovation: ensuring 
that audacious solutions to global problems are given the space to develop, 
particularly when there is a high risk of failure. This is the challenge of R&D and 
a reason why we have invested heavily in R&D – with annual growth of more than 
80% per year over the last ten years. It also helps that we are a company led by 
engineers. They have faith in their ideas and they invest heavily in backing them. 
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This must be the first guiding principle of innovative companies: think big ideas 
and back them up with substantial investment.

But ideas and investment are not uncommon in Silicon Valley. So, drawing on 
our experience I see a number of principles that may help translate ideas and 
investment into a thriving culture for innovation.

The value of data
A lot of discussion about innovation is related to how companies approach 
making decisions based on data. At Google we treat designing web based products 
more as a science than an art. In our business having a strong hunch isn’t enough 
to base a decision on. You need to test it and get the data to back it up. In that 
sense that points to the importance of having a very scientifically oriented culture.

Let me give you an example. The colour of the links that appear in our search 
results was chosen very carefully and precisely. Most companies would just go 
with a designer’s opinion but we decided with data. We ran tests with 42 different 
shades of blue. When the data came back, we compared which links were clicked 
on the most. If we had just chosen any colour, we might have lost the company 
hundreds of millions of dollars in reduced clicks. So shades of blue can make a 
difference: and data can help you make the best decision. 

The importance of sharing
Although data is a hugely valuable element, it is not the only thing when it comes 
to setting off that initial flash of inspiration. Highly innovative companies tend to 
thrive with an open-minded and collaborative culture. In many companies I’ve 
encountered, there’s the sense that knowledge is power, so people don’t share 
more than they need. Whereas at Google, it’s the reverse... the default is to share 
everything unless there’s a reason not to share. A great and routine example of this 
is diaries and documents – our default is to have them open to everyone, from the 
top down. It’s a subtle but fundamental shift in mindset.

Taking sharing seriously means that good ideas can bubble up to the top 
quickly – and bad ideas, no matter who has them, can get tested and shot down 
just as quickly too. This helps build a strong team spirit in which people are not 
afraid to speak up – but also increases the company’s velocity and ability to move 
quick on smart ideas.

Good ideas alone are not enough
You can have all the brilliant insights and creativity in the world, but it will come 
to nothing if you aren’t able to follow it through and implement. 

A couple of years ago Sergey Brin gave an interview to the Guardian and what 
he said then about what follows a good idea really helps explain why his great 
idea became a great business: “It’s important not to overstate the benefits of ideas. 
Quite frankly, I know it’s kind of a romantic notion that you’re just going to have 
this one brilliant idea and then everything is going to be great. But the fact is that 
coming up with an idea is the least important part of creating something great. 
It has to be the right idea and have good taste, but the execution and delivery are 
what’s key”.

In practice this points to companies taking more of an iterative and experimental 
approach. We believe it is much better to get a prototype out there fast, than to 
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spend months at the drawing board trying to design the perfect model. Not only 
does this get innovations out the door more quickly, seeing how prototypes get 
used will teach you far more than any amount of business planning. You can then 
iterate to improve based on real experience rather than just assumptions. 

Just as importantly, prototypes are also a crucial tool in helping to get others 
to buy-in and contribute to your ideas – which is half the battle sometimes, 
given that usually no one can singlehandedly take an innovation from idea to 
implementation. 

Innovation in the UK
I now want to turn from our experiences to look more closely at Britain, and to 
think about how some of the principles I’ve outlined above might help stimulate 
innovation in the UK.

It’s easy to think that the kind of ideas and energy that helped create engines 
of innovation like Google, Apple, Amazon and Facebook are somehow exclusive 
to a small corridor of big companies in California. But there is nothing stopping 
Britain from being home to the next generation of big ideas. 

I said at the start that I didn’t want to prescribe rules for innovation. So instead 
to end this essay here are five insights to help frame the debate about nurturing 
innovation. 

1. Small business drive innovation
If you look at where growth in the UK has come from over the last few years, it 
has been from a small group of innovative companies. According to research by 
NESTA, half of all jobs in the UK were created by just 1 in 20 companies. What 
they had in common was that they were small and highly innovative.

These highly innovative small businesses are in turn being powered by the new 
internet economy. According to a report by the Boston Consulting Group, smaller 
companies who sell goods online have grown over four times faster than those 
offline. So if we’re looking to power growth, we need to be creating the right 
conditions for small and highly innovative companies.

2. Lower the barriers to innovation
Secondly, lower the barriers to innovation. It’s no coincidence that so many of the 
well-know stories of companies with rapid ascents begin with people who had 
the freedom to follow their own ideas. Today we still encourage that as a company, 
with engineers able to use 20% of their time to pursue their own projects. This 
attitude to innovation is one that governments can borrow too: the starting 
point for every new piece of legislation should not be ‘how do we regulate this’ 
but ‘how do we protect the space needed for innovation’. In the UK, the recent 
Hargreaves Review is a good example of how we could make some relatively 
small changes that will create the space for new innovations and new businesses 
that could add £8 billion to the UK economy.

3. Think global 
You don’t need to be a big company to compete on a global scale but you do 
need to be competitive and you have to be outward-looking. The same is true of 
countries. From the outset, your approach needs to be internationalist and you 
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need to ask how what we do can compete with the likes of India and China. 
We know Britain has what it takes: for every £1 imported, the UK exports 
£2.80 in e-commerce goods and services. It’s important that business can be 
easily exported. But it’s equally important that global talent can be welcomed 
in. Companies should be able to bring truly talented people into the UK. If we 
want Britain to be a global hub for jobs, growth and innovation, we should be 
welcoming to the world’s talent. 

4. Be open
Being open and transparent is a powerful default option. At Google, everyone 
in the company can see each other’s diaries, documents, and key objectives. A 

strong culture is one in which good ideas 
can grow fast, resources are shared, and 
useful information is easy to find, not 
hoarded away. These same principles can 
help make a country more innovative: 
share data, open up the information 

that is hoarded away, and let others do things with government data that the 
traditional data owners would never have dreamed of doing. I’m pleased to say the 
UK government is already leading the way in this space and that’s to be applauded.

5. Value your talent
If anyone ever asks us what they should do to be the next Google, we tell them 
to invest in engineers. In our company, engineers are treated like rock stars. As 
a country, we need to invest in that talent. As one of the companies involved in 
the Tech City initiative, we are doing our bit by investing millions of pounds in 
setting up a hub for the developer community in East London to ensure local 
start ups can share ideas and grow their businesses. But we also need to show as a 
country some of that rock star esteem for our scientists, engineers and inventors. 
We need to fire the imaginations of talented people to think big and take risks. 
Britain has a great history in computing and data innovation, from Alan Turing 
and Bletchley Park to Tim Berners-Lee and the World Wide Web, and it’s really 
important we celebrate them. 

That feels like a fitting note to end on: Britain has a history of great innovation 
it can be proud of and, if we get the conditions right, a great future ahead of us 
too.

Matt Brittin is Vice President, Google Northern & Central Europe

“Being open and transparent is a powerful  

default option ”
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Small businesses and the future 
of growth
By Andrew Cave

The facts underpinning the importance of the small business community to the 
UK economy are compelling. Despite the recession, there were an estimated 4.5 
million small and medium sized enterprises in the UK at the start of 2011. They 
make up 99.9% of all enterprises, account for 58.8% of private sector employ-
ment and 48.8% of private sector turnover. Between 2002 and 2007, 84% of all 
new private sector jobs were created by SMEs. 

Research undertaken by Westminster Business School has revealed that small 
businesses are the most likely to serve as a bridge into the mainstream workforce for 
the under-skilled and those who find themselves on the periphery of the workforce.114 
The nature of small businesses, their connection to local communities and their less 
formal recruitment processes mean that they are more likely than larger businesses 
to employ the young, the under-skilled and long-term unemployed. As we enter into 
a challenging period of tackling unemployment and avoiding the re-emergence of 
structural unemployment, the role of small business is more critical than ever before.

So where does the small business community find itself today? The Federation 
of Small Businesses undertakes a quarterly survey of its membership to take the 
pulse of the small business community and the latest data make for depressing 
reading. The most recent Small Business Index fell into negative territory;115 the 
lowest reading since the fourth quarter of 2010, perhaps hinting at weak growth 
figures later in the year. All regions of the UK now report a negative outlook, up 
from just over half in the previous survey, and the revenue of small businesses has 
been falling on balance for the three months to September. Expectations for the 
coming three months have become negative as the tentative optimism of the June 
survey has turned into pessimism

Contrary to previous expectations, a growing number of small firms have been 
laying off workers and a significant number of firms are looking to cut staff over 
the coming three months, suggesting potential further increases in the national 
unemployment rate. On a positive note, financial, business and personal services 
and also computer-related services have maintained a positive outlook. However, 
more widely, most business areas have deteriorated and industries reliant on 
discretionary spending, such as hospitality, were hit especially hard. Spare capacity 
has been on the increase and is expected to remain above the survey average for 
the coming quarter.
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Even when businesses spot opportunities to grow, this is not necessarily 
translating into job creation. During the recession many jobs were saved by 
business owners moving staff to part-time working. Our flexible labour market 
cushioned the blow of economic downturn with firms cutting down on hours 
rather than staff. Unfortunately, we are now starting to see this flexibility turn 
to rigidity as firms tap into their existing workforces rather than recruiting new 
staff. Flexibility strongly favours an incumbent workforce, but combined with 
a sluggish recovery, it also serves as a barrier to those on the periphery of the 
workforce and now increases the risks of structural unemployment.

Understanding the problems we need to address
Given the forces of global economic meltdown currently ranged against the UK 
economy there are limits to what the government can do to help small businesses 
in the short term. This is not to say that many of the problems businesses face 
are not home grown and cannot be tackled by government, but first we need to 
understand the nature of the problem. 

A quick comparison with the US illustrates the overarching problem we 
face. Since 1980, 75% of large firms founded in the US grew from scratch. 
By contrast, more than 80% of the large UK and European firms created since 

1980 were the result of mergers and 
acquisitions of pre-existing firms.116 In 
short, the conveyor belt that takes our 
smallest businesses to become medium 
and large businesses is broken. The recent 
obsession by government with boosting 

business start-ups misses the point. It is relatively easy to start a business in the UK 
but growing a business is much more challenging. In a country where the average 
business employs four people, a more useful growth orientated aspiration would 
be to increase the size of the average business from four employees to six and 
beyond. 

If our current fixation on business start-ups is a distraction, our expectation 
that the government should deliver economic growth is simplistic to the point 
of being unhelpful. Whilst it is not unknown for government to establish the 
right conditions for economic growth to occur, government itself does not 
create growth. Economic growth is the by-product of a business or individual 
taking a risk to turn a good idea into a successful business venture. Everything 
that flows from that act, jobs, innovation, growth and increased living standards, 
is the by-product a risk being taken. Instead of focusing on measures to deliver 
growth, government ought to be ensuring that its actions serve to ameliorate an 
entrepreneur’s relationship with risk; the rest will look after itself. 

This fairly obvious fact is well understood by some ministers, but not by the 
government collectively. Why else would we have seen the scrapping of the default 
retirement age, the introduction of the Agency Workers Directive and the extension 
of the right to request flexible working, together with the promise of more to come, 
at a time when the government professes to be promoting growth and job creation? 
These measures have massively altered a business owner’s relationship with risk 
when considering business growth and job creation with many deciding to err on 
the side of caution and be risk averse. The business might not suffer, but when tens 

116 European Union Research 

Advisory Board, report and 

Recommendations on SEMs and 

ERA, May 2004

“… the conveyor belt that takes our smallest 

businesses to become medium and large businesses 

is broken ”
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of thousands of businesses make the same judgement, our economy takes a hit and 
the jobless figures creep up. Potential reforms to employment tribunals are a step in 
the right direction, but for many employers and potential employers, the damage is 
done and the perception of risk is too great to make taking on staff worth the hassle.

Without a better understanding of how economic growth materialises, 
government is doomed to introduce measures that contradict each other and 
confuse the rest of us; and ultimately undermine their stated goals of boosting 
growth and job creation. But assuming that the foundations of a rigorous 
understanding of growth might soon be in place, what more can government do 
to help the small business community? 

Making the most of government spending
The biggest concern for business at the moment is the plummeting level of 
demand. When the FSB asked business owners what factors dominated decisions 
over employing and growing, insufficient work and uncertainty over contracts, 
together with access to finance, were key. Whilst there is little room for stimulating 
demand through tax cuts, the government should be looking to use its estimated 
£238 billion public sector spending power to kick-start the UK’s business growth 
‘conveyor belt’, helping the smallest businesses grow. 

Earlier this year, the Prime Minister announced measures simplifying the 
public procurement process, as well as setting a target of 25% of contracts 
going to small business. So far this has failed. Since the PM’s announcement, 
the central government stationary contract has gone to two large suppliers and 
its print contract, which had previously consisted of 140 contracts, has been 
aggregated into a single contract and single supplier. Recent figures indicate that 
the government has a long way to go to meet its 25% aspiration. For the 2009/10 
financial year the data shows that in that only 6.5% of government spend was 
with SMEs, representing only £3.11 billion of government spend. 

This fails the first priority of helping our smallest businesses grow, but the 
picture is even worse with public procurement at the level of local government 
and with public bodies like the NHS, where the process of qualifying to bid for 
a public procurement contract involves forms adding up to hundreds of pages. 
Even for businesses experienced in bidding for contracts, the recent increase 
in red-tape makes the associated costs and risks unprofitable. In the Autumn 
Statement, government should scrap the Pre-Qualification Questionnaire process 
for public procurement contracts with public authorities and local government. 
This will be criticised as meddling in the affairs of local government, but at a time 
when there is little demand and no money spare to stimulate demand with tax 
cuts, there are few other options open to the government for action. 

The Green Deal could give government the opportunity to channel business 
to thousands of small businesses and help them grow. But here again, we risk 
missing a fantastic opportunity by excluding from new and existing work the 
very businesses on which our recovery will depend. It is expected that energy 
companies, major contractors, big retailers and other large businesses will be the 
only ones likely to take on the role of the Green Deal Provider. The initial costs 
of setting up as a Green Deal Provider will be a major barrier to entry for most 
businesses. It will be extremely difficult for SMEs to access Green Deal finance 
directly, and without an alternative finance mechanism in place businesses that 
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are not tied to Green Deal Providers will be unable to offer their services. The 
potential exclusion of small businesses from Green Deal work would be hugely 
detrimental to the construction sector and the wider economy. 

Incentivising job creation
After demand, the biggest challenge is job creation. The government has already 
accepted the logic that lowering Employer’s National Insurance Contributions 
(NICs) boosts the prospects of job creation, but the current offer to start-ups 
in certain parts of the country barely scratches the surface. Recasting the policy 
and directing it at existing businesses with zero to four employees, making the 
NICs holiday available for the next three employees hired would, based on the 
average weekly salary, save a small business £7,567 a year. Over £10,000 would be 
generated for the Treasury for every three jobs created. If this led to the creation of 
60,000 jobs, it would generate £350 million for the Treasury, as opposed to £900 
million being paid out in benefits for the same number of jobseekers.

The NICs holiday is not the only policy where the good intentions of the Coalition 
risk falling short of the mark. Nearly half of all positions beginning with a Work 
Trial have led to a permanent job but its current scope limits its chances of success. 
FSB research has shown that up to 46,000 jobs could be created if the government 
extended its current Work Trials scheme. Work Trials are beneficial for both the 
employer and the employee as they offer key skills to help businesses move forward 
while at the same time ensure the person on the work trial is learning new skills. 

Specific measures should also be adopted to tackle graduate unemployment. It 
is difficult to understand the thought process in government when they removed 
of the Graduate Internship Scheme earlier this year. The scheme had placed over 
8500 graduates in small businesses, exposing them to work, helping to build their 
CVs and also leading to fulltime employment for roughly 25% of participants. The 
argument that this scheme was too expensive missed the point. An extension of the 
scheme would have reduced benefits payments by at least £1.5 million instantly and 
by a further £3.37 million over the course of a year. Furthermore, our estimates 
suggest that revenue to the Treasury would have increased by over £5.4 million. 

Financing economic recovery
It has become impossible to talk about the fortunes of small businesses without 
referring to the future of the banking industry in the UK. The Governor of the 
Bank of England said in October 2011 that SME lending contracted by £5 billion, 
or five%117 from the same period 12 months ago. The recent Trends in Lending 
report showed that as lending stock reduced, indicative interest rates for smaller 
businesses continued to rise when compared to medium sized businesses, and 
the difference between the two is growing. Between January 2010 and August 
2011, indicative interest rates on small business finance were 4.39% compared 
to midsized businesses (between £1 million and £25 million turnover) that paid 
3.30%. This is particularly surprising as the Credit Conditions survey showed that 
default rates among both small and medium sized businesses have not changed in 
the past six months and the banks suggest that there is little evidence of further 
deterioration in their SME credit portfolios. 

It is perverse that during a period in which the government has encouraged banks 
to lend to businesses through its Project Merlin lending targets, more than 30% of 
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small businesses missed their growth opportunity due to banks failing to lend. During 
this period Natwest transferred £79bn from its retail brand to parent bank RBS for its 
investment division; money that would have been available for lending to small and 
medium sized businesses if an effective ring-fence had been in place.

Whilst the UK financial services sector has grown bank assets to more than four 
times British GDP, UK corporates constitute only 5% of lending.118 The medium 
to long term health of the UK economy now depends on the government not 
only enacting but implementing the Independent Commission on Banking’s 
recommendations. However, these will do little to ease the short-term problems 
for businesses seeking finance and this is why we need to see an application of 
Credit Easing that reaches the smallest businesses. This will not be easy but any 
attempt by government to address a lack of supply of credit to small businesses 
should have at its core the following principles:

1. Competition: In keeping with the ICB report’s recommendations, government 
intervention should encourage competition in the market and aim to address 
the market dominance of a few large players;

2. Increasing access to credit for the smallest companies: A scheme should have as a key 
objective improving the supply and price of credit to the lower end of the 
market i.e. below loan values of £25,000, where the majority of demand lies 
and where firms have had particular problems raising finance; and

3. Community development: Where possible, government intervention should aim to 
improve credit flows to ‘hard to reach’ sectors of the economy such as rural 
areas and areas that have experienced industrial decline.

With their extensive nationwide networks, retail banks and especially those 
where the tax payer is the majority shareholder is one delivery mechanism for 
a government-backed scheme in whatever form it might take. At first sight this 
option appears attractive, building on existing infrastructure and being quick to 
implement. However, the concern, as noted by the Bank of England Agents’ report 
is that banks are still perceived negatively by SMEs119 and a scheme run through 
the banks may not receive the necessary demand. Moreover, such a delivery 
mechanism would be unlikely to pass the competition test: using the banks as the 
primary delivery mechanism for ‘credit easing’ runs the risk of reinforcing their 
dominant market position. Instead, credit easing offers the perfect opportunity to 
foster the emergence of credit unions and peer-to-peer lending.

Conclusions
Setting up and running a business can be a daunting prospect. But the spirit of 
entrepreneurship that accompanies every business can lift people out of poverty, 
create wealth and put our economy back on track. It can be a catalyst for the 
resurgence of civil society and transcend class, gender, age and every other social 
divide; entrepreneurship can be found anywhere. In short, turning a good idea 
into a business venture is one of the most positive acts an individual can perform 
for themselves and the community in which they live. The role of government is 
to make this a risk worth taking.

Andrew Cave is the Head of External Affairs and Chief Spokesman for the Federation of Small Businesses
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Housing and planning: 
rebalancing and renewing 
By Alex Morton

The United Kingdom currently lies bottom of the G7 league in terms of output per capita...the 
most pervasive explanation lies in the effect of regulations governing product markets and land 
use on competitive behaviour, investment and pricing.

McKinsey120

Our planning system is failing our society and economy. It has been for 
decades. Based on a template created in the 1940s, it distorts the land market and 
investment decisions and is a huge drag on productivity and growth. Land is the 
third essential factor of production. It lacks the visibility of the capital or labour 
markets but is just as critical. We should not underestimate the terrible economic 
effects of our distorted land market and the fact that, while they hurt everyone in 
our society, they hit the poorest the most.

Our planning system has rationed land for decades and massively underprovided 
for residential, commercial and industrial purposes. Land for agricultural 
purposes in Oxford/Oxfordshire costs £20,000 a hectare, whereas land for 
industrial purposes costs £1 million a hectare and, for residential purposes, £4 
million a hectare.121 This drives up housing and business costs as, in the most 
basic terms:

Cost of a property = the cost of land with planning permission + cost of 
building

If too little land is released with planning permission for a particular use, the 
cost of property for this use increases. This is not just true for new property, 
but also for existing property. The price of all property is the price of land with 
planning permission plus the cost of construction. The only difference is that 
some homes and offices were built some time ago and for others construction 
was only just completed. 

We cannot go on like this. The Coalition government realises this. However, 
suggested reforms will not move the system on from local authority planning 
based on 1940s Britain and have overestimated the impact that local authority 
incentives are likely to have (discussed in our recent report Cities for Growth).122 
Over the last ten years Policy Exchange has also done a great deal of work on 
planning. Our latest report, Cities for Growth, noted that there is clear evidence our 
planning system is: 
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 z The main driver of large scale internal migration away from our major cities, 
totaling almost 900,000 between 2000 and 2008. Given economists believe 
urban population doubling raises the productivity of all workers in an urban 
area by 6%, this will drag our economy down;

 z Thwarting specific growth centres, such as Leeds, Cambridge and London. 
These cities are where future growth industries need to expand. If they cannot, 
investment and jobs leave our country;

 z Slowing regeneration, with provincial cities in the North and Midlands 
suffering from higher office costs than Southern centres and often ranking 
in the top 50 most expensive cities in the world for commercial space 
(Manchester is more expensive than Manhattan). 

Past reports (including Unaffordable Housing: Fables and Myths, Making Housing Affordable, 
Cities for Growth), highlighted how the planning system has created a housing crisis. 
Two key negative effects are: 

 z The social effects caused by our planning system, including; prohibitively 
expensive family homes in much of England; falling home-ownership for the 
first time in 80 years; and increasing wealth inequality (already one of the 
largest inequalities in the UK); and

 z Higher costs to government; higher taxes are needed to fund a housing benefit 
bill set to hit £22.5 billion by 2015/6, and social housing waiting lists stand 
at 1.7 million households. Waiting lists would be even higher but many do not 
join as the wait is so long that they see no point. 

It is clear that the planning system is holding back economic growth and not 
delivering the social outcomes we need. This chapter expands on some of the 
more hidden negative effects of the planning system – on top of the points above. 
It argues, in particular, that our planning system: 

 z Reduces domestic investment in business by skewing lending toward property;
 z Blocks many key opportunities for business growth and development;
 z Heavily reduces inward investment and manufacturing investment;
 z Sharply increases high skill emigration; and 
 z Increases regional inequality.

The effect of this is a very substantial loss of productivity and much lower living 
standards.

Reduces domestic investment in business by skewing 
lending toward property
Banks ultimately have a choice with lending and they will rationally choose to put 
it where they maximise profits, whether that be through lending to businesses 
or households. As house prices have risen steadily year after year, we have seen 
the negative consequence; more and more lending for mortgages (both owner-
occupiers and buy-to-let landlords). This means that, all else equal, there will be 
less investment in new companies, ideas and technologies as funds go to property 
instead.
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This is clearly shown by the data. By early 2008, lending to individuals 
for mortgages ran at over £20 billion a month, versus around £10 billion to 
companies, and corporate borrowing was often used for commercial development 
or speculation.123 Our economy had become unbalanced.

This imbalance in lending toward property and away from business investment 
is getting worse, despite the Coalition’s goal of rebalancing the economy. Figures 
from the British Banking Association in September 2011 show that in the 
previous six months, average net mortgage lending rose by £0.8 billion a month, 
yet lending to non-financial businesses fell by £1.6 billion a month.124 

The failure to lend to business for investment is often seen as a banking failure. 
But even if banks worked perfectly, they would only lend money to the most 
profitable ventures. Given that housing is a necessity, if we refuse to build enough 
homes, prices rise steeply and lending goes to mortgages. At present, planning 
laws are so restrictive that higher prices for homes do not necessarily mean 
increased output, so higher mortgage lending does not even boost construction, 
but are largely just recycled within the system. 

Government is sensibly trying to encourage more lending to productive businesses 
and infrastructure. One of the most effective ways to achieve this would be to act to 
free up the planning system and thereby incentivise increased lending to business.

While some may argue that this would just see capital move abroad, the huge 
‘home bias’ of domestic investors suggest that this is unlikely to be the case. While 
the UK makes up 7% of global stock market capitalisation, 65% of UK equity 
portfolios are UK equities. Investment is ten times as likely to be in UK equity as 
foreign equity.125 Similar bias exists in bond investments.126

Blocks many key opportunities for business growth and 
development
The planning system also restricts the potential number of profitable ventures 
companies can undertake. A McKinsey report from 1998 found that in the UK 
economy:

“low capital investment ... is largely the result of the lack of opportunities for profitable invest-
ment: new retail or hotel formats, say, may suffer from a dearth of access to sites on which to 
build, as well as high construction costs when sites are available.”127 

They noted that land and property restrictions caused distortions across the 
entire UK economy, touching on sectors as diverse as software, banking, and 
airlines, as well as more typically cited areas. In hotels:

“Regulations governing land use and planning mean building or refurbishing a hotel in the 
United Kingdom is up to 40% higher than in the United States... It is often difficult for a UK 
hotel operator to obtain permission to build on the sites that offer the best prospects of high 
occupancy ... High barriers to entry and exit combine to create a vicious cycle. Although the 
country is home to several of the world’s leading hotel operators, much of their investment is 
going abroad.”128

The barriers that planning creates go some way to explaining why UK 
companies are sitting on cash reserves of around 6.6% of GDP.129 By restricting 
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the number of productive investment opportunities, the planning system is a key 
factor preventing these reserves from being reinvested sensibly. Removing these 
barriers would create both short-term investment and long-term rebalancing and 
productivity gains.

One way to target this would be to tackle the unhealthy nature in which 
planning decisions are made. The interventions of both Margaret Thatcher and 
Michael Heseltine were necessary to create the Docklands. The recent decision on 
Broadgate Market, where Jeremy Hunt intervened to push through, echoed this. 
If we are serious about growth, we cannot base our competitive future on sign 
off from individual ministers and the power of lobbying campaigns, rather than 
responding to real economic and social needs.

All of these problems are exacerbated since the slow, unwieldy nature of the 
planning system is a particular issue for smaller firms. Given the importance being 
placed on small firms as the drivers of growth and innovation (see elsewhere in 
this report), this is a major problem for the UK economy. However, this does 
not have to be the case. In Preston, where a more liberal approach was taken to 
planning, one side effect was the significant expansion of many small indigenous 
business.130 Our planning system both raises rents, which is hardest for small 
businesses to cope with, and also makes it hard for them to expand as they can 
lack the legal expertise, ability or resources to push change through. 

Heavily reduces inward investment and manufacturing 
investment
The high land costs coming from our planning system also dent our international 
competitiveness. For firms making a decision over where to locate their business, 
the high price of land and property is a negative compared to a country with low 
land costs (e.g. Germany or the southern USA). 

In 2008, eight out of the top 20 most expensive cities in the world for 
industrial space were in the UK. No other country had more than two.131 This is, 
as ever, not about space; researchers found that the tiny city state of Singapore 
was cheaper than all these cities, and only 10% of England is built up.132 It is 
about an extremely poor planning system. Cities for Growth showed that we also 
have expensive office space on an international basis. Both of these factors point 
towards a significant comparative disadvantage in the UK. The high cost of 
locating a business in the UK decreases the likelihood of firms doing so. The high 
cost of housing is also a barrier: this is considered later.

Investment in land intensive industries is at a particular disadvantage in the 
UK. At least office workers can generate higher revenues per m2, which can 
offset high land costs. With industry, the revenue per m2 will tend to be lower 
and higher land prices are more problematic. This skews our economy as land 
intensive firms tend to be manufacturers. 

This also brings us to the critical point about ‘brownfield first’, created by the 
last Conservative government in 1995 and retained in a modified form in the 
current reforms. Manufacturing in 1995 was around 20% of GDP, and had been 
steady since 1990. Between 1995 and 2009, manufacturing collapsed to just 11% 
of GDP. This is often ascribed to ‘global trends’ yet Japan and Germany saw no 
fall at all while France and the US saw only moderate declines in manufacturing’s 
share of GDP.133 But between 1995 and 2009 the government did achieve 
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its targets of ‘reusing’ industrial land for housing, with this hitting 80% by 
2009, and the proportion of previously developed land changing to residential 

land moving from 44% to 69% of all 
residential land.134 

This points towards ‘brownfield first’ 
being a contributor to manufacturing 
being driven out. With the planning 
system pushing for sites to switch to 

housing, and the value of residential land so high, this meant offices, industrial 
land and other sites that were best suited to commerce were instead switched to 
homes. To continue to focus all new homes on brownfield sites will only make 
things worse. 

Steeply increased high skill emigration and increased 
regional inequality
In 2007, at the height of the housing bubble, around 200,000 Britons were 
emigrating. While this has now fallen back to 120,000 a year,135 emigrants tend 
to be highly skilled, and many never return. In 2008 the OECD noted that 1.1 
million UK born people educated to degree level were living overseas, more than 
any other country and substantially more than other countries such as France 
(370,000), and the USA (410,000).136 Whereas just 20% of the UK population 
is educated to degree level, over 50% of those moving abroad were educated to 
degree level.137 

There is evidence that our high living costs, largely caused by high land costs, 
drive people away. Surveys throughout the 2000s revealed the high cost of living 
was a major push for emigration. YouGov polling in 2007 found that around a 
third of Britons considered leaving, with financial worries caused by the high 
cost of living driving this. It also found Londoners aged 25-34, who struggle 
most to afford a family home, were most likely to consider leaving.138 Polling 
for Policy Exchange in 2010 revealed that 89% of finance professionals, cited 
the high cost of living as a major reason for leaving the UK, much higher than 
political flashpoints such as a bad education system (33%) or the 50% rate of tax 
(18%).139 Highly skilled workers without property gain most by emigrating, as 
they will earn high wages abroad and are more likely to be able to own a family 
home: an appealing mix. 

In addition to high housing costs helping to increase emigration of those we 
would wish to retain, our planning system also drives regional inequality. As 
noted in Cities for Growth, office space is more expensive in many Northern cities 
than Southern ones. Our Northern cities are also internationally uncompetitive. 
The creation of huge green belts around Northern cities and excessive brownfield 
bureaucracy holds back their regeneration.

Restricting housing in booming areas also increases regional inequality in two 
ways. Firstly, limiting housing supply simply means London and other high cost 
areas slowly become prohibitively expensive for low paid UK workers. The table 
below shows how many UK residents of each skill level moved into London for 
each person of that skill level moving out. For each high skilled worker moving 
out, 1.33 high skilled workers moved in. For each of the lowest skilled workers 
moving out, 0.7 workers moved in to replace them. 

“The high land costs coming from our planning 

system also dent our international competitiveness ”
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In/out internal migration ratio across skill groups for London140

 
Higher Managerial & 

Professional
Lower Managerial & 

Professional Intermediate skill Low skill

1.33 1.21 0.99 0.71

The simplistic view that ‘high house prices deter people from moving’ 
completely ignores the fact that different people have different incomes and 
so different ability to cope with higher prices. Higher earners are much less 
discouraged than lower earners. As discussed in Cities for Growth, higher housing 
costs do not promote economic rebalancing. Instead they promote increased 
regional inequality on a per capita basis, as high skill workers move and 
congregate together, leaving low skill workers behind.140

A very substantial loss of productivity and living standards
The effects of these distortions can be very serious. Within just one sector, 
retail, our planning system imposes very substantial penalties in terms of lost 
productivity. Recent LSE work noted, erring on the side of caution, that current 
planning laws cause a loss of at least 25% in terms of store productivity.141 This can, 
absurdly, be greeted with a shrug and the view that retailers are profitable enough. 
Yet the 25% productivity lost falls on customers via higher costs, workers via 
lower wages, shareholders via lower dividends, and the exchequer via lower taxes. 

Planning is having a major impact on the growth potential of the UK. To 
consider the lost opportunity that it brings about, one needs only to consider 
the cumulative negative effects that planning has on a UK company considering 
a major investment: 

 z The planning process is long and complex and has an uncertain outcome; 
 z Land costs are higher than in almost any other country; 
 z Potential workers face huge costs of buying a family home;
 z Firms may find it difficult to get the funding;
 z Where funding is available, the interest rate charged is much higher than it 

would otherwise be;
 z Location decisions are biased towards sub-optimal locations and locating in or 

near a successful cluster may be difficult; and
 z The scale of sites may need to be changed.

Unsurprisingly this doesn’t encourage investment. The planning system 
significantly reduces the UK’s growth while incurring huge social and aesthetic 
costs.

Fixing the planning system and increasing growth in a 
politically sustainable way
The UK’s planning system is not a functioning system in need of a few tweaks. It 
is a fundamentally flawed system that needs a systemic overhaul. This might not 
come in an immediate ‘big bang’ but it needs a medium-term strategy that takes 
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us from the very dysfunctional, centrally planned system currently in place to a 
much more liberal system that allows greater development in a way acceptable to 
local people and that is politically feasible. 

Local authority master planning has had six decades of failure and need to be 
rolled back. Current reforms, by removing national targets and emphasising local 
involvement are a move in the right direction, but are both tinkering around the 
edges and will rapidly run into difficulty, as Cities for Growth discusses. At present, 
planning is about local authorities, with businesses (including architects and 
developers) and local people very weak within the system. This needs to be 
reversed. The government will not succeed on planning unless it breaks out of the 
local authority planning system. At present the government is arguing the local 
authority plan led system is fundamentally sound. It is not. In both the 1980s 
and 2000s attempts to force more development through local authority planning 
were a disaster, failing both politically and in terms of increasing development. 

In essence, as Cities for Growth argues: 

 z Business should be free to build as it sees fit – unless 50% of those in the 
immediate vicinity oppose such development, or in the case of high quality 
amenity land (e.g. National Parks or Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty).

 z Quality has to become part of the argument – and local people are best placed 
to enforce this. We built much better quality homes before the 1947 Town and 
Country Planning Act. 

 z This allows a democratic check on development plans while massively 
liberalising planning rules. 

 z Green belt policy needs to be reformed to give control to local people and 
allow some development in return for upgrading the vast majority (e.g. parks, 
access rights and so on).

 z Rules around change of use and other areas should be reduced to a more 
proportionate level. 

 z Compensation should go to those in the immediate vicinity of new 
development. 

Implementing these reforms would bring huge economic and social advantages. 
They could seriously raise short- and long-run growth. Planning reform could 
boost long-run productivity. It could also give a large increase in immediate 
construction and economic activity. 

Some of this could be immediate. Altering the regulations that govern use 
classes (e.g. requiring a site is used for office, industrial or residential use) could 
spur construction on brownfield sites and reforms could be completed within six 
months. Changing permitted development (what can be done without planning 
permission) could ease extending and renovating properties and be done equally 
rapidly. Real planning reforms would reshape the UK economy, increasing living 
standards, while also improving the quality of new construction and allowing 
more public spaces and parks. As Cities for Growth sets out, the shoddy quality of 
development is a result of the existing flawed planning system and its creation of 
high land prices, trapping us in a cycle where development is unattractive and so 
unpopular, leading to less land being released, meaning ever higher land prices 
and less attractive development. 
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Planning for growth
There are increasing calls for a Keynesian-style investment package to ‘stimulate’ 
the economy. Other parts of this report have argued that it would be a mistake to 
try to boost demand through an increase in government spending or a through 
temporary tax cuts.

In the 1930s a boom in construction helped pull the UK economy out of 
the Great Depression. Housing construction almost doubled from well under 
200,000 in the 1920s to over 350,000 by the mid 1930s.142 Estimates are that 
each new home built creates at least 1.5 jobs,143 meaning a rise from the 2010 
figure of 100,000 to 350,000 homes (as we managed in the 1930s) would create 
around 400,000 direct jobs. 

Given the wider construction industry employed 1.1 million in 2010,144 
allowing the construction of enough homes, industry, commercial space and 
additional infrastructure, including new Garden Cities as set out in Cities for Growth 
would boost growth and employment. 

The appalling example of Japan, where construction projects of dubious value 
were consistently sponsored by government yet GDP failed to recover, saddling 
it with a debt-to-GDP ratio of over 200%, warns against direct intervention by 
government. Far more preferable would be allowing private sector developments 
to proceed as they would anyway by removing the barrier the planning system 
creates. 

If the Coalition are serious about both promoting sustainable growth and 
rebalancing the UK economy they will need real planning reform to allow more 
development as set out in Cities for Growth. Without such reform the social, aesthetic 
and economic crisis our planning system is creating will only deepen.

Alex Morton is Senior Research Fellow, Housing and planning at Policy Exchange
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Financing the future: the role 
of the City
By Stuart Fraser

The Coalition government has, quite rightly, identified the creation of jobs and 
growth across the UK as its top priority. In so doing, the government has also 
made clear that it wants to promote greater diversity in the UK economy, and to 
reduce our dependency on financial and professional services. 

Of course we must work to promote diversity within our economy; this will 
not only help to create jobs and growth, but it will also provide a safeguard 
against futures crises. We should also be clear that mistakes have been made in 

the past and that reform will be needed 
to make they are not repeated.

However, we must be careful that in 
both striving to grow other industries 
and in correcting the mistakes of the 
past, we do not slow the growth of the 
UK financial and professional services 
industry – the broader ‘City’, which 

the City of London Corporation has been tasked to promote both at home and 
overseas.

It is not just London’s geographical location or the fact that English is the 
international language of business that makes the UK the ideal bridge between 
Asian and American markets and the ideal gateway to Europe. It is also the City’s 
unrivalled commitment to openness and the UK’s long-standing reputation for 
creating a stable and predictable business environment in which international 
firms want to invest. 

The UK is a leading global provider and sits firmly at the heart of the world 
economy: 

 z UK-based banks originate more loans than those in any other country.
 z The UK is home to the world’s third largest insurance industry.
 z The London Stock Exchange has more listed companies than any other 

exchange.
 z The UK foreign exchange market is the largest in the world – more than New 

York and Tokyo combined.
 z London is the foremost global centre for international bond trading.

“The Coalition government has, quite rightly, 

identified the creation of jobs and growth across the 

UK as its top priority ”
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 z London is Europe’s largest centre for commodities trading, with around 15% 
of the global market.

 z UK fund managers look after more than £1,400 billion of assets on behalf of 
overseas clients.145

This is why, in spite of the recent financial crisis, the City continues to attract the 
top firms and the top talent from around the world. These firms and individuals 
and the skills and investment they bring are vital to the UK economy. This essay 
builds on this theme by laying out some of the contributions the City makes to 
the UK, before turning to address the some of the challenges of the future and 
what reforms may be needed.

Direct contributions
As one would expect, the City makes a huge direct contribution to the UK 
economy. However, the indirect benefits generated through its support for other 
sectors as well as for households and individuals are myriad and, if anything, even 
more significant.

This financial and professional services industry is responsible for 14% of our 
national output, contributing more than £170 billion in 2010. It also pays a huge 
amount of direct taxation with the Treasury receiving in excess of £53 billion 
in 2009-10; enough to cover government spending on public order and safety, 
industry, agriculture and employment put together.

£1 in every £9 collected by the Exchequer, including 16% of the corporation 
tax and 15% of income tax, comes from the financial and professional services 
industry.

In addition to these economic benefits, City business also employs more than 
1.9 million people across the UK, more than half of whom work outside London 
and the South East. In fact, this industry provides one in every 12 private sector 
jobs in Scotland, the North West and Yorkshire.

Contributing to the wider economy
It is clear that, even in terms of its direct contributions, the UK financial and 
professional services industry is vital to the UK economy. These benefits are 
multiplied when one looks at the central role it plays in the daily lives of 
people and businesses throughout the UK. Only when viewed from this wider 
perspective can the City’s real impact on jobs and growth be properly assessed.

This means that the success of financial and professional services does not have 
to come, as some have suggested, at the expense of other sectors. The City does 
not operate in a vacuum. 

All industries, including those in which the UK already excels – information 
technology, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, aerospace and sophisticated 
engineering – rely heavily on financial and professional services and the way in 
which it allows for the mobilisation of capital through equity and bond markets 
and venture capital.

Accounting for almost 60% of private sector employment, the UK’s Small and 
Medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) will clearly be vital drivers of the UK economy, 
not only in terms of job creation and growth but also through their flexibility, 
capacity for innovation and geographical spread.
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UK banks cater for around 3.9 million small businesses whose current and 
deposit accounts held almost £57 billion at the start of 2011 and whose bank 
borrowing was hovering just under £50 billion. Each month, another 50,000 or 
so small businesses open their first business account.

Lending data published by the bank of England in August 2011 shows that 
the four UK-based banks involved in Project Merlin are on target to meet their 
commitment to lend UK businesses at least £190 billion in 2011, at least £76 
billion of which must go to SMEs. And it is not just the banks which are providing 
the financial support that is so important if these businesses are to survive and 
grow.

Firms of all sizes often need to raise money in order to fund their business 
activities and the City is home to a range of markets that can facilitate such 
activity. In total, there are 1,088 UK companies on the LSE main market, 929 on 
LSE’s AIM market for high-growth companies and 131 on PLUS-SX which caters 
for smaller growth companies.

These firms derive huge benefits from London’s position as the world’s 
leading global financial centre, gaining access to huge pools of capital held by 
international investors. In 2010, companies raised more than £31 billion on the 
two LSE markets whilst the Exchange also launched a new retail bond market 
providing individual investors with direct access to corporate bonds.

One of the things common to both the City and to other successful industries 
in the UK is their commitment to enterprise and innovation. If the UK is to 
retain its position as a leading player in the global marketplace, we must embrace 
innovation and use it to drive forward future growth.

Many new and innovative enterprises start with finance from business angels 
with an estimated £1 billion being invested in 2010. In parallel with such 
investment, venture capital firms will also raise funds for bright ideas and 
intelligent entrepreneurs, investing £313 million in 397 companies in 2010 as 
well as a further £1,653 million of expansion capital.

Households and individuals are also reliant on financial and professional 
services on a daily basis, whether it is to store their money in their bank accounts, 
to save and invest for old age, to buy a home or a car, to protect their belongings 
against damage or theft – the list is endless.

Challenges and reform
There is no doubt that the UK financial and professional services industry is vital 
to the UK. However, it is also clear that serious mistakes have been made in the 
past. That is why it is incumbent upon all of us employed by the industry to work 
with regulators and politicians to learn from these mistakes and to put in place a 
framework that prevents them being repeated.

Most importantly, never again should the UK taxpayer be put in a position 
where they have to prop up a financial institution. 

Going forward, no firm should be considered ‘too big to fail.’ That is why the 
Coalition tasked an independent commission, led by Sir John Vickers, to look into 
precisely this issue.

Clearly any legislation underpinned by the recommendations contained within 
this report will have a major impact upon the international competitiveness of 
the UK financial and professional services industry in the years to come. I 
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am pleased to note that UK firms have already taken some significant steps to 
eradicate the practices that might encourage excessive risk-taking within their 
business models.

The concept of a ‘guaranteed’ bonus has largely disappeared with any such 
remuneration increasingly geared towards long-term profitability and composed 
largely of shares and options rather than cash. Many UK-based banks are also now 
holding far greater reserves of capital than many of their foreign counterparts. 
Some have also started drawing up ‘living wills’ outlining measures that would 
allow them to be taken into administration whilst safeguarding investors, the 
financial markets and, most importantly, UK residents. 

However, in implementing such reforms and designing a new regulatory 
structure, we must be careful not to throw the baby out with the bathwater. 
There are a number of issues that remain of concern to the City, particularly with 
regards to how they will impact upon our international competitiveness.

Perhaps most pressing of these concerns is the government’s plan to make it 
easier for developers to convert unused offices into residential space. Whilst the 
City appreciates the need to deliver more housing nationally, the empty office 
space in the Square Mile deliberately provides flexibility to meet the needs of 
current business occupiers looking to expand or consolidate their operations, 
while also accommodating new businesses looking to move here. 

This flexibility is vital to the City’s international competitiveness and the default 
assumption that offices will always be more lucrative than residential space in a 
business concentration such as the Square Mile is flawed. There will always be 
a time in the economic cycle when residential is more attractive for developers 
and, once an office has been converted, it is unlikely to be changed back – even if 
the developer wishes to do so – because residential leases are often significantly 
longer than their business equivalents.

We believe that, if these plans are enacted without exemptions or reliefs, as 
much as 13 million square feet of office space could come under threat in the 
Square Mile during the next five years

Another strategic concern that is already on firmly on the government’s 
radar is the issue of the 50p rate of income tax. The decision to implement 
this tax increase was taken in the heated political climate in the run up to last 
year’s General Election and doubtless appealed to some voters. However, many 
economists and commentators, including the Institute for Fiscal Studies have 
argued that the introduction of a 50p rate may not actually increase revenue 
collected and indeed could lose the tax revenue.

In addition to the uncertainty regarding revenues, we must also factor 
in the undoubted damage that the introduction of the rate has done to the 
UK’s reputation for certainty and stability amongst the international business 
community. If we are truly to demonstrate that the UK remains ‘open for business’ 
then the Chancellor must make good on his pledge to abolish this measure sooner 
rather than later.

The financial capital of Europe
London is also undoubtedly the financial capital of Europe and is as much an asset 
for the EU as it is for the UK. With 80% of our regulation now emanating from 
Brussels, we must ensure European policy-makers understand that maintaining 
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a thriving financial services industry and a network of global financial centres 
generates huge benefits for each of the 27 Member States.

The EU is the world’s leading exporter of financial services whilst the industry 
employs nearly 10 million people and accounts for six% of the Union’s total 
economic output. In addition to these direct benefits, it also has an important role 
to play in facilitating the broader economic growth that every European leader has 

identified as a priority.
Unfortunately, it is our view that many 

recent European proposals have been 
underpinned not by a desire to support 
the financial services industry but by 
protectionism and national self-interest. 
The European Commission’s proposals 

regarding an EU-wide financial transaction tax (FTT) are a case in point.
The Commission’s own impact assessment demonstrated that a European tax 

on financial transactions could lose more money as a result of 70% – 90% of all 
derivatives trading – much of which takes place in London – moving outside of 
the EU than it would raise in revenues.

By unilaterally pursuing policies such as this EU-wide FTT, European policy 
makers are pricing all of the EU’s financial centres out of the global marketplace. 

What is the use of creating a level playing field within the EU, if we can no 
longer compete with other financial centres outside the Union? European policy-
makers need to reassess their priorities and focus instead on furthering the 
development of the single market which provides huge benefits for EU member 
states both in terms of removing barriers to European trade and in helping 
individual countries to compete in the global marketplace as part of a significant 
trading bloc that can go toe-to-toe with the US and the emerging Asian powers.

Global significance and the way forward
It is not just the UK and Europe that benefits from the success of the City. As 
mentioned earlier in this essay, London is a truly global financial centre which is 
home to many of the world’s premier financial markets.

The UK is also home to 241 foreign banks with branches or subsidiaries in the 
UK and which employ 160,000 people, 40,000 of whom have a foreign passport. 
In total, there are 1,117 financial services firms from 78 countries that are based 
in the UK and are majority foreign-owned.

The financial crisis made clear the sheer level of connectivity and inter-
connectedness that exists within the global marketplace. If we truly want to build 
a stable, predictable framework, the general principles must be agreed on a global 
basis through organisations such as G20 and the Basel Committee on Banking. 
Indeed, significant progress has already been made in recent years, particularly 
with regard to living wills and capital barriers but there remains much work to 
be done.

As important players within the marketplace, it is quite right that the UK and 
the EU take a leading role in setting new regulatory standards in the wake of the 
financial crisis. However, with so much competition from rival centres overseas, 
it is equally important that we do not sacrifice our international competitiveness 
by acting out of step with the rest of the world.

“… London is a truly global financial centre  

which is home to many of the world’s premier 

financial markets ”
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It would be unthinkable to allow our competitive advantages in financial and 
professional services to slip away at a time when demand for such services in 
growing right across the globe. 

In short, the City is vital, not just for the UK, but also for the European and 
indeed the global economies. Policy makers must bear this in mind so it can 
continue to generate jobs and growth for decades to come.

Stuart Fraser is Policy Chairman at the City of London Corporation
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Making it worse: why we need to 
look to the long-term
By Peter Cruickshank and Matthew Oakley

Above all, at home and abroad, we must counsel against the pessimism and fear that can become 
self-fulfilling prophecies in global markets

David Cameron146

This chapter looks at what is driving recent falls in consumer and business 
confidence in the UK. It asks whether the media and their portrayal of the 
economic situation is having a significant negative impact on the economy. 
Concluding that there is little that we can do to influence reporting and that, in a 
large part, the media is reporting the economy as they see it, we turn to the role 
of politicians, policy makers and think tanks in influencing confidence. We argue 
that short-termism in policy and politics is detrimental to our economy and issue 
a call to drop ideology and turn to evidence in order to look to the longer-term 
growth and prosperity of the UK.

Media to blame?
The Daily Telegraph’s Jeremy Warner wrote of the economy on the 4th November 
2011: 

the sense of impending disaster is tangible...everywhere companies and consumers are battening 
down the hatches, cancelling spending, cutting costs, storing cash...The process is self-fulfilling. 
Never mind talking ourselves into a recession; fear of the future is creating one before our very 
eyes.147 

His argument was that a pervasive climate of fear was doing active damage to 
the economy. The quote from David Cameron at the top of this chapter points to 
that same argument and it is an argument that Policy Exchange has been making 
for the last few months.148 

We have not been trying to say that the economy is not in a precarious position. 
With unemployment tipped to reach three million,149 growth and wages stagnant 
and pressures from the Eurozone and wider global economy bearing down on 
the UK, to deny that we are in a difficult position would be foolish. Instead, our 
argument is that the only way we can move ourselves out of this situation is if 
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business, entrepreneurs and families have the confidence in the future to invest 
and consume. This confidence will not come amid constant prophesising over the 
imminent downfall of the UK economy.150

So where does that confidence now stand? A recent business confidence survey 
published by the CBI highlighted that over recent months, ‘...economic optimism 
has fallen significantly among top British business leaders’.151 The latest Reuters/Ipsos 
MORI Political Monitor paints a similar story for the general public, with economic 
optimism falling to its lowest level since December 2008 and just 16% of people 
thinking that the economic situation will improve in the next 12 months.152

The former of these surveys was also revealing about some of the drivers of this 
downturn in confidence. Quotes from business leaders included:

Watch any TV programme or pick up any newspaper, the economic forecasts are all negative 
and the level of activity is decreasing.

Reading in the media on a daily basis that things are going from bad to worse.

We’re told this is the worst economic situation since the 30’s.

The overall Euro situation, the risk of a double dip recession and pretty worrying outlook, and 
a negative news flow all the time.153

Other concerns were voiced, but these indicate that many businesses do feel 
that the media is having a significant impact on business confidence. Indeed, this 
is not a new idea: a large amount of research has previously been undertaken in 
this area.

The first clear conclusion of this research is that that negative news coverage 
occurs much more frequently than positive.154 Recent research has shown that 
over the period of the recession, ‘as the news about the economy seemed to 
improve, the amount of coverage of the economy... dropped off substantially’. In 
February 2009 coverage of the economy occupied 46% of news items, but only 
16% in August.155 

Of course, if no-one believed anything they saw in the media, then we might 
be unconcerned by this result. However, this does not appear to be the case. It 
seems possible that, in fact, bad news can negatively affect the real economy. 

The most immediate effect may be through impacts on consumer sentiment. 
A number of reports have, unsurprisingly, found that the positivity of news 
coverage can be used to predict a rise or fall in how people felt about the 
economy. One study found that the high volume of articles in the 1990’s 
downturn that mentioned ‘Recession’ or ‘layoffs’ in the headline led to ‘...various 
measures of sentiment [being] 3 to 10 points lower than otherwise would have 
been the case’.156 Other reports have claimed that news accounts for around a 
third of consumer sentiment fluctuations157 and that negative news can increase 
‘pessimism’ by 16%.158 Of course, behavioural economics would also suggest 
that, since individuals tend to be ‘loss averse’, negative information has a much 
greater impact on individual attitudes than positive information.159

There seems to be a relatively straightforward logic at work: if media messages 
create a state of fear about both personal and national economic future, people 
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simply invest less and consume less.160 A number of studies give factual backing 
to this idea: positive shifts in consumer sentiment improve economic conditions, 
boost spending and decrease unemployment.161 Business confidence improves as 
consumers shop that little bit more, businesses then hire and consumer spending 
increases, while banks lend more as confidence rises. The economy grows.162

So might we blame the media for the current economic situation? The arguments 
above certainly suggest that the way in which they report economic matters could 
have a significant impact on the economy. If that were found to be the case, what 

then would the policy implication be? 
There is clearly very little that might be 
done if the media are simply reporting 
what we all see around us: low growth, 
increasing unemployment and falling 
living standards. This leaves us with a 
dilemma that the Financial Times tackled 

recently.163 Michael Skapinker argued persuasively that it was the responsibility 
of the media to report the situation as it was, rather than try to convince people 
that ‘things weren’t all that bad’. It is hard to disagree with this line of argument.

The article also argued against some of the evidence cited above. The criticism 
was that while people may respond to consumer confidence surveys in ways that 
suggest they has been affected by the media, other evidence suggested that their 
actual behaviour remained closely tied to the underlying economic trends. Indeed, 
this is also what the CBI survey of business confidence implied. This found that 
while respondents showed significant falls in economic confidence, less than a 
third of respondents actually felt that the prospects for their own business had 
deteriorated. Over 10% felt that prospects had increased.164

One can sympathise with this line of argument. But with business views 
diverging so far from the reporting in the media and such extreme language 
being used in many articles and reports, it does seem likely that the media is 
negatively impacting on confidence in the UK. However, our view is that it is a 
more general form of short-termism that is doing more damage to confidence 
than media reporting.

Short-term focus is damaging the UK
A quote from the Bank of England’s Governor, Mervyn King may be illuminating:

There is weakness over the next few quarters. No one can know what precisely the outcome 
will be... In the last three years, we have seen extraordinary events. Who knows what’s going to 
happen tomorrow, let alone next month?165

It is extraordinary that such a senior figure in the UK economy should inject 
such uncertainty into the public debate around the economy. This criticism does 
not stop at the Bank of England. It can just as easily be levelled at members of the 
opposition and, indeed, members of the government. Figures on the following 
page show ‘word-clouds’ that we created from four public speeches in the last 
six months from George Osborne and Ed Balls. In these, the larger the word, the 
more it has been used. Clearly it is hard to draw firm conclusions from these, 
but they do demonstrate a number of general points. The choice of words points 
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towards a distinctly negative tone for both Osborne and Balls. Given the current 
situation, this is unsurprising. However, more concerning (from both the word-
clouds and analysis of the full speech) is a lack of a long-term perspective or plan. 
Indeed, the words ‘long-term’ and ‘future’ do not feature in Osborne’s cloud and 
‘recovery’ is used infrequently. Most of the discussion is focussed on the short-
term and on political point scoring. Indeed, the Shadow Chancellor uses the 
Chancellor’s name more than the words ‘confidence’, ‘credibility’ and ‘balanced’. 
One can just as easily see this short-termism from both sides of the House in 
recent Prime Minister’s Questions in the Commons, or in interviews with key 
political figures.166

Figure 14: Word cloud for Ed Balls speeches 

Source: Speeches on 26/09/11, 16/06/11, 06/06/11, 01/05/11

Figure 15: Word cloud for George Osborne speeches

Source: Speeches on 08/11/11, 02/10/11, 16/09/11, 15/06/11.
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A key example of this short-termism is also seen at each publication of 
provisional quarterly GDP fi gures from the Offi ce for National Statistics. We have 
previously outlined our view of the futility of focussing on these fi gures.167 The 
fi rst estimate of GDP is just that, an estimate. It takes into account just 40% of 
the data that the fi nal fi gure will use. This means that it is revised continually 
until all the data have been collected. The ONS also improves its methodology 
over time, meaning that revisions are made because of this as well.168 These 
revisions can be large. Figure 16 shows the impact of a recent revision that the 
ONS published.

Figure 16: Revisions to UK real GDP, 1997-2010
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It shows that the UK economy grew by 37.8% between 1997 and 2007 rather 
than 33.2% as originally estimated. This is largely due to an upward revision of 
GDP growth – from 17.9% to 21.1% between the fi rst quarter of 2001 and the 
fourth quarter of 2007. Individual revisions to quarterly fi gures were as large as 
0.7 of a percentage point.

Put in context, similar revisions (because of new data coming in and because 
of methodological changes) to the fi rst estimate of Q2 2011 GDP growth from 
the ONS (0.5%) would mean that GDP in Q2 2011 could be as low as -0.2% and 
as high as 1.2%.

This is not a criticism of the ONS, or their approach to estimating GDP. We 
agree with the broad conclusions of their recent work that suggests that this 
is a sensible way to conduct the process.169 However, each publication of this 
statistic in recent years has been greeted with discussion of the downfall of the 
UK economy and calls for the government to adopt short-term policy wheezes. 
These include calls to: temporarily reduce VAT; introduce another ‘Banker’s Bonus 
Tax’; abolish the National Minimum Wage; allow fi rms to freely hire and fi re as 
they choose; and more often than not – roll back the defi cit reduction plan and 
spend more now. In turn, the government has responded by arguing that defi cit 
reduction is essential to maintain market confi dence in the UK.
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There are three main problems with this debate. First, as we have previously 
stated and many others have noted, it is unwise to make knee-jerk policy based on 
one (uncertain) data point. The second problem is that the debate it is based almost 
entirely on rhetoric and ideology rather than an analysis of policies which might 
actually drive growth.170 On the one hand, ‘the Left’ argues that more spending is 
needed and the re-distribution from rich to poor will boost consumption. On the 
other hand, ‘the Right’ argues that firms need more freedom and less regulation and 
that tax must be cut. Chapters 1 and 2 of this report outline our arguments against 
these short-term policy responses. The final problem is that there is no consideration 
of the long-term by either side. There is no long-term plan for growth.

The impact of this absence is clearly outlined in surveys of business leaders and 
the public. The CBI’s recent survey included the following responses:

Politics getting in the way of economics – it is very clear what the government has to do but 
politics is getting in the way of action.

The domestic party conference season demonstrated that there is little desire on the part of the 
Coalition parties to actually tackle any of the issues 

…there doesn’t seem to be a sensible plan for economic growth in the UK171

This clearly demonstrates that the business community are worried about 
the lack of coherent long-term growth strategy. The Reuters / Ipsos MORI Political 
Monitor then highlights that over half of the public think that the government is 
doing a bad job of managing the economy. However, only 20% of people think 
that a Labour government with Ed Miliband and Ed Balls as Prime Minister and 
Chancellor would do a better job.172

In short, a focus on short-term politics is damaging confidence in both the 
business community and in the public. Businesses and the public realise things are 
bad, but generally feel better about their own prospects and circumstances than 
they do about the rest of the economy. Overall, it does not seem to be the current 
situation that is causing most worry, it is the lack of a vision for the future and 
how things will improve.

Looking to the future
Our view is that while the media is presenting the economic situation in a 
negative fashion, there is very little that can be done to influence this. Much 
more disturbing is the short-termism and political point scoring that has led to 
an intellectual deficit in policy debate around growth. There are too many calls to 
implement policy based on ideology and short-termism and too few arguments 
in favour of empiricism and a long-term strategy.173

Businesses and consumers want to know that the future will be better than the 
situation we are in now and they need to understand how we might get there. 
They understand that short-term policy just papers over the cracks and does not 
tackle the deeper problems in our economy. Other parts of this report also outline 
the damage that such policies can do to both the stability and certainty in policy-
making that are essential to providing businesses and consumers the confidence 
to invest and spend.
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With this in mind we hope that the government does move away from Plan A. 
This would not involve stepping back from meeting its fiscal mandate, but would 
require them to set out a firmer plan for the future on top of meeting its fiscal 
mandate. The public and both foreign and domestic investors need to know how 
the UK will move to growth, not over the next six months, but over the next ten 
years. This means an economy based on investment and growth not borrowing 
and debt. It means an economy where growth is more balanced both across the 
country and across the income distribution. It also means an economy where the 
needs and concerns of both business and workers are balanced.

To do this, tax and regulatory policy should be made more certain, fundamental 
reforms must be pushed through in planning, monetary policy must be flexed to 
boost growth in small businesses and new ways of protecting the rights of both 
workers and business must be explored. The first Chapter in this report lays out 
Policy Exchange’s proposals in these and other areas. 

They are all policies based on evidence, not rhetoric and ideology. Indeed, they 
are not policies about politics. Many of them could be supported by both sides of 
the House. We hope that they can help to move the debate on from short-termism 
in order to start to consider the future.

Matthew Oakley is Head of Enterprise, Growth and Social Policy at Policy Exchange
Peter Cruickshank is an Economics Intern at Policy Exchange
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